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Chapter I
Introduotion to the Study
Before Tohaikovsky wrote his Fifth symphony and the year
Wordsworth died. preaohers with guns and an old hand press were
publishing a newspaper on the Texas frontier.
The preachers were Methodists and they oalled their paper The
Texas Wesleyan Banner.

Later. the name was changed to The Texas

Christian Advooate and still later it beoame The Southwestern
Advooate.

But the auspioes. the purposes. the oharaoteristics and

the methods of the publioation remained the same for almost a
oentury.
Purpose of the Study.

To reoonstruot the history of this

journal which for so long was an active force in the religious
growth. and to a lesser extent. the secular development of Texas
is the purpose of this study.
Such a study must emphasize the primarily journalistic aspects
of the subject.

But since it is a study of a publication whose

nature was _g reatly detennined by the political and sociological
oonditions of its time, it oannot ignore these.

And since it is

a study of a religious publication v.hose significance hinges largely

upon the influenoe it exerted among its readers. it cannot esoape
Xit- oann~t---esoape evaluation of this influence and reaction if it is
to be fully accurate and meaningful.

(2)

Discovery of these conditions and judgpient

of the Advocate's

affect upon Texas Methodism. thus. is also an aim of this study.
Importance of the Study.

The writing of the history of The

Texas Christian Advocate is a project whose accomplishment is long
overdue.
Much of the history of the paper has been obscure even to
Methodist Church leaders who have spent most of their careers in
Texas.

Some questions concerning the Advocate's past have become

issues in segments of the Church. issues which could be resolved
relatively easily if the past were known.

But the two published

works which make even tangential mention of the Advocate

do so

only briefly and do not begin to answer these questions.

No attempt

at a comprehensive history of the publication ever has been

undertaken.
At the time of this writing. there is a desire among Methodists
in the Southwest who recognize the need for an official Church organ
with wide circulation and appeal to establish again a counterpart

of the Advocate under exclusive jurisdiction of the Church in Texas.
A history of the publication that fulfilled this need with varying

success for a century would be of value to them in their efforts to
conceive an organ designed to meet it again.
On the basis of purely journalistic considerations. the study
also is a needed one.

(3)
For a time. the Advocate had the largest circulat ion of any
daily or weekly newspap er in Texas.

At times. its religiou s. and

on some issues. politica l. influenc e was unsurpas sed.

During

certain periods of its history, it was recogniz ed in ecclesia stical
circles as one of the foremost religiou s journals in the South.

It

thus occupied a promine nt, though now almost forgotte n, position in
early Texas journali sm.
The reasons for its successe s, its decline and ultimate demise,
while perhaps not universa lly appropr iate to the understa nding of
all church newspap ers, might at least be of interest to students of
early and contemp orary religiou s journali sm.
Througho ut most of its history, the Advocate led a romantic and
precario us life, one which brought both journal istic honor and
disgrace to the Church it represen ted and one which left an imprint
upon its times.

Surely the story of its life merits telling.

Organiz ation o f ~ Study.

In the hope of telling this story

in the most meaning ful and effectiv e manner possible , and still
promulg ating an understa nding -0f the conditio ns and events which
shaped it, the history is divided into detailin g the stages
progres sively in the life of the publica tion.

Most of these stages

correspo nd exactly with a period of time during which a particul ar
man directed the paper.

Therefo re. most of the chapters concern

directly the editorsh ip of successi ve editors.

However, because

(4)

of the lengthy tenure of some editors which transcended any single
stage in the life of the paper, it has been necessary to devote
more than one chapter to the editorship of some of the men who
guided the Advocate in order that various phases of its development
might be presented more or less chronfi'ogically and clearly.
Review of Previous Studies.

There are only two published works

which contain any sustained reference to the Texas Christian Advocate,
These are Thrall's A Brief History .2,!, Methodism iE_Texasl and
Phelan's A History of Early Methodism in Texas.2

1Thrall, Homers., A Brief History of Methodism in Texas, Nashville,
Publishing House of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1889.
2Phelan, Macum, A History of Early Methodism.!!!, Texas, Nashville,
Cokesbury Press-; l924.
-

Both Thrall and Phelan were Methodist ministers who spent most
of their lives in Texas.

Thrall was an important figure in the

beginning of the Advocate, and for many years served as a member
of the Joint Board of Publication charged with overseeing it.
His writing obviously could have been invaluable concerning the
history of the paper.

But he devotes only a brief chapter to the

development of the Advocate which at the time of his writing had
been in operation for 40 years.
Too, Thrall apparently "Wl"ote much of his history from memory
'Which evidently did not always serve him perfectly.

Several

(5)

discrepancies exist between his account of the history of the paper
and the history revealed by issues of the paper itself.
Phelan's writing contains still less immediately pertinent to
the history of the Advocate.

His references ocour incidental to

other topics and are clearly based on the information set forth
in Thrall's book.
Thus. no comprehensive study of the Advocate's history ever
has been undertaken.
Statement of Sources and Methods of Procedure.

This dearth

of published material concerning the subject leaves virtually no
reliable and fruitful source except the volumes of the publication

itself.

These, of course, represent an indispensible source.

Fortunately, volumes of the Advocate are on file at the libraries
of Emory University. Garret Biblical Institute, Duke Un iversity•

Drew University. Southern Methodist University. Southwestern
University and the University of Texas.

The Congregational Library

at Boston, the New York Public Library and the Texas State Library
at Austin all have some volumes and isolated issues of the paper.
None of these libraries has a complete file of the paper.

By

far the most complete one exists at the Bridwell Theological Library
at Southern Methodist University.
It is from these volumes of the publication that the great
majority of material upon which this research is based has come.

(6)
However, invaluable information concerning the early history
of the paper has been derived from the personal notes and
correspondence of the late Louis

c.

Blaylock, Sr. who was

associated with the Advocate for 56 years, most of the time
as its publisher.

Further data concerning the publication during

the last century has been furnished by Dr. Robert Goodloe, professor
of religious history at Southern Methodist University, ,mo is now
engaged in the writing of a history of Methodism in Texas.

Material

concerning the more recent history of the Advocate has been supplied
by the Rev. J. Daniel Barron, a former editor.
Barron and Dr. Harrison Baker of Dallas, both of whom have
long been acquainted professionally with the Advocate, orally
contributed information which provided a background for research.
The writer also drew upon his own experiences and acquaintances
gained while he was a member of the Advocate staff in 1948 for
material concerning the recent history of the publication.
All available issues of the Advocate have been studied.
Whenever there has been any conflict in material., that secured
-j.

•••~••a

from the paper itself has been accepted as the most valid

except Tdlen it concerned editors' and publishers' circulation
claims.

CHAPTER II
PRELUDE ON THE FRONTIER
In the early morning of April 14, 1849, a tall, dark-eyed Texan
with a slight mustache stepped out of a smaH printing shop into the
rain and started down a muddy street of Houston, Texas toward the
nearby post office.

His arms were heavily loaded with newspapers

11h ich were covered with a gunny c loth to protect them from the wet.

The newspapers were the first issues of the Texas Wesleyan
Banner.

The man was its editor, a Methodist preacher named

Chauncey Richardson.
To all but the few preachers lho conceived it, the fate of the
paper Richardson gave birth to that morning must have seemed more
than doubtful.
For in 1849 Texas was still a frontier.

the praries, pitched

On

battles were fought to the death between isolated families and raiding Commanches.

Barbaric warfare erupted sporadically when roving

bands of Apaches caught painfully moving wagon trains coming out of
the northeast down across the Red river.
It had been less than two decades since Moses Austin led his
first contingent of American colonists into the territory, and Texas
had been part of the Union less than four years.
ranged from the nonexistent to the haphazard.

Communications

Mail was distributed

by private companies whose drivers often jettisoned packets of letters

(8)

in favor of sacks of potatoes.
Small boats sailed the buyous and people owned slaves.

And life

hinged heavily upon the weekty arrival at Galveston of ship from New
Orleans vhich brought flour, molasses, sugar, coffee, tobacco and
news---all acaroe commodities in early Texas.

The people who populated this frontier were a diverse group of
malcontents, adventurers, cri.m inals, honest and hopeful farmers and
small Anglo-Saxon merchants.

Among them there was none more color-

ful than the Methodist circuit rider.
Few causes could possess more zealously devoted disciples than
these preachers on horseback who rode alone into the wilderness.
They had little to sustain them except missiomry idealism and fiery
faith in the rightness of what they were doing.

Hostility beset

them from every quarter; from the Indians, the land, the officials
and even the people to whom they sought to minister.

There is little

JI\YSte:ry in the fact that most of them died young.
Under the rule of Catholic Mexico from which Texas was not free
until 1836, the religion they promulgated was outlawed.

Authori-

tative opposition, though, tended to romanticize it with the appeal
of the forbidden.

And ultimately, some Mexican officials in Texas

came to tolerate, if not openly welcome, its practice.
But Stephen F. Austin, who was one of the chief leaders in the
early colonization and \WlO was determined to adhere to his contracts
for land with the Mexican government, frowned upon the spread of

(9)

Methodism in his colonie s.

He is reporte d to have said, "One

Method ist preach er would do more mischi ef in my colony than a
dozen horseth ieves. 113

3Phelan , op. ~ • , P• 73

But passive ani sometimes active opposi tion from the people
themse lves constit uted the most effecti ve deterre nt to its _growth .
Some had been crimin als, others looked with disfavo r upon the social
contro l introdu ction of organiz ed religio n would impose upon the
frontie r, and others though t themse lves too embattl ed in the struggl e
for physica 1 life to bother .

The circui t rider o:f'ten •s maligne d,

and sometimes threate ned.
One who atte!1 pted to preach in an early settlem ent was told:
1

"You must come back to preach no more and if you do, we' 11 nail
you up in a barrel and throw you into the river. 114

4Ibid. , P• 84.

But most of the preach ers llho he¥3. crossed winter stream s in
unexplo red territo ry and survive d prairie summers 1118re tough
physic ally ani tougher spiritu ally.

Figura tively, they came back;

literal ly, they stayed.
The reminis cences of an early preach er about the first organiz ed

Protestant services held in one of the leading towns of the time,
Washington, illustrates the means the circuit riders sometimes
found necessary to promote their beliefs.
"This was the first meeting ever held in the town, and it
was more than the fiends and mockers could willingly submit to.
The house in vhich they proposed to hold the meeting was a
vacated billiard-room on Main Stree~, with a long gallery in
front. On the second night of the meeting there was a general
attendance of the citizens, loafers and gamblers of the place.
We soon discovered that the disturbers of our peace on former
occasions were present, with the purpose of interfering with the
worship of the congregation, without fear of God or man before
their eyes. A nan was stationed outside the house, just behind
where the preacher stood, with a hen in his arms. While the
preacher was lining out his hyms, he would hold the chicken by
the neck. When the congregation would sing, he 110uld make it
squall. A large copper-colored slave was stationed on the
gallery in front, with some 20 or more of these lewd fellows
around him, partly intoxicated. When the congregation sang
and the hen squalled, the slave, acting under orders, would put
his head in at the window and shout at the top of his voice,
'Glory to God!' The response from outside was given, 'Amen and
Amen!' I was sitting near the window whence the disturbance
came. My wife and daughter were near me. I arose and stood
by the window, with the walking cane in my hand that I had
bro~ht from Tennessee, made of hickory, with a buck-horn head.
My bosom heaved with holy indignation, and as the negro put
his head into the window the second time, and as the congregation
sang and the hen squalled, I struck him just above the left eye,
making a scar that he carried to his grave. After the stroke
with the cane they were preemptorily ordered away, with the
statement that there were more dangeroUJ weapons behind. It had
been our custom since the Indians killed two of our men during
religious services the year before, to takB our weapons with us
to church, as well as to other places. Some usually stood guard
while other worshipped. There was no further disturbance of
consequence until the service ended. 11 5

5Ibid. PP• 121-22.

(11)

The preacher who closed that service was a giant mn almost
seven f'eet tall weighing 250 pound named Robert Alexander.

And it

was he who was to become perhaps the key man in the beginning of the

first Methodist Church publication in Texas.
In the fall of 1847, Robert B. Wells, a Methodist minister,
had issued several editions of a pa.per he called The Texas Christian
Advocate and Brenham Advertiser.

Wells' paper, which he published

at Brenham, was not recognized by the Church and was solely a private
enterprise.

No copies of it are known to exist, but it appeared only

irregularly and after a f'ew months, Wells gave up the undertaking.
His father-in-law, the Rev. Orcenee.th Fisher bought Wells'
equipment e.nd transferred it to Houston.

There, in the spring of

1848 be began circulating a publication he called The Texas
Christian Advocate.

But the paper failed to survive the summer.

These two abortive attempts at establishment of a newspaper
allied with Methodism had not escaped the notice nor sympathy of
other Methodist preachers in Texas.
Alexander had becone especially interested.

And during his

travels through eastern Texas in August, he began discussing
establishment of a Methodist newspaper with both laymen e.nd
ministers.

He succeeded in -enlisting the ardent support of H.S.

Thrall, a prominent minister, whose furtherance of the undertaking
was later to equal his own.
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· Thrall and Alexander clearly conceived of the proposed enterprise as much more than the establishment of a newspaper.

They

thought of it as the creation of a great new weapon to aid ·them in
their crusades on the frontier.

They viewed it as the acquisition

of a means of publicizing Methodism, or direct evan r,:elism e.nd of
providing their people with a genuine secular service.

Their

enthusiasm indicates they were awed by its possibilities.
Both rode to Rutersville for a campt meeting held in a tent
on a hot evening early in September 1848.

The gathering was

attended by preachers and influential laymen of the area.

Led

by Alexander and Thrall, the group appointed a committee, of which
they were the chief members, to start a newspaper on behalf of the
Methodist Church.
Because so many of the leadin g Methodists in the state

participated in the Ruttersville conference, its decision was
tantamount to official church action, and virtually assured the
plan of eventual endorsement by the Church.
Thrall and Alexander hurried ahead with arrangements.
In Houston, after several weeks of investigation both personally
and by correspondence, Thrall and Alexander finally entered into
a contract on behalf of the Church with the printing firm of Cruger

and Moore.

The agreement called for weakly publication by the firm

of 1,000 copies of a four page paper of imperial size.

The printers

were to bear all expenses of publication except the salary of the
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editor.

In return, the Church was to p&lf them $2,500 a year.

Annual compensation of $800 for the editor was to oome from the
general funds of the two Methodist Annual Conferenoes in the state.
Perhaps the most important problem oonfronting the publication
committee was the sele ction of an editor.

The exact considerations

that motivated their ohoice are unknown.

It is evident, though,

that no little deliberation was involved.

And the final choice

was a propitious one.
For the

IOO.n

appointed editor was an eminent minister named

Chauncey Richardson.

His successful ministry in Texas had won

him prestige both in the Church and state.

He had something of

an academic background, having been president of Rutersville
College, and had been a contributor to religious journals in the
South.

He therefore possessed to a degree the two most :f'undamental

requisites for an editor of a church paper in the last century:
stature within the C~urcih and ability as a writer.
Richardson met with the publication committee in Houstron the
first week in April.

Thrall end Alexander, with characteristically

wild optimism, anticipated immediate success.

They set the annual

subscription price at two dollars if it was paid in advance and
three dollars if it was not.

All Methodist preachers in Texas were

appointed a gents of the paper and authorized to solicit and collect
money for subscriptions.
It was hoped that a quick revenue of $2,000 oould be secured
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from sale of 1,000 subsoriptio ns.

Advertising was counted upon to

supply the remainder of money needed.

A rather hazy policy regard-

ing exclusion of objectional advertisi~ copy was agreed upon and
it ve.s deoided that the preachers would encourage their more
prosperous laymen to advertise through the columns of the paper.
Richardson told the committee the paper would be called the
Texas Wesleyan Banner and they told him that was a worthy narre.
A fina 1 notioe heralding the coming of Texa. s' newest newspaper

was inserted in the Houston Telegraph.

And Riohardson begm

preparing copy for the first ad ition of a pa.per Texans were to
swear by and at for a oentury to oome.

CHAPTER III
RICHARDSON'S BANNER
There was little intentionally dramatic in Richardson's
personally braving the re.in to carry copies of the Banner from the
press to the post office.

His action was a prosaic necessity as he

constituted· the entire staff of the newspaper.
But the paper Richardson carried along the muddy main street of
Houston that Thursday morning was one in Wl.ioh most editors in 1849
would justly have taken pride, regardless of how it got to the
post office.
It consisted of four clearly printed pages slightly larger
than those of the contemporary daily.

The newsprint was of high

quality and its content is easily legible today.

There were four

three inch columns with a q~rter of an inch of white space between
ea.oh.

In the first edition, Richardson proclaimed the purpose of the
Banner to be "frank and fearless devotion to the promulgation and
defense of Biblico-Weslayan Methodism ••• "

He added on the first

page beneath this declaration, "In addition to its specific object,

the Banner will furnish a brief but faithful record of the current
history of the Christian and political world."

And on the second

page, he further informed readers that"~ Texas Wesleyan Banner
will be devoted to Religion, Morals, Literature, Science, Popular
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Education and General Intelligence" and that "No obituary will be
inserted unless it be sent within four months af'ter the death of
the person."
The means which Richardson chose to attain these rather
diversified aims fell into a rigidly patterned form with the first
and immed ia ta ly subsequent edit ions.
The first page included a colunm of religious poetry contributed
by readers, ministers or copied from other journals.

It ranged from

the sentimental to the recondite, but never achieved any literary
worth except when Richardson was hardpressed for ~riginal material
and ran excerpts from Shelly or Tennyson.
The remainder of the front page was consumed by letters from
voluntary correspondents detailing the commonplace and exciting of
the frontier, containing factual narratives of hazardous journeys
through Indian territory and descriptive travelogues.

In view of

the relatively unexplored nature of much of Texas at the time, these
may have been of practical as well as romantic interest to some
readers.

Whan letters were few, Richardson filled space with

religious essays lifted from other periodicals, for which he always
gave credit.
The editorials that dominated the second page were often a
column long.

More than half of them caicerned religious topics

and current undertakings of the Church.

Along with them appeared

notices of runaway slaves, revivals and meetings, stories of murders
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and other crimes.

Obitua:r ies W3re sometimes run on page two.

were glowingly eulogistic, rarely factual to any extent.

They

Apparently,

any obituary received within the specified time limit was used
sooner or later.
Under the head mg "General Intelligence" Richardson ran each
week two to three colunms of national and international news on
page three.

This section contained market reports •on the sale of'

cotton, grain, money, corn, coffee and tobacco in Liverpool, Uew
York and Galveston, together with a general description of the
tempo of trade in those cities.

Ordinarily, half of a column was

set aside for "Religious Intelligence" which contained news of
other denominations in the state and nation.

There was always a

full column of advertising on page three.
Advertismg predominated on the fourth page, but Richardson
usually reserved sufficient space to repr:int an anecdotical article
from another publication.
social import.

These were without moral, religious or

They obviously VBre designed purely for entertain-

m,nt, and in a way were crude forerunners of conte?ll)orary newspaper
feature articles.

Sometimes, Richardson ran short articles for

children and simple accounts of a bizarre occurrence in some far off
place which was calculated to mystify the whole frontier family.
The headlines above this naterial were never more than a colunm
wide.

They were small, one line labels which more often than not

little indication of the subject of the story below.
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There were no piotures nor art work.
The overall content of the paper represented a shrewd
proportioning of material intended not only to implement the program
of the Church. but to appeal to the secular interests of its members
and non-partisans as well by gratifying their need and yearning for

information about the territory in Wl ioh they lives and the areas
from which they had come.
Of all the cmtent. Richardson's editorials and state and
national news contributed the most to the quick prestige the
Banner gained under him.
After the first dozen or so issues under Richardson. the
editorial polioy of the Banner beoame clearly delineated.

Aside

from its tmstinting support of any and every Church aotivity and
its constant echoing of Methodist doctrine. its significant facets
were:

bridled. but unmistakable opposition to Roman Catholicism.

defense of slavery and friendly encouragement of other Protestant
denominations in Texas.

On these subjects. Richardson reflected

the attitudes of the Church of which he was an eminent member.
Editorial comment was never confined to the editorial page.
Richardson often interposed instructions in a news story advising
readers of the proper reaction to the happening he was reporting.
The Banner's early antagonism toward the Caholio Church was
primarily expressed. in fact. through its news columns where the
editor was fond of printing stories about priests involved in crimes
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usually taking plaoe in Mexico or Italy, reports of demonstrations
by Italians against Catholic rule and attempts of priests to suppress
unauthorized Catholio versions of the Bible in Texas.

Periodioally,

Richardson would go to great lengths to point out editorially the
ecclesiastical shortoomings (or what he considered to be the
shortcomings) of the Catholio Churoh.

But the Banner's attacks

upon Catholicism never grew vituperative under Richardson -,le.s they
were to under succeeding editors.
However, the Banner's position on slavery was less temperate.
NorthS"n Church leaders considered Richardson one of southern
Methodism's foremost proponents of slavery.
accolade or epithet evidently deserved.

And this was an

When a rival looal sect

accused him and his Church of abolitionist sentiment, Richardson
replied editorially:
"The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, an abolition
Church Z Wherefore then it separates from the North? VVherefore
its denouncement by the leading organs of the Northern Church,
as a pro-slavery Church? This charge of Abolutionism against
our Church is chimerical in the extreme, and cannot be believed,
even by those who make and circulate it. On this subject, the
M.E. Church, South, is like Caesar's wife: above suspicion.
Having proved herself true to her position, and identified with
Southern institutions in times of severe trial, she justly
oommandr the unwavering confidence and affection of the whole
South. 16

6Texas Wesleyan Banner, Houston, November 10, 1850, P• 2.

The issue of slavery in Richardson's time was only slightly an
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internal one in the southern Churoh.

It was incendiary all right,

but was primalily between -the northern and southern divisions.

The

advocaoy of eradicati on of slavery in 1850 by a responsible Methodist
would have been professional suicide.
the opposite.

Richardson advooated just

And the policy toward Negroes he established for the

Banner in 1849-50 had not changed too radically 70 years later l
In both the editorial an:i news oolunms, Riohardson evinced a
warm attitude of comradeship to•rd the other Protestant groups in
the state.

He listed their gains in membership almost as if they

were acoomplishments by Methodists, and an amicable interchange of
correspondence between the ministers of divergent denominations took
place through the Banner.
However, Riolw.rdson always sought mild and joking controversy
with other religious editors over unimportant topics.

The response

of those to•rd whom his jibes were directed was not always in the
sane vein he clearly intended, though (the editor of the South
Western Baptist became so angered with Richardson that in JUI\e 1851
he stopped sending his paper to the Banner offioe).

But the

differences were largely personal ones, and never degenerated into
the denominational feuds religious editors of the century sometimes
1'8re guilty of.
A capricious tangent qf the Banner's editorial promotions, typical

of those its editor sometimes was addicted to, appeared in the summer
of 1850.

An assorted gang of adventurers and thugs began assembling
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in New Orleans to organize a filibustering expedition to Cuba with
the avowed purpose of overthrowing the Spanish regime there.

The

United States government frantically tried to prevent departure of
the renegades and a presidential proclamation urged capture of them.
But the Banner gleefully reported the success of the filibusterers in eluding capture by the government.

It boasted they

wera fully armed, had taken msasures to escape the United States
Navy on the Gulf, and would soon start a revolution in Cuba.
Richardson concluded an editorial on the subject, saying:
" ••• It is quite probable that most of all the revolutionary
forces will be landed in Cuba before the American fleet reaches
the coast. But if from some unto•rd event only part of the
troops should be landed, and the others kept
by our vessels
of •r, we may expect to hear of another nassacre like that of
the Alamo or Goliad. The Spaniards are so much accustomed to
to butchering revolutionary troops that we have little to expect
of their clemency, if they should overpo1'9r and capture the
first detachments of the revolutionary troops that are landed.
If by the unnecessary interference of President Taylor, the
vanguard of the revoluticnary army should be captured am
massacred to appease Spanish vengence, he will acquire a
notoriety not unlike that which attaches to the Autocrat of
Russia or the butcher of Hanau. 11 7

••Y

7rbid., June 5, 1850, P• 2.

Perhaps it should be mentioned that bands such as Richardson
was

supporting editorially had folll;ht conspicuously under Texas

colors against Mexico, and the smouldering antipathy in Texas against
Mexico and Spa in, which had scarcely diminished since the Alamo, had
been further inflamed by the war with Mexico the year before.
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By April 1850 when the Banner entered its second year of publication, it was one of the most respected newspapers, secular or
religious, in Texas.
Richardson had achieved this reputation for the Banner by making
it truly a paper of news, as well as a voice of the Church.
He never had aocess to nor organized any regularized means of
gathering news.

But he energetically utilized haphazard methods

to obtain litat he could.
Most of the foreign news was gleaned from other newspapers,
mostly those in New Orleans.

Whenever he could, Richardson talked

to travelers from reoently arrived ships at Galveston, questioning
them about conditions and events abroad.

The quant:i:t;y and quality

of information he gained through such means was suprisingly high.
It told of Austrian dukes am Russian princesses, British menof-war and Italian riots, historic senate debates and Calhoun
speeohes, wagon trains and war parties.
Foreign news usual ly appeared in the Banner six to eight weeks
after it had appeared in European newspapers or ten to 14 days after
it had been run in New York papers.

Still, most of this information

was news to Banner readers in 1850.

For many of them did not have

access to other newspap ers, and the Galveston News and Houston

Telegraph were probably the only two papers in the state that
offered more current or comprehensive foreign coverage.

And for

the most part, they gained their foreign news from the same sources
that Richardson did.
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Riohardson's laok of assistants and the location in Houston
tended to overbalanoe the paper with news emenating in the immediate
looality, even though the publioation was intended to be statewide
in readership and coverage.
papers and local people.

It was easier to gather news from looal

With all his other duties, it was difficult

for Richardson to gather it elsewhere.

Nevertheless, he did succeed

in including a considerable quantity of state news in the Banner
eaoh week.

Such items as those below were typioal of it.

"The train (wagon train) for El Paso will start from Bexar,
Tex. in a week or two, and all persons who may desire to emigrate
to the upper valley of the Rio Grande will thus be furnished wifu
an opportunity of traversing the Indian country in safety. The
number of persons attached to the El Paso train will probably
exoeed 300: a foroe sufficient to prevent it from being molested
by any war party the Commanohes can concentrate in that sector. 11 8

8Ibid., June 21, 1851, P• 2.

"Parker H.F. French, the notorLus swindler, who at the
latest intelligence before the present, ,uas in prison in the
province of Durango, Mexico, under the sentence of death, is
now Governor of that province.
"He was released fr<Xll prison on the proposition, to raise
a company and drive away the Indians, and by his prowess made
himself very popular, and thereby attained the highest office
in the gift of the people. The freaks and changes of fortune
with him are manifold."9

9Ibid., November 10, 1851, P• 2.

"Mr. Rollins (an Indian a gent) found a number of Mexican
prisoners among the Indians who prefer remaining with their
captors to returnin c; to Mexico. They state that in Mexico they
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were peons and were treated worse than they are now treated
in their captivity. Indian captivity preferable to Mexican
citizenship! What a fearful comment upon the social and civil
condition of Mexico."10

10 rbid., June 6, 1851. P• 3.

Such items we re derived in part from other papers in the state
which Richardson read assiduously.

But a great nm1y, he secured

throq1;h conversation with travelers passing through Houston, talks
with officials and correspondence with friends and preachers.

All

Methodists were encouraged to send the Banner reports of conditions
in their area and news of their churches.

Few did so consistently,

but enough did so occasionally to provide the Banner with news which
made it valuable to its readers.

CHAPTER IV
TRADITIONAL TROUBLES

Despite the favorable reception Richardson secured for the Banner
among readers and the Church during the first months of' its publication, the paper soon encountered financial troubles, a difficulty
associated with it thrw.ghout most of' its history.
By the middle of November 1849, the Banner was more than $500
in debt.

When it embarked upon its second year of publication, it

was a lmas t $1,500 in debt and its pr inters had not been paid a cent

for six months.
This plight had its origin in several causes.
First, although the Banner had obtained almost 900 subscriptions
shortly after it started publication, it collected for less than half
of them.

Beginning in April 1850, scarcely an issue passed in which

Richardson did not exhort and admonish readers to pay what they owed
on their subscriptions.

Apparently though, readers paid the Church

paper as they did their preacher as they did their preacher---not at
all or when the crops came in.
paying aeything.

Certainly there was no hurry about

And certainly, Richardson did not consider taking

anyone's name off the subscription list.
that the delinquent would pay up.

For there was always hope

The najority didn't, and the

Banner suffered.
Second, the postal system in Texas was farcial as far as
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efficiency was concemed.

It made circulation of the Banner a

desultory sort of an affair.

Richardson's editorial comment

indicates the difficulties he faced pertaining to it:
"Most bitter complaints of the irregularity of the mails
reach us from various sections of the state. We learn that
there were some 1.,500 weight of papers now layin-g at Montgomery.
Who is to blame? When will all the evils., the same, evils., the
shameful evils complained of be remedied? Will the new
contractors be better? We shall see.nll

11 Ibid • ., June 6., 1850., P• 2.

"The Gordion knot would furnish the fittest type of the
mail arrangements for Texas., as they present confusion confounded. The New Orleans mail reaches Galveston on Tuesday.,
at 9 o'clock, a.m • ., e.nd remains there under treatment for
sea-sickness until 3 p.m. on Thursday., arriving at Houston
at 3 a.m. Friday. The same day, the Richmond mail, the
Washington and Montgomery mails arrive, arid remain quietly
until the next Tuesday, at 3 p.m • ., when they gently move on
to Galveston, and there take breath until Sunday. Such recklessness of the commercial., social and religious interests of Texas
as is clearly evinced in the snarled mail arrangements, is a
sin that ought to be punished by the elders of the land. Similar
confusion prevails throughout Texas."12

12 Ibid,., July 10, 1850, P• 2.

"How oan we do otherwise than praise our e.dmire.b le mail
facilities when we have so many proofs of them. It is but
a few days since we heard of a driver east---we think between
Nacogdoches and Shreveport---th rowing off a couple bags of mail
matter to make room for that muoh more important article, a
barre 1 of potatoes ! If any of our Eastern exchanges doubt the
assertion, we refer them to Judge Sterne, who is the gentleman
to whom the driver boasted of his shrewdness."13
13 bid.

March 29

1851

• 2.
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Subscribers who failed to receive the Banner perhaps justly
decided they were tl?'lder no obligation to pay for what they had not
gotten.

It was difficult for procure subscribers in areas distant

from Houston for people could be certain only that they would
receive the paper according to the whims of irresponsible mail
officials and drivers.
The inefficiency of the postal system continued to operate
severely a gainst the publication until after the Civil War.
A third source of the Banner's monetary ills lay in its

advertising policy.

Space was sold on a yearly basis almost

exclusively and all advertising revenue was exhausted two or
three months after it was received.
be ascertained.

What the rates were cannot

But they almost certainly were low.

Advertising was obtained principally from merchants in and
around Houston. stage and steamship companies. lawyers, book
distributors and insurance agents.

Little of the patent medicine

advertising for which the paper was to become rather noted found
its we.y into Banner columns under Richardson.

What did was mild

compared to what the paper was later to come up with.
advertising was simple and informative.

Most of the

In general. it was the kind

defenders of advertising like to cite.
But its contributicn to the financial stability of the paper
was insufficient.

And by July 1850. the Banner's financial

condition was so serious that its existence was threatened.
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Richardson made a series of personal appeals to leading
ministers and more affluent laymen in the area . for support.

The

finances of the publication continued to deterbra-te through the
summer.

By September the paper was $2,000 in debt.

Richardson

claimed it was owed $3,000 in unpaid subscriptions.
The future of the Banner appeared increasingly doubtful until,
largely through the personal impetus of Alexander, Thrall and some
members of the committee of publication, the Texas Conference
meeting in late September authorized a solicitation campaign to
buy a printing press and arrange for office space for the paper
in Houston.

The preachers of the Conference were instructed to

discuss with their leading laymen the possibilities of gifts to
liquidate the debts of the paper.
Richardson, at once, began the plea for funds.

Through the

efforts of ministers over the state and his editorial cries for
help, a steady dribble of donations began to flow into the Banner
offices.

Each gift and its donor was noted in the paper.

By March 1851, it had announced a total of $1931.35 in donations
toward purchase of a press, and on March 29 one was ordered, along
with a fresh supply of newsprint, from New York. 14

14 Thrall's account of this campaign, contained in A Brief History
of Methodism in Texas, op. cit., P• 279, differs-slightly. He
writes that "About January -Y:--1852, some liberal friends,
principally in Houston, furnished the comTT'ittee $1,000 with which
to purchase pr int ing ne te rials and a hand press." However, the
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Banner each week printed lists of numerous contribes from all
over the state. No contribution listed was more than $100. The
fund rose ultimately to well over $2,000 and the press had been
ordered and paid for almost nine months before the date he cites.
Probably, Thrall refers in this passage to the liquidation of
Banner debts by Methodists in Houston, and their assumption of
the paper's financial responsibilities. However, this occurred
in the early summer of 1851.
Richardson at the time claimed the Banner was reaching several
thousand people.

He must have been referring to the number mo read

. rather than those who subscribed to it.

For it is almost certain

that the Banner never attained a circulation of more than l,500
Two editions of tile paper were published in April, then with

the contract with Cruger and Moore at an end, publication was
suspended pending arrival of the new press.

None of the money

solicited in the fund raising campaign was used to pay the debt
owed them.

At the time equipment was ordered, efforts were being

nade to pursuade several wealthy merchants in Galveston and Houston
to pay the sum.
These efforts were successful and the printers were paid, though
the names of the laymen who were the Banner's benefactors are unknown
These same laymen alos agreed to underwrite the expense of publioation for a year.

In doing so, they doubtless were unaware of the

extent of their generosity.
In the meantime, the committee of publication directed by Thrall
rented abundant space for the offices and shop of the Banner above
a hardware store two doors from the post office in Houston.

The

press which arrived early in June was set up and the newsprint
stored in a nearby warehouse.
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The first issue after the arrival of the new press came out
June 28.

Its typographical apoearance, clarity of printing and

quality of paperW!Jl9 equal to that of any New York daily issued
during the same period.
Appearance of the Banner elicited favorable comment from the
secular press such as that contained in the editorial below by the
Houston Telegraph and Texas Reporter which was reproduced in the
Banner.
"We are much gratified to see the Texas Wesleyan Banner
again displayed and diffusing aromd the bright beams of

religious intelligence. The publication of this admirable
journal has been resumed in this city, under very flattering
auspices. A new press and new type have been procured, and
the paper will bear favorable comparison in its typographical
appearance with the best paper in the Union. We may say as
much also, of its editorial department. The Reverend Chauncey
Richardson is regarded as the most eminent scholar and divine
of his denomination in the state. His great literary attainments, and his unwearied industry and zeal, cannot fail to
render the Banner a most efficient auxiliary in the cause of
religion and true morality."15

15Texas Wesleyan Banner, 2.E,• cit., July 12, 1851, P• 2.

At the persue s 1rQn, of the laymen mo had ta.ken over the
Banner's financial affairs, Charles Shearn, a successful Methodist
businessman in Houston became business manager of the paper the
first week in July.

Readers were instructed to address all matters

of business to him.
Shearn was given complete control of all business aspects of
publication, though he received no salary and performed his duties
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as an adjunct to his private business.

One of his first acts was -b:>

attempt to secure job printing contracts for the Banner, in an
effort to supplement its revenue and fully utilize its new facilities.
The July 5 issue of the Banner solicited job printing " ••• of
every description ••• " and promised to

11 •••

execute it with dispatch,

elegance and at reasonable rates. 11 17

l 7Ibid., July 5, 1851, P• l.

In a further effort to stimulate circulation promotion by
preachers in the field, which was inspired by Shearn, ministers
were allowed to retain ten per cent of all money collected for

the Banner.
This activity was matched by Richardson through renewed efforts
to better the content of the paper.
international news was widened.

Coverage of both state and

The editor sought to exchange

issues with all other publications he could contact through his
columns.

Each edition contained appeals to preachers to report

events in their area and activity in their churches.
Richardson sometimes criticized the material he did recieve
from readers.

He once advised a young contributor:

11 Miss M.E.M. 's poetic effusion on 'Gratitude' we judge to
be her first effort at versification, and as such it is not a
bad one. But as some of our readers are shr0'Wd critics and
tolerate no poetry that falls below their standard, we are
obliged to be rather particular in our selections for the poet's
corner. We would not discourage our fair friend, but would say
to her, try again. Submit the piece to some literary friend,
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and when it is pronounced good, send it to us. 11 18

l8Ibid., August 20, 1851, P• 2.

The result of Shearn's measures, Richardson' s increasingly
competent editorship and the Banner's growing pr~stige as steadily
rising circulation .
Banner

1'1'1S

of 1,500.

In November, Richardson boasted that the

the largest newspaper in Texas with a paid circulation
In view of the quality of the paper and the favor it

enjoyed among Methodist preachers, whose support determined the
extent of its circulation , this figure does not seem unreasonabl e.
And considering the embryonic nature of the press in general in
Texas and the sparse population, his claim of the largest circulation
was probably close to correct.19

1 9Texas editors of the day, including those of the secular press,
were prone to exaggerate the size of their circulation s. There
is no authoritativ e source of verification of circulation claims
made durin g this period. Richardson inferred in the August 20,
1851 issue on page two that he had nBde a survey and found the
Banner's circulation to be the greatest.

With circulation increa. ,:ing, business affairs in capable hands
and the popularity of the publioation ,ani its editor, soaring, the
future of the Banner appeared promising.
with it seemed secure.
But it we.snot.

And Richardson' s position
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There is no record of complaint ooncerning Richardson' s editorial
conduct of the paper from any quarter.

But there was a good deal of

dissatisfac tion with its business aspects among the affluent Methodist businessmen who were called upon to support it financially .
Undoubtedly thera was some basis for dissatisfac tion.
Richardson was not a businessman .
preacher.

He was first of all a

He had become an editor and an excellent one.

The latter

task a lone, when performed with the competency Richardson attained,
was more than sufficient to occupy the efforts of one nan.
Too, as has been mentioned, much of the Banner's financial
difficulty stemmed from the inefficiency of the postal system over
which he could not possibly have any oontrol.
Nevertheles s, the discontent whioh had prompted the installation
of Shearn became manifested when the laymen financially responsible
for the paper began in the fall to exert pressure upon the committee
of publication to reduce Richardson' s salary.
The desir ed reduction, however, did not arise solely from this
dissatisfac tion.

Richardson was receiving $800 annually, a sum which

for the day -was good and for a minister almost unheard of.
With the resumption of publication in July, the businessmen , not
the Church, -were responsible for paying his salary.

Reduction of it

seemed to them a more than justifiable economy.
The committee of publication and other influential ,preachers,
with whom Richardson was popular, were thus confronted with a
dilerruna.

To refuse the wishes of the businessmen would jeopordize
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the support that guaranteed the ongoing of the paper.

To out

Richardson's salary would seem to reproach an editor for a job
which everyone conceded to be one well done.
When the Texas Conference met in November, the committee still
had reached no dec:i.sion.

The Conference solved the problem by

authorizing the businessmen to reduce Richardson's salary to $300
annually.

At the same time. his fellow ministers and members of

the committee pleaded with him to remain as editor.
Richardson would have none of it.

He resigned immediately.

tho1l!;h he did agree to aot as editor until a suitable successor
could be obtained.
After some deliberation. the Rev. George Rottenstein was
selected.

Richardson left January 10. 1852.

Except for a brief

announcement about the new editor. and a statement that he had
resigned to return to the active ministry. Richardson said nothing
in the Banner

about his departure.

In the two years and ten months of his editorship. Richardson
made the Banner one of the foremost newspapers in Texas.

To an

extent, he did so with the force of his pers onality expressed
through the editorial page.

But to a greater degree. he did so

by supplying Methodists in an isolated region with information
they -wanted and needed about the secular world.
The value of the publication in furthering the various programs
of the Church and in serving as a nedium of the ministry is attested
to by the almost unanimous desire among key clergy to sustain it.
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Its prestige is reflected in the printed respect repeatedly afforded
it by other papers, and the support ~iven it by preachers in their
churches.

Finally, the fact that Richardson made it a good news-

paper can be seen in the obvious fact that it survived in its
initial stages in the face of sometimes seemingly insurmountable
obstacles.

Admittedly, it could not have been continued without

the financial assistance of the businessmen and people who came to
its aid.

But ttie fact that these Methodists were willing to make

possible its continuance, at a cost to themselves, is further
evidence of its quality.
It is with regard to this point that Richardson me.de his
greatest contribution.

He demonstrated, for all to see, the need

and feasibility of a Methodist publication in the area.
He made other contribut fons.
He established an editorial pattern for succeeding editors to
follow.

The Banner under Richardson never was a religi.ous paper

exclusively.
press.

It was a secular one,too, competing with the secular

Its position on every issue was the Methodist one.

But it

reported news of the state, nation and world, and Richardson probably would have reported more if he had had the means to do so.
publication, thus, had a dual value for Methodist readers.

The

For not

only did it attempt to minister to their spiritual needs, but it
provided them with information which, except on a local level, was
equal to that available in ,, ost of the other papers in the state.
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Richardson also made the editorial page the voice of the Church.
He never consulted aeyone concerning it.
for him to.
thought.

But there was little need

For on broad issues, he thouglt as all Methodist clergy

He wrote on what he wished.

And just as the honest

preacher in the country pulpit, he was unmoved by any consideration
except what he thought morally right.

The Banner became a respected

voice, one which was listened to.
But Richardson thought he had failed.

He had dreamed of making

the Banner the greatest newspaper in the South.

Despite assure.noes

to the contrary, he interpreted the Conference decision to slash
his salary as belief on the part of his colleagues that he had fallen
miserably short of this.

When he talked to Thrall about his

resignation, he broke into tears.

At 50, he felt his career a faillll\>

T-wo months after he left the Banner• Chauncey Richardson died

of pneumonia on April 14, 1852.
But his contributions to the cause he served were far greater
than his depression allowed him to think or anybody else realized.
A lesser editorial performance in the beginning probably would have

meant death for the Banner in infancy or shortly thereafter.

And

the improvident reduction in Richardson's salary could have meant
the same thing.
But it did not.

CHAPTER V
PROSPERITY AND DISASTER
Basic differences in the Banner resulting from a change in
editors were not radical.
Rottenstein had been a Methodi st preacher in Texas for many
years, was thoroughly acquainted with conditions in the state and

had held pastorates which at the time were considered important
ones.

However, there was little else in his background upon which

he could draw for guidance in editing a relig iol..6 newspaper.
H~ therefore, patterned it throughout after the kind of
publicat ion his predecessor had started.
The most noticeable chan ge during his editorsh i p was the
decline in the force of the editorial page.

He confined it almost

solely to relig ious subjects, and f or the most part abstact ones.
His editorials oft en were nothing more than long, dusty theolog ical
tracts.
However, the content of news during his editorship increased.
On the second page, the Banner became a mediocre religious journal.
On the third, it remained a first rate weekly newspaper.
Rottenstein sanetimes ran the entire text of notable spe eches
in congress by leading orators of the day on the front page.

And

occasionally, an unusual ly newsworthy item was run on the front
page also.

State news continued to include stories of murders and

rapes, fires, runaway slaves, conditions of cro ps, floods, accidents
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at sea, epidemics, and Indian and troop movements.

Rottenstein

tried espeoially to keep readers informed of the most recently
known looation of hostile Indian bands.

Arrivals and departures

of ships at Galveston were announoed weekly.
The section of oommeroial news was expanded to include weekly
market reports on the sale and prioe of cotton, sugar, molasses,
flour, whiskey, lard, salt, coffee and money in both Houston and
Galveston.

This informat on was taken primarily from the Galveston

Journal, but sometimes it was oompiled for the Banner by Methodist
businessmen in Houston.
Stories were never revised after they had once been set in type.
Copy evidently was s~t as soon as received.

If more material on a

partioular story came in, it simply was set beneath the first.
Very often, the reader interested in learning the latest developments
first, found it necessary to start at the end of the story.
Shearn, who remained in control of the Banner's business affairs,
managed to increase the proportion of advertising to about 35 per
cent of the publioation 's oontent.

He did this le. rgely through his

own business and personal contacts in Houston and Galveston.
Under his hardheaded business direction, the publication had
become a solvent enterprise by the end of 1852, and some small sums
were even turned over to the Texas and East Texas Conferenoes.
Shearn acoomplished this minor miracle by upping advertising rates
and unsentimentally stopping the subscriptions of those who had not
paid for them.
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With the financial condition of the paper in such relatively
excellent shape, Shearn considered his obligation to the friends
who had originally persuaded him to assume

management fulfilled,

and in April 1853 he relinquished his work to E.D. John of Houston.
Rottenstein continued as editor until July, when, for unknown
reasons,he was replaced by the Rev. S.B. Cameron, a retired preacher
who had come to Texas from Kentucky two years before.
Rottenstein's editorship, while decidedly inferior to Richardson's, was fairly competent.

Though the editorial pa ge detericn.ted

decisively in quality, the rest of the content remained as good as
it had been before.

And by the end of his tenure, the support

among the Methodist hierarchy in Texas was sufficiently solidified
and widespread to maintain the circulation of the paper.

Too, the

population was increasing, thus enlar ging the number of potential
subscribers, and making them easier to obtain.
Cameron became afflicted with yellow fever almost immediately
af'ter beginning as editor, and died October 2, 1853.
Hancock was selected to succeed him.

The Rev. J.A.

At the same time, David

Ayers, a leading layman in Houston, replaced John as business
manar, e r.
On the basis of the evidence available, little can be said
about Cameron's or Hancock's direction of the paper.
edited by either of them exist.

No issues

But it seems clear that the Banner

continued to prosper financially and that its circulation rose to
about 1,800.
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During Hancock's editorship, sentiment developed among Church
leaders to tranfer the site of pu;:-> lication from Houston to Galvestcn.
Hanoock apparently favored the latter location on the basis that it
would place the paper closer to its sources of national and international news since Galveston continued to be the transport key to
Texas and a point of immigration.

The transfer was accomplished in the sununer of 1854.
purchases a building for -the paper and the Rev.

c.c.

Ayers

Gillespie

beoame editor.
With the beginning of publication in Galveston, Gillespie
changed the name of the paper to the Texas Christian Advocate, a
title it was to bear for 78 years.
At the time of the move, the General Conference of the M.E.
Church, South authorized an agency of the Church organization in
Nashville (the Book Agents) to grant the Ad-vocate $5.000 from the
Church's general funds for the purpose of buying new equipment.
The agents did advance the paper $1,024, but the rest of the money
authorized was never forthcomjng.
But so far as the Advocate was concerned, it really didn't
matter.

For under Gillespie, it embarked upon a period of financial

prosperity which for it was almost fantastic.
Circulation rose at the rate of more than 500 subscribers a
year, until in 1858 it had reached 4,200.
By Ayer's own admission, the paper had more offers of advertising
than it could conveniently handle.

Its job printing business under
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his direction grew so successful that the revenue from it alone
was sufficient to defray almost half of the costs of publication.

In addition. the popularity of the paper was such that Methodists over the state periodically contributed large sums of money
and even tracts or land to it. even thougq it had little need for
these gifts.
Gillespie's editorship obviously was an overwhelming success.
Though no oopies of issues he edited exist. it is evident from the
popular support he won that he restored some of the publication's
former force on the editorial page.

Indications are. too. that

the Advooat.e became influential in politics. particularly with
regard to the slavery issue on which it upheld the Southern position.
By January 1858. the Advocate

had developed into suoh a

financially rewarding enterprise that Ayers decided to expand its
operations to include the publication of books and church literature.
In May. he bought a three story building in Galveston to house the
paper's offices and equipment.

Though there is no record of them,

Thrall states that Ayers published several books on the Advocate
press.20

20Thrall. op. cit •• PP• 282-83.

In November. Gillespie returned to the ministry and was
succeeded by the Rev. John Carnes.

Somewhat eooentrio, Carnes was

regarded as one of the most brilliant men in the southern ministry.
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He

was

anything but

a

conformist.

His intelligence and the un-

restrained expression of it upon any subject that happened to
interest him frequently led him into trouble with less gifted
congregations.
At the same time he was assigned to the editorship. the Rev.

J.w.

Shipman was appointed fiscal agent of the Advocate and the

new Book Despository.

This marked the first time that a minister

had been assigned to full time. salaried duty with the paper as
business manager.

The assignment was significant because it

revealed recognition by the Church of the relatively large scale
on 1'hich the Advocate then was operating.
Shipman immediately launched a campaign to raise more than
$10.000 to purchase a power press and other new equipment for the
paper.

The sum was easily raised through voluntary contributions.

In April 1859. John Babb. a wealthy Methodist. further increased it
by giving the paper 600 acres of land.
However. it

was a

full year before Shipman took any further

aotion toward purchasing the equipment for which the money had bean
solicited.
The reasons for his delay are not clear.

The Advocate intended

to add to the cbnations with money from its own surplus, and possibly
Shipman -waited until he considered this large enough to allow
comfortable subtraction.

It is possible. too, that the ominously

widening political rift between the North and South motivated the
delay.

Regardless, it was April 1860 before Shipman visited New
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York and ordered the equipment.

Thrall mentions that while in New

York, Shipman, who apparently was something of a genius persuading
people to part with their money, prevailed upon some Methodists in
the area to donate more than a thousand dollars to the Advooate.21

In view of the prevailing separation and antipathy between the
northern and southem elements of the Church caused by their
antithetical attitudes tow.rd slavery, this feat was no eall one.
The power press and "Ericson" engine arrived and were set up
in the latter part of September.
While Shipnan rather energetically was overseeing the business

aspects of the Advocate. Carnes won new success for it editorially.
Again, first hand evaluation of the paper and his work while he was
editor is impossible because of the complete lack of issues for the
period.
But tmre is strong evidence that he was held in higher esteem
as an editor by both secular ani religious colleagues and readers
than any of his predecessors, including Richardson and Gillespie.
Ministers associated with the Advocate · in later years referred to
him as "brilliant" as did the Galveston!!!!!. and Houston papers.
While he was editor of the Advocate, several secular papers tried
to persuade him to join their staffs22 and one unknown publication
even offered him its editorship.
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2lone of which he did join later.

In view of th:t aoolaim he later won as an ed itoria 1 writer for
the seoular press, it is likely that the editorial page of the
Ad-vooate attained new excellence tmder him.

It is probable, too,

that he used this pa~e to defend slavery and echo South:trn threats
against the North since he aoaroely oould have maintained such
popularity for the paper by adopting any other position.
This, of course, mst be recognized as speoulation.

But there

oan be little doubt that Carnes' editorship was the most successful
one up to his time.

And, as the year 1861 began there seemed no

limit to the paper's · future and the achievements awaiting it.
But Southern cannons in South Carolina soon imposed drastic
limits.
By July, Federal •rships had made travel on the Gulf virtually
impossible.

The siege of' Galveston was imminent, and its fall

soarcely more remote.
The Advooate'a news sources ware reduoed to blockade runners
and second hand infornaticn from telegraph lines overburdened with
military nessagea; it property was threatened, its life endangered.
Carnes stru gg;led through th:t spring with the paper.

But after

several Union demonstrations against the city, its plight grew more
preoarious.

In July, its supply of newsprint was nearly exhausted.

The next month it started print:!ng as a half-sheet, eliminating all
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content except the most important war news.

By the end of November.

there was not even enought newsprint retraining for this.
Church authorities had been recommending since the summer that
publication be ceased.

But so long as any hope of sustaining the

paper seemed in the least justifiable. Carnes argued against this.
When the supply of newsprint was gone completely. he issued two
editions on val]paper which he bought from local merchants.

But by

mid-December. it was clear that further publication was impossible.
The committee of publication ordered Carnes to stop publication.
was instructed. to disne.ntle the press and al 1 other equipment and
ship it over land to Houston for storage.

This • s done.

And for

the first tilll3 in 20 years, no Methodist received a Christrras
edition of his Church pai:sr.

He

CHAPTER VI
THE ADVOCATE AFTER 1863

In the fall of 1863, the remmants of Southern power and wealth
were ~ing with the barefooted armies in the enows of Virginia.

On

the heights at Vicksburg and the fields near Gettysburg, the war had
been decided.

Grant's regiments had isolated Texas from the South.

Union mastery of the Miseiesippi and the sea was almost complete.
The on}Jr communications with the rest of the world were through
Mexico, blockade runners and emall bands of men who by night drove
horses and supplies eastward.
But save for the death of its sons in Tennesseead along the

Potomac, Texas had not yet suffered as its sieter Southern states
were beginning to.

troops.

Its territory remained almost free of eneJll1'

Only Galveston had fallen after prolonged siege, and a

trickle of trade with the outside world was po1sible through Mexico.
With these conditions prevailing, a conference of church leaders
meeting at Columbus in November recommended that publication of the
Advocate be resumed.

War and the Confederate government had sapped

most of the negotiable currency from the populace, leaving it only
its perennial possession, cotton.

The ecarcity of cotton in. hrope

resulting from the blockade had raised the price of it to $100 a
bale.

But in Texas it was worthless.

Nevertheless, it was cotton

that the Methodists donated to begin again the Advocate.

General
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J.B. Magruder, a Confederate commander vho was present at the Columbus meeting, authorized the export of Adyocate cotton to Mexico.
Considering the vital need of the Confederate treasury for money
from abroad and the difficulties of selling government cotton through
Mexico, permission to divert this potential source of government
revenue to the Advocate represented a generous ge~ture.

It also vas

a tribute to the reputation the paper had achieved before the var.
Rovever, the Advocate apparently' eucceeded in exporting and
marketing fev of the more than 200 bales given it.

for it did not

start publication until December 1864, and then it had almost no
funds.
Carnes returned to the editorship and Shearn again became
business manager.

Galveston had been retaken by 1ederal force••

so Houston vas a mandatory site of publication.
Immediate difficulties were encountered by Carnes and Shearn.
Rain and improper storage at Houston had ruined most of the type.
The press vas not in much better condition.

There vas so much

trouble with it that weekly' appearance of the paper vas never a
certainty.

Shearn found advertising al.most impossible to secure.

Of the more than 6,000 subscribers on the Advocate•• mailing lists
in 1861,

.1118.ey

were in the Confederate Army, and maey more could not

afford the two dollar subscription price.

Even the full support of

the annual conferences mustered less than 500 subscribers.

News-

print could not be imported and almost none existed in the state.
Carnet managed to secure emall euppliee left b7 papers that had
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stopped publication during the war.

But sometimes, of necessity,

he printed on tissue paper, and the Advocate was always issued as a
half sheet.
It is doubtful that Carnes was paid during the war period.

By

summer, following Lee 1 s surrender, conditions had grown even more
chaotic, publishing more impossible.

One element of the Northern

church was determined to fill Southern pulpits with yankee preachers.
The United States Secretary of War authorized Union troops in the
South to install them forcibly if necessary.

This was the first of

many acts which in the years immediately ahead were to ignite flaming bitterness among Texas Methodists against their fellow churchmen

in the North.

Actually, few attempts were made to enforce this rul-

ing in Texas.

The Northern preachers who did appear in Texas pulpits

were received by congregations with something less than friendli"
ness, and soon left.
Bu.t , occupation, the editorial limitations it imposed, and the
general turbulence resulting from defeat became too much even for
Carnes.

He became so discouraged he resigned in September, quit

the ministry and joined the editorial staff of the Galveston News
where he distinguished himself for five years.
In November, the Rev. J.~. Philpott replaced him.
Newsprint was then available and the Advocate reverted to four
pages.

But Philpott was unable to raise the circulation above 600

during the first months.
taking as hopeless.

After four months, he concluded the under-

He resigned in March 1866.

The next month, the General Conference which met at New Orleans
elected Dr. I.G. John editor.

John had been a preacher in Texas

since 1847 and was well known throughout the state.
The Church and Advocate were so afflicted with a lack of monq
that John was not only elected editor, but awarded the financial
responsibility of underwriting the costs of publication.

He evi-

dently possessed a small private fortune gained through prudent iir
vestment and minor inheritance before the war.

Indications are that

he succeeded in retaining most of it despite the fall of the Confederacy.

This unusual statue doubtless was an influential con-

sideration in the decision to make him editor.
However, church leaders recognized the probability that at best
he would do well to break even on the venture.

They decided that in

fairness he should be assigned a church in conjunction with his
editorial duties.

Throughout his editorship, he was appointed to

pastorates in and around Galveston in the hope he might receive
some stea~ income.

John accepted the editorship much in tthe spirit of a passenger
who suddenly has been awarded both captaincy and ownership of a
sinking ship. 24 :But with the hope characteristic of his profession,
24
Years later, John confided to friends that the job then seemed so futile that he decided not to worry about it and to have as
mu.ch fun as possible doing it while praying for its weekly existence.
he began amid the privation and humiliation of reconstruction
efforts to restore the paper to its former stature.

CHAPTD VII

:BANKRUPT PUBLISHERS
John•• first efforts as editor were directed toward transferring the .Advocate from Houston to Galveston.

He sold the three

stoey building which had housed the paper before the war and bought
a cheaper one.

A.nd by October 1866, the paper was again being

issued in Galveston.
A. little more than a month later, on Wovember 30, a rather
slight, 17 year old boy knocked on John's door in Galveeton.
boy's name was Louis Blqlock.

The

He had had some experience in print-

ing shops and was applying for a job as typesetter with the g\dvocate.
Printers with 8.D1' experience were scarce after the war, the
.Advocate needed one and Blqlock was hired.
John's decision to employ Blqlock was the most important he
ever made as editor.

Jor the boy he hired as a typesetter that

mornin,; was to be with the Advocate for 56 years, the majorit7
of them as publisher, and was to be heavily responsible for its
most brilliant years.
Shortly after Blqlock began work for the .Advocate, a Confederate veteran called Captain Cain called upon John.

The two had

been neighbors and friends at Bastrop before the war.

published a weekly called the Bastrop Advertiser.

Cain had

He had been

so successful that, in his mind, the publiehing field in Bastrop
had become too small.

He was now looking for-wider journalistic
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opportunity and he proposed to buy half interest in the Advocate from
John.
The proposal was a welcome one.
ward to association ~ith him.

John liked Cain and looked for-

He doubtless was glad, too, to be re-

lieved of part of the financial and publishing responsibility of the
paper.

So the deal was made.

Cain's enthusiasm was boundless.

He was determined to make the

Advocate the greatest and most profitiable newspaper in the state.

Furthermore, he expected to achieve this end rather quickly.
Bu.this expectations ended quickly.
Circulation failed to rise even to 1,000.

Advertising contracts

were as elusive as they had been for Shearn during the war.
!y November of 1867, the Advocate was losing money so heavily and

steadily that Cain found it financially impossible to maintain his
interest in its publication.

And as Blaylock later said, he "left

the Advocate with considerably more experience in publishing a
religious paper and considerably less money than he had before. 11 25

2f5Texas Christian Advocate, Dallas, September 24, 1916, p. 10.

A few weeks after Cain's departure, John persuaded another friend,
the Rev. R.G. Veal, to enter into publishing partnership.

Veal, in

addition to being a minister, was a member of a prosperous Galveston
cotton firm and like John had some money of his own.
While all the negotiations which led to Cain's leaving and Veal's
joining the Advocate were taking place, Blaylock together with another
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young man, William A. Shaw, had established a small job printing

plant in Galveston.
Blqlock, who had become a favorite of John, prevailed upon
the publishers to allow him and Shaw to print the Advocate.

This

arrangement continued until the end of 1868 when Shaw, who like
Blaylock was not yet 20, decided to return to school and withdrew
his interest in the printing shop.
John and Veal who had continued to lose money po~ht the shop
from Blaylock and Shaw.

By

this time though, their cash was dwind-

ling and they were forced to give their personal notes for $1,500
of the price.
l3ut this expenditure, together with increasingly deficit operations, had sapped away all their capital by Mq 1869.
John's devotion to the Advocate not only cost him all his personal funds, but had deprived him of opportunity to serve in the
most rewarding pastorates of the Church when he was at the height
of his ministerial powers.

Veal had suffered similarly.

attached sentimentally to the Advocate.
ing money to sustain it. .

Both were

They considered borrow~

J'inallY, though, in view of the $1,500

they already- owed and their record of consistent loss, they informed Church leaders that publication mu.st cease.
This information caused a minor uproar.

Bishop John Marvin,

who was in charge of both Texas Conference~ summoned key preachers
from

over the state to an emergency meeting in Galveston.

Marvin

who had been in the North before the war, had been impressed with

the reputation of the paper which reached him as far away as lew
I

York.

He emphasized the necessity of maintaining the Advocate, and

at once i~stigated a solicitation campaign among Galveston merchants
for funds.

More than $1,000 cash was raised the first two days.

John and Veal watched the proceedings al.most in disbelief.

After

recovering from their astonishment at the concern in such high
circles over the enterprise they were so fond of, they became frankly
gleeful.
They devised a plan to create a joint stock comnaey and sell
shares in the compaey.

Thia was accomplished so successfully that

the resources available to the Advocate anneared equal to those of
any paper in the state.

C.w.

Hurley, a wealthy Galveston shipping merchant who was

elected president of the company advised John that he had $85,000
in the bank and was willing to spend every cent of it to make the
Advocate a success.
The comnany assumed the notes Veal and John had given Shaw and
Blqlock.

The latter was again hired as ~rinter.

And with a fresh

bankroll, the two publishers were off again.
Under the stimulus of appeals by ministers throughout Texas,
almost 700 new subscriptions were obtained raising circulation to
slightly more than 1,6000.

However, the Advocate received payment

for less than half of these and by September 1872 circulation again
was below 1,000 and still dwindling.

Expenditures continued to ex-

ceed revenue, and John began to draw more and more heavily upon
the company's financial reservoir.
As :Blqlock later said, •the months passed rapidly and so did

the mone,-. 1126 1inall.y by Mq 1874, Hurley came to :Blqlockand

said:

11 The

last iHue of the Advocate has gone to press.

authori1ed to sell the material.
27
the entire plant. 11

If you find no purchaser,

You are
■ tore

CHAPTER VIII
THE ADVOCATE UNDER JOHN

The publication which financially singed everyone who touched
it was not as fully iur ocious editorially as its losses would indicate.

Bu.t under John, it began to degenerate from a virulent newspaper published by Methodists who interpreted news for laymen from
a relgious point of view to a cluttered and often boring journal
designed more and more for the minister alone.
The dignified competency of Richardson, the methodical excellence
of Gillespie and the sheer brilliancy of Carnes were gone, and with
their passing the authoritative voice of the Church to which Methodists had respectfully listened was scarcely audible.
One of John's first acts as ~ditor was to enlarge the size of
the paper to eight pages.

In doing so, he incorporated a lot of

verbiage and editorial dead weight whose ommission would have caused
less hardship to the readers.

Half of the front page ordinarily was devoted to a parable or
historical incident whose telling was supposed to illustrate a
homely moral.

John picked up this material from other religious

journals which for the most part were probably worse than his own.
The remainder of the first page was consumed by musty information
about missionaries and their work in remote countries.

This •news•

often was more than a year old when it appeared in the Advocate.
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Articles on various phases of Sundq School regularl;r occupied
between two and three columns of the second page.

The substance of

them all was that the Sunday School was a good thing.

These were

written b7 contributors, mostly feminine om., and one can guess
elderly feminine on•••

The rest of the page two content consi1ted

of highl;r didactic ess81's for children, al10 appropriated from
other publication,.
On the third page, article• dealing with what John considered
moral is1ues predominated.

They concerned such subjects as a.theism,

filial devotion, temperance, prayer, tobacco, and the Bible.
also were practically all taken from other periodicals.

These

A column

of eulogistic obituaries also appeared on the third page, often
containing notices of death six to nine months after they had
occurred.
Editorials, summaries of national and international secular
news and ab1tract religious tracts occupied the fouth page.

Page five was the only real news page in the paper.

It con-

tained news of churches in Texa1 and two to three columns of summarized secular news taken from other papers in the state.
By 1870, advertising dominated the sixth and seventh pages, and

some appeared on the eight page together with the Galveston market
reports which gave the preceding week's prices on 50 to 60 commod,...
ities.

The majority of editorial content was taken from other religious
paper•.

In copying this material, John evidently followed no
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specific plan intended to accomplish a definite aim.
he took what he needed to fill up space.

Each week,

The result frequently

was a hodgepodge of boredom.
John made the Advocate 1 s position on all issues with which it
dealt editorially clear enough.
Catholicism.

The Advocate was opposed to

It considered consumption of alcohol a sin ranking

with adultery, both of which were alluded to in deprecating inferences.

The Advocate took a dim view of anything connected with

the stge.

The attitude of the paper toward the Negro had not

changed appreciatively since its beginning.

It jeered at the

Northern Church for its inability to establish a workable policy
toward Negro members which was compatible with its professions
that such members were equal as Christians.

An editorial written

by John under the heading, •Will Pride Sustain Them,N reveals
much concerning Advocate and Methodist thinking in the South of

1870.
•rt is a little amusing to see the editors of Northern
Methodist Church papers getting one another by the ears over
the question of the Negro. With the Church, South, the case
is different. As soon as it met in its legislative capacity,
after the relations of the races were changed, (emancipation)
it deferred its policy with regard to this race, and at its
later General Conference, it carried out the line of policy
it bad first adopted. It found no difficulty with the question,
nor differnce of opinion among its people. Having devoted
its best energies in providing for the wants of the Negro when
slaves, and having left its record in the graves of its
missionaries who had died amid the rice plantations of South
Carolina, of the sugar plantations of the Southwest, and in the
hundreds of thousands of members it had enrolled from among
the sons of Ham, it felt no need of an extraordinary display
of zeal, nor had it any political ends to make out of the
question. It had only to deal with the facts and wants of the
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case. The supply of these poor, with the gospel was the question, and their true interes ts demanded that every disturbi ng
element of outside and vexed question should be carefull y eliminated, and it should look alone to the great interes ts at stake.
A distinc t race was to be provided with the gospel.
The instincts of each race would keep them apart. The law of repulsio n
was as strong in the black as in the shite which no artific ial
bonds control . Better, the, to adopt a policy when these laws
lose their spirit, and while accompl ishing the great work to
which a common savior has called us, each one could walk his own
way, avoidin g all complic ation which might end in conflic t. Our
race was strong, and its duty was to help the infirmi ties of the
weak. This it has done. The initiato ry step taken by the
General Conferen ce in 1866 is followed by another in the 1870,
which will end in the organiz ation of a Southern colored Church
claiming the sympathy of the whites because it is the offsprin g
of a sincere effort to supply their people with the gospel, and
not the spawn of a politic al organiz ation. Here we stand by
the Negro as his brother in Christ, reaey to help him in his
hour of weaknes s.
The North committe d the blunder of assumin g, amid all their
protesta tions of equality , that they were a great deal better
than the Negro; that the Negro knew it, and would be overwhelmed
by this act of condesc ension on their part, and would rush with
eagerne ss into their embrace. The Negro has no such though.
He has no appreci ation of such an act of condesc ension. Having
been assiduo usly courted by his friend of the North, he places
no slight estimate on his own importan ce, and has no idea what...
ever of being absorbe d. All this is very natural . The resistence to all efforts which look to the extincti on of the
black race by pouring it into the broader stream of '. the whites,
will be as repugna nt to the Negro as any plan for their obliter ation. Gra.dually t he eyes of a portion of the North are opening these facts.N2 e
2'8

J..!!!!:! Christia n Advocat e, Houston , July 21, 1870 p. 4

This inspirin g manifes to of Southern Christia nity so tersely
stated was ty-pical of John's writing s upon the subject , and except
for the style of express ion, is charact eristic of the views of
succeed ing Advocat e editors .
Racial problem • in Texas during the seventie s were not limited
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to those involving Negroes, however.

Importati on of Chinese to

alleviate the acute labor shortage was creating increasin g controversy.

John summed up the Advocate• s views of the issue in this

way:
"The Chinese question is awakening an increasin g interest
throughou t the country. The supply of l abor nowhere meets
the demand and the eyes of enterpris ing men are being turned
to every point of the compass, and measuring the muscle of
every race who are even remotely accessibl e from our land.
While capital is on the lookout, labor is alarmed, and workingmen in different sections are prepared to resist an importation which will reduce their wages. This is simply the
old conflict between labor and capital •. One point is clear;
unless the demand is supplied from somewhere, the Chinese
will supply it. People will not let their lands lie idle if
they can obtain Chinamen to work them on fair terms. We saw
one on our streets the other day with his queer looking shoes
and pig tail of some three feet long, and,,on inquiry learned
that he was a member of a strong house in Californi a, which
is engaged in largely importati on of laborers. A number are
already in our state, and others are coming. But few reflecting men would not prefer the introduct ion of the Celtic or
Teutonic in preferenc e to the Mongolian . While the German
brings us labor, he also will make a citizen. He cultiva tes
our fields for a few years, then beys one for himself, and
a new farm is opened, pouring its tribute of productio n into
the aggregate of prosperit y. We can hardly expect such a result with the Chinaman. The State is taking steps to encourage
German immigra tion, and every citizen should organize at once.
If we cannot obtain Germans, and the freedmen will not wor k,
take the Chinaman. Labor is what the land needs, and t p~ supply
from any source which is available should be accepted. " c ~
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I'exas Christian Advoca te, Houston, July 28, 1871 p. 4

But most of the Advocate editorial s during the first years of
John's editorshi p dealt with such subjects as "Time", "Sunshine ",
and "PrideM, which, to say the least, were not the most incendiar y
ones of the day, nor the ones in which hard working Methodis ts were

most interested.

The result of preponderance of such subjects

along with John's laboriously encumbered writing was editorial impotence.
The Advocate suffered from this just as it did from the decline in the quality of news coverage of activity in the Church
in Texas and events in the nation and elsewhere.
Too, war had decimated the Texas economy and business of any
kind was difficult.
In view of the Advocate 1 s editorial shortcomings, these conditions, and the large sums of money that had been lost on the
paper after the war, it appeared for a few days that Hurley was
correct when he said the last issue had gone to press.

CHAPTER IX
:BLAYLOCK AND SHAW

When Hurley ordered all Advocate equipment sold, Louis :Blaylock was scarcely 21.

:But alreaey he was an experienced printer

with growing financial acumin,

And he was a devout Methodist.

:Blaylock, too, had become afflicted with the fondness of the
Advocate common to everyone ever associated with it.

So out of

sentiment as well as devotion to the Church he was reluctant to
see the Advocate end.
The paper still O\o:ed . him and his former partner, Shaw, $1,500.
After several days of consultation with John, :Blaylock concluded
that. the only way the Advocate could be continued and the only
way he could gain the money owed him was to publish the paper

himself.
The latter consideration obviously was a minor one, since
:Blaylock was thoroughly acquainted with the Advocate 1 s financial
past and was shrewd enough to recognize the chances of making money
from it to be dim.

:But his attachment to the paper and his belief

in the impor~ of the paper for the church were major ones.
He sent a telegram to Sha~-who was then in St. Loui, informing him of the condition of the paper and iviting him to join in
publishing it.

Shaw wired back enthusiastic agreement and left

immediately for Texas.

The two gave their notes to the COD1p&D7

represented by Hurley- tor an unatipuJ.ated Pount above the $1, t:()0
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owed them and took over all equipment previously used by the paper.
They informed Church authorities that they would like to have
John as editor and he was reappointed as au.ch, still in conjunction
with his regular work as a pastor in the Galveston area.
:But under the new regime, hie duties and authority were limited.
Blaylock and Shaw arranged to handle all advertising , circulation ,
promotion, and distributio n.

They were entirely responsible for

the enterprise financially and it was tactily understood that they
would receive any profits it ma~ though at the time few doubted
they would lose money.

John's compensatio n was to be paid by the

Church he served.
With this setup , Blaylock and Shaw assumed control in the
latter part of June 1874.

Improvement in the paper came almost at

once.
Column width was reduced to two inches and the number of columns increased from six to seven.

Black faced heads were installed

ranging from 12 to 24 point type.

They were all single column heads,

but the relief they afforded page appearance was refreshing in contrast to the unbroken grayness that had characterize d it before.
The greatest single typographic al improvement, however, stemmed
from the use of pictures.

They always were of parsonages, preachers,

or Ohu.rch edifices and were never reproduced very well.

Blaylock

and Shaw tried to arrange for one or two almost every issue.

The

paper looked better.
The new publishers also exerted an immediate influence upon

the editorial content of the Advocate.
paper first of all.

It became again, a news-

But now the •llpha•ts was upon news of Texas,

its people and places.

Jlach issue was filled with homel.7 items

and gossip about churches, their pastors and people.
Both Blqlock and Shaw were young, energetic and d«out. 'fhq
made themselves well lcnown and highl7 popular among ministers and
prominent laymen throughout the state.

They utilized this social

facility to obtain news themselves, but most of all to encourage
preachers to send it to them voluntaril7.
The result was that in each i1sue the7 could fill three to
four columns ¥Jider the heading,

1 Po1tal

Carda,•

with notes about

people, crop,, rains, and picnics throughout the 1tate.
Another colun on the front page under the heading •wews
Miscell&n1'1 contained the latest and moat important national and
international news.

Still another colUJi was devoted to announce-

ments of Church meetings, quarterl.7 conferences, and revivals
throughout the state.

One column on the front page was reserved

for adverti1ing, which the two obtained in increasing quantities.
Half of the second page u1uall.7 was occupied al10 with adver~ising.

The rest was filled with longer correspondence from ministers

telling of the work in their area.
A column of notices announcing marriages by youth of Methodist
familJ•s over Texas was run on the third page.

lour colwans were

devoted to advertsing, and the remainder of the page, to an article
taken from another ~zihe.

These were considerabl7 more dis-
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criminatel.7 selected that they bad been.
The fourth page was set aside for editorial• and one or two
article copied from secular magazines euch as Puck.
The fifth page wae reaerved for adTertieing, as was most of the
sixth page.

Ordinaril.7 a column of editorial breTities, some origin-

al and some borrowed, was also run on this page as well as occasional
correspondence from readers.
Obituaries, fables for children, and further Church announcement•
occupied page seve• along with~n to four columns of advertiaing.
Under the headin&,

1 Telegraphic

SUJ11J11a171 three or four columns

of national and international news were printed on the last page.
Tiie news

was eeparated into brief, well edited paragraph• summariz-

ing a particular happening.
Two columns contained religious new• which was a : continuation
of the same type appearing on the first page.

The final column

was for advertising.
The publiehers, and primarily Jlqlock, were largel.7 reeponsible for these changes in content and emphasie.
be credited for some of the improve11ent.

John, however, must

Relieved of the tasks of

publishin& and benefittin& from the new• sources his young friend•
assiduously' cultiTated, he was free to direct more of hie attention
to his remainin& duties which now coneiated mostly of writing editorials and selectin& material f~vm other publications.
Jut Shaw and Bl.qlock were responsible for editin& and ,selecting
a great deal of the content.

Jew letters received were not printed.

Dla7lock picked out the news from secular papers which was run on
the firat and last pages.

And Blaylock and John together •elected

the religioua news appearing in the paper.
Relations between the three were always amicable.

John wel-

comed the revitalizing affects of hie youthful colleague• and was
never known to show any resentment over the increasingly extensive
control they exercised in the conduct of the paper.
However, though editorial improvement was immediately forthcoming under Shaw and Blaylock, the financial improvement was not
immediately commensurate, and the future of the Advocate .remained
in doubt.

CHAPTER X

:BLAYLOCK, SHAW AND JOHN
When Blaylock and Shaw purchased the Advocate, its circulation
was hovering around 500.
a year].y basis.

Advertising still was sold primari].y on

They found themselves under obligation to print

almost two pages of advertising for six months, the money for
which had alread1' been used. 30

30The Advocate apparent].y never encountered the difficulty common
to lll&DT of its contamporaries of collecting from its advertisers.
Most of them paid in advance. Thia may be attributed large].y
to the fact that for Jll&D1' yea.re most of the advertising was s.,_
cured from Methodists who wt•h•d the paper well and who were
heaT7 contributors to the Church in other wq1.

The severity of these conditions was heightened by the fact that
neither of the publiehers had &111' money.
They atturpted to eolve these difficulties partially by doing

literally all of the work connected with publication outside that
perfoimed by John.
week.

They worked 10 to 12 houri a day si.X c!N• a

On Sunday, they went to church and talked to Methodi1t1.

fhey carried the papers to the po1t office on their back:8 rather
than PIil' the one or two dollars ,UJ11port1ng them by wagon would
have coat.

1or all their effort, they allowed themselves $10

each as their weekly ealary.

Either could have easily earned $40

a week elsewhere for half the effort.
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Evidently a large proportion of the lengtey- hours they worked
was spent soliciting advertising.

By

June 1875, the advertising

content of the paper sometimes ran as high as 33 columns, and an
average issue carried between 22 and 25 columns.
Insurance

agent ■,

bookstores, academiesi:nd college, lawyers,

doctors, and d.ruggists _continued to furnish the Advocate with
much of its ad~ertising.

Their ads were little more than announce-

giving information.
:But the sudden increase was accounted for principally by
patent medicine advertiaing which had been largel7 absent in previous years.

The ethics of Blaylock and Shaw with regard to this

type of advertising were less than idealistic.

Some of the patent

medicine apeela promised to cure everything from bad memory through
1 hesitancy

in answering . question• to impotencyl

And frequentl7

the publisher's written endorsement accompanied these kinmof ads.
So far as the Advoca.te was concerned, these were indeed the
dqs of the wonder drug.
In the mid...aeventies, it began to enlighten its readers with
regard to a concoction called 1 Ioskoo 1 which claimed to be 1 No
c,iuack Remedy" but
Inventedl 1

1 The

Greatest and Most Popular Medicine Ever

Through the columns of the official paper of the

Methodist Church of Texas, Xoskoo guaranteed Texans it would cure
them of

1 bad

dreams, confusion, failing of the memory, mental

depression, confusion of ideas, noises in the ears, hesitation in
answering questions, twitching of the face, insanity, impotency,
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And in ease any afflictio n lingered (or

apolplex;y , etc., etc.•

&rJ7 had been missed in the first list), Xoskoo promised that a

sea,nd dosage would take care of them,too.
1 Rosadali• ,• 1 Th•

Great Southern reme41"1 , ,assured readers it

would releive tha of

1 Scrofuly,

ecrotul.ou s taint, rheumatism,

White Swelling, Gout, OoneUllption, Bronchiti ■, Neverous Debility,
Malaria, and all dieeaiea ari ■ ing from an illpure condition of the
blood, skin or scalp.•
!he manufacture■ of 1 :0.Bing 1 e Pile Reme41" 1 offered a reward

ot $1,000 to a117 reader who was not cured of ••••&ll7 case of itching, blind, bleeding, ulcerated , or protndin g pile•• 'b7 their

product.
1 PrickJ.T

Ash Bitter• was advertiee d as curing 1 All diseases of

the Liver, kidneys, stomach and bowels, as well as general debility,
constipat ion, dyspepsia , piles, etc.•
Promoters of
would cure

1 '1'utt 1 •

1 Chilla,

Pill•' guarantee d readers their product

fever, 4spepsia , sick headache, bilious colic,

constipat ion, rheumatism , piles, palpitatio n of the heart, pain in
the eide, back and loins, and female irregular iti••••
Medical science was making gigantic strides.
Beginning in 1876, advertisin g rates were increased to seven
dollars per column or $330 a column for a year.

Circulatio n had

risen to almost 2,000.
Blqlock and Shaw continued to allot themselve s their $10 a
week salariea , and saved what money thq could.

'With it, and
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•ome more they borrowed, they eatabliahed a job printing plant which
for the dq was one of the largest in the state.

They entered a

bid for the contract for the state•• printing, and to the S111!ptise
of almost everyone, including themselves, were awarded it.
:By the summer, !lqlock and Shaw were making money from their

allied enterprise and there were indications that the Advocate
might be put once and for all on a self-supporting basis.

CHAPTER XI

~ither Blay-lock or Shaw alway-a attended every meeting of the
Annual Conferen ces in Texas.

At such they were excellen t ambassa -

dors for the Advocate which still was supposed ly respons ible to the
Church • .Actuall y, aside from appointi ng the editor and in later
years paying his salary, the Church for maey decades exercise d
little direct control over the paper.
Really, there was little need for it, except for eliminat ion
of the paper's reprehen sible advertis ing practice s against which
little protest was raised during the century.
Blaylock and Shaw were providin g Texas Methodism with an increasing ly satisfac tory journal which cost the Church nothing ex..
cept the services of one of its ministe rs.

The publishe rs them...

selves were ardent Methodi sts whose thinking rarely was more than
a reflecti on of the
the state.

Sunday-

sermons being preached each week over

The Advocat e•s columns were always open to aey pastor

who had anything to say and all were constan tly encourag ed to avail
themselv es of their use.
The most realisti cally compelli ng reason, however, for the
freedom granted Blaylock and Shaw byi the Church was that among
its professi onal ranks there was no one who knew aeything about
editing or publishi ng.

No one was competen t to criticia e it from

a journal istic standpo int.

The paper doubtles s could have been a
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better one editorially.

:But there was no minister possessing

visible qualifications to make it so.

And certainly, no one was

sufficiently qualified to publish it nearly so well as the two
young men were doing.

:But the publisher•! freedom was not complete.
In the tall ot 1876, Shaw, who wa1 an energetic prohibitionist,
persuaded !lqlock to enlist the Advocate more
cause.

Tehe■ently

in that

An unknown, tre ...lance writ .. was •~ed to do a aeries ot

articles on saloons and gambling in GalTeston and Houston.

He

vilited some in each city and wrote thr• 1tories whose content resembled that of 1 Ten •ights in a Barroom.•

He spared no details

in picturing life, including crime and prostitution, associated
with ao•e of the saloons ot the period.
The response wa1 immediate.
Some of the aini1ters were appalled that Methodi1t1 should be
expo1ed to such 1ordid •terial.

A resolution was hastily drawn

up and dispatched to the Advocate by minister, of the Texas Conference demanding cessation ot the articles.
stopped the particular aeries.

Jlaylock and Shaw

:But they were popuJ.arl7 approved

over the state and fros then on the Advocate became more and more
militantl7 prohibitionist.
Thus, the arrangement with Blaylock and Shaw on the whole wa1
entirel7 satisfactory from the viewpoint of aost ot the Church
heirarcey.
Circulation of the paper in 1876 began to rise at the rate of
1,000 a ;year.

The subscription price was etill two dollars, the
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same it had been in the beginning except that, now, retired ministers or widows of ministers were given the paper for half price.
:By 1880, Blaylock 's sworn statement claimed 6,000 subscribe rs.

Much of this success was due to sound business practices by ,
the publisher s and their popularit y among ministers who promoted
the paper from their pulpits.

Bu.t the primary cause of the Advocate 1 s rising popularit y must
be ascribed to its growing militancy , and most of all, to the
dozens upon dozens of small news items filling its pages each week.
Typical examples of these can be found in
1890.

any

issue from 1875 to

Some from the February 26, 1881 issue suffice to indicate

their nature and its appeal to readers of the time:
•commance, Commanche county, February 8---Had one of the
hardest rains Satuday we have had for years. Had some deep
wading to get to my appointme nts. The rain was the life of
wheat and farmers are encourage d. I have just started with
a petition to the Senate to kill out that direful king (alcohol) which is destroyin g the peace of thousands , and bringing
our people to insolvenc y by the heavy tax. How many will aid
us in this work? Hope Bro. Gaskil is having success. Oh, that
we could eradicate this great evil.---J. D. Crockett"
•Boerne, Kendall Co., February 10-Rev. A.J. Smith, a wortey
local preacher in our Church, was killed at Sabinal Canyon
recently by Jack Kelley. I have not learned the particula rs.
I have been anxiously expecting some one from that region
would furnish the Advocate an account of the sad affair. Bro.
Smith was a old Texan, and his untimely death will cause many
hearts to feel sad. A.J. Pottier•
"Sipe Springs, Jebruary 8--I am just recoverin g from a
neuralgic afflictio n of the eyes; have been in doors for two
weeks. I wish to express iry sincere thanks to bretheren d
and friends, for wood and water for the use of my family
during my confineme nt. The Savior said 1 they shall not lose
their reward.• One of my ponies died a few nights ago of
epizootic . I do not think the stewards will let me remain
without conveyance long. We have a grand board of stewards.
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Several little children; have died recently in this part of
the country. G.1. Jair•
•st. Joe, Montague Co., December 27-Health of community good.
Weather damp and cold. Cotton crops being counted up; the
yield was much better than was expected by maey. The two
gins in St. Joe have ginned out seven hundred bales and are
not done yet.---.r.o.sbanks•
1 Killsap, Parker Co., February 8--Drury Davis, postmaster
at this place was taken down with pneumonia on the 1st instant, and died on the 5th. Kr. D. bad ingratiated himself
into the goodwill and wiihes of the entire community by his
upright course and cleverness, and although not a professor
of religion, was a good moral character. Mr. D. came to this
neighborhood about fifteen months ago from Missouri; therefore
bas no relatives or connections in Texas. A brother has been
telegraphed to take charge of the business.-Tom•
1 Mission

Valley, Victoria Co., December 16--The long continued rains have ruined completely all the sweet potatoes
that were not gathered before the rain. Many families that
raised hundreds of bushels of very fine potatoes have now not
a bushel for the ta.ble. Hogs are generally fat; cattle doing
well, and horses are ~ing from aome disease. Sheep have
suffered onsiderably, but are doing better now. Roads are
drying considerably, but are still bad. All the farmers ought
to be plowing; they are all waiting for the holidays to pass
first. Pe~haps they will wish they bad done differently.---G.
~nderdenk1 1
31Texas Christian Advocate, Houston, February 26, 1881 P• 1

On the editorial page, John was after Sara Bernhardt and
the Catholic Church.
1 The

He wrote:

teleg:QilnS tell us that Sara Bernhardt left Montreal in
triumph. Her engagement there was successful and a large
company of friends accompanied her to the depot. It was a
triumph of open, undisguised sensuality over the moral
sentiment of the best people of the land. Every husband and
wife, every father and mother who give to this unblushing
votary of free love the countenancy of their patronage have
helped to break down one of the most important safe-guards
by which the honor of man and the purity of woman are shielded.
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They have said that the most open and flagrant violation of
the laws of virtue do not place the offender under the ban
of modern society• This tells a bad story of the moral degeneracy of American life. It reveals the influence which the
loose Parisian estimate of female virtue is exerting on those
who affect the leadership of society on this western continent.
The Catholic, Methodist and Presbyteria n pulpits of Montreal
whose remonstranc es failed to prevent the crowd from flocking
to the shrine of a woman who does not attempt to hide that
fact that she is a mother, but not a wife have placed on record the fact, that Christianity makes no compromise with sin.
These pulpits deserve the thanks of all men and women who
realize the fact that marriage relation underlies our modern
civilization , and that the purity of the home circle r:is the
chief sat,e,,..guard ~f the virtue and happiness of our sons
and da:tJ&hters. • 3
32
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Christian Advocate, Houaton, Januaey 1, 1881 P• 4

~The papers report that last month in B'attomango, Mexico, a
Roman Catholic mob attacked a house in which a Protes~ant
Minister and a CO!llp8llY of worshippers were engaged ' tn · their
religious devotions. 7or a time the life of the preacher
and people were endangered. The reports of this event in the
secular papers were confined to brief telegraphic recital
of fact. Wo comment nor condemnation accompanied this exhibition of religious intolerance . Such comment would be
unwelcome to their Catholic readers, and the secular press
by its silence in the presence of intolerance and outrage
reveals how:· atron& is the grasp the Catholic Church has on
the American preaa. Bad a Protestant mob assailed a Catholic
con&ragatio n, and had the priest been compelled to conceal
himself from their fll.r7, what a racket these secular papers
would have made over the outrage! It would have called forth
denunciation s by the column, and Webster's unabridged would
have been exhausted of adjectives needed to express the abhorrence of the press for religious bigotry. Is Rome dominant
in the United States? Have not the Protestants an America
equal rights with the followers of Romet• 33

(~

Texans apparently agreed with these and other Advocate attitudes,
for they subscribed to the paper in increasing numbers.

:By the

summer of 1884 when John retired its circulation had risen to
10,500 and was soaring still.

It had again become the dominant

religious paper in the stae, and its editorial guns were being
readied for crusades which were to make it famous.

CHAPTER XII
THE ADVOCATE FINDS ITS ENliMY
John left the Advocate in April, 1884, and was not replaced by
the Rev. George

w.

Briggs until late in June.

In the interim, Shaw and Blaylock published a special edition
of the Advocate which was the largest any newspaper ever had issued
in Texas.

Edited, by H.S. Thrall, 100,000 couies of it were printed.

It apneared May 17, 1884.

It contained 16 finely printed pages

devoted to the history of Texas and the development of Methodism in
the Southwest.

However, most of this dealt with individual churches,

nothing concerned the Advocate itself, and virtually all of it was
poorly written.

:But because of its sheer enormity, it further

enhanced the prestige of the paper in the state.
By

now, the Advocate also was enjoying financial favor.

The

year before, all of the Annual Conferences in Texas, of which there
now were five, had granted permanent recognition to the Advocate as
their official organ.

A Joint Board Publication composed of three

representatives of each Conference was formed to act for the Church
with regard to the paper.

This superceded the committee of publi-

cation made up of members of the Texas and Ea.st Texas Conferences.
The first act of the new Board of Publication was to sign a
contract with Shaw and Blaylock awarding them the right to publish
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the Advocate for the next ten years.

Under terms of the agreement.

the publishers were to pay the editor appointed by the Board a
salary of $1.500 annually.

The Board was allowed the right to

ban from the paper any advertising it considered undesireable.
The length of the contract was a sure sign of the popularity
enjoyed by the publishers among the Methodist ministers in Texas.
Part of this. of course. stemmed from the fact that Shaw and Blaylock were performing a large service for the Church.

But most of

arose from the adroit diplomacy used by the two. am especially by
Shaw. in dealing with the preachers.

His annual addresses to the

meetings of the Conferences became an event antioipated with pleasure
by the ministers.

He told them one joke after another and made them

feel they were responsible for w:t.tever successes the Advooate
achieved, which was partially true.
Fortified by this favor and their contract. Shaw and Blaylock
determined to make the Advooate even more militant than it had been
under John.

For the target of their truculence. they chose whiskey

and the saloon.

This. of course. received the eager endorsement of

the new editor. Briggs.
Authorized to raise as muoh hell with ,the safoons and their
product as he could, he 'Wasted little time in starting.

In the

summer of 1884. the Advocate began to campaign for statewide
prohibition and to demand that an election on the issue be held
immediately.
alcohol.

The paper under John consistently had denounced

But it had never gone this far.

(?8)
News stories detailing crimes, seductions, and social chaos in

general supposedly resulting from drinking filled the paper's
colunms.

Briggs wrote blistering editorials,heavily sprinkled with

Biblical quotations, portraying the plight of widows and orphans
whose husbands and fathers had been bro~ht to a no good end through

the sale and caisumption of alcoholic beverages.
This drew abusive response fran liquor interests and po1d.ticians
who charged the. t Brigg a and the Advocate didn't know what 1hey were

shouting about and that they should mind their own business.
Briggs heatedly replied that prohibition was his business, and
in December 1885, he hurled a challenge throuf,h the Advocate to all
his critics to meet him in open debate.

Some of his opponents

accepted and in the spring of 1886, Briggs toured the state arguing
prohibition with anyone wb:> would debate it. · His eloquence and
the faot that Methodist preachers wherever he appeared invariably
dispatched fanatics from then- oongrega tions to cheer him on with
loud huzzas e.nd "Amens" left him with few platform advese,ries by
the end of' the year, and Briggs was forced to confine his attacks
to the columns of the Ad"IOoate.

But he partially achieved his

purpose, for in 1887 a popular election was called on the question
of outlaw,ing the sale of wi iskey in the ata te.

The people voted

overwhelmingly against prohibition.
But the mere fact that politicians were sufficiently concerned
to debate the i1sue with Briggs and that it could be brought to a
vote, was a tribute to the Advocate's influence, and so far as the
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paper was concerned, the first election was only the beginning.
In the fall of 1887, after the elect ion, Shaw and Bl.a.ylock
took action 'Which the Board of Publication had recommended and
llhich they themselves realized desireable.

They moved the Advocate

from Galveston to Dallas.
The penetration of railroads to the interior of the state, and
the growmg development of the rich agricultural lands in the
northern and eastern part of Texas made the transfer a logical one.
Dallas was becoming more and more the transportation and commercial
center of the state, and it

"fiS

nearer the large rural populations

among which the Advocate now was finding most of its circulation.
Under the stimulus of Briggs' controversial campaign for
prohibition, this circulation had reached a new high of 18,000
at the time of the move.

The Advocate was in .sound shape

financially, and its editorial prestige continued to· soar.
Briggs, whose zeal had contributed heavily to the Advocate's
growing power, resigned in September 1888.
appointed Dr.

J.w.

Hill as his successor.

The Board of Publicatim

CHAPTER XIII
A DECADE OF SUCCESSES
So few copies of editions of the Advocate edited by Hill and
his successor, Dr. T.R. Pierce, exist that study of the paper as
in appeared from 1888 until 1898 is extremely diff icult.

Statements

concerning it must be limited to those based upon the personal
recollections of Louis Blaylock, Sr., its publisher at the time.
There are still Methodists in Texas who recall the Advocate of the
period in question.

But these recollections cannot be accepted as

fact, and those of the people the writer has been able to oontaot,
have been in themselves limited and hazy.
But it is certain that the Advocate under Hill continued to be
an ardent organ of prohibition.

But on the basis of the examples

of his writing available, it appears that Hill was a far less
articulate advocate than Briggs.
His writing on non-controversial and religious subjects, though,
was popular, and he wrote whimsical essays on current topics that
further pleased readers.
He continued, with the watchful assistance of Blaylock and Shaw,
to print secular news, and ran weekly sumrraries of the most importm;
national and international news which he and the publishers had
gleaned from the secular press.
The size of the paper was increased in 1889 to 12 pages, and
again in 1892 to 16 pages.

The size of the individual page remained
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the same as it had been throughout the paper's history except duri:r:g
and immediately after the Civil War.
Patent medicine ads became increasingly dominant in the advertising columns, but they- were only a portent of what was to come.
Circulation rose during Hill's editorship and by December 1883
li'l.en Shaw's and Blaylock's publishing contract was renewed by the
Joint Board of Publication for another ten years had reached 22,000.
The contract was the same as the previous one, calling for payment
of a $1,500 annual salary to the editor.
Hill resigned in November,1884 primarily because he thought this
salary too low.

Dr. T.R. Pierce, who replaced him, evi.dently in ability and
temperment resembled Carnes.
in dealing with people.

He was outspoken and had difficulty

But Blaylock, who liked him, regarded him

as the most g :l.fted editor he had kno-wn.
Pierce wrote prbh1bition editorials which were much less
ranting, but much more cutting that those of previous editors.
The whole tone of the paper appears to have been considerably more
elevated tmder Pierce than Advocate readers were accustomed to.
Blaylock thought that sane of his religious essays were superior
to those in any church publication in the country, and Blaylock

was sonething of a student of religious journals.
The Advocate maintained its circulation at around 22,000
throughout Pierce's editorship, as well as its position of
eminence among the Texas press.
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For the paper, the period from 1888 until 1898 was a successful
one.

But it was to be far overshadowed by the one upo~ which the

Advocate entered with the resignation of Pierce November 17, 1898
and the appointment of the Rev. George

c.,

Rankin as editor.

CWT& XIV
THE: FIIEST .YEARS

When the Rev. George

c.

Rankin assumed editorship, the Advocate

embarked upon its most notable years.
During his reign, it was to become one of the most influential
religious journals in the country.

Jew papers, even among the

_secular presa, exceeded its prestige in Texas.
It became an uncomproaiaing, ceaselesa, blatant foe of liquor,
gambling, proatitution.

It loudl7 sup~ed. or fiercel7 fought

political candidate, solel7 on the basis of their attitudes toward
these isaues.
Politicians cursed it and old time Methodists ,wore by it.
Bankin feared nothing and dogmatically ahouted for what he thought
•
right. Under him, the Advocate•s views never changed on aey subject, including dancing, baseball, football, all of which it opposed
in one way or another.

Leading newspapers in Texas and national

magazines lambasted it and Rankin returned their fire with unin•
hibited fury.
The Advocate in 1898 had a circulation of 20,350.
of 16 tabloid size pages.

It consisted

Shortl7 after he took over, Bankin estab-

lished the form and nature of content of these pages according to
a pattern which he varied onl7 to a minor extent throughout his
17 7ears as editor.
of paper.

Readers were educated to expect a certain kind

Thq alwqs received what they- expected.

(~

The first page was devoted to lengtey, incenderary editorials
dealin« with •hat Bankin considered the most important comtemporary
social, moral, and religioua proble•••

Searcel.7 an isaue passed

in which one of these did not concern 1aloon1 or liquor.
Articles in the form of letters from correspondents occupied
the second and third pages.

These sometime• were violently' anti-

Catholic, but more often dealt with travel, church isauea or
temperance.
A.11 of page four was filled with brief, well-edited IUJlllll&ries

of state, national, and foreign secular newa set in small tne
without head••
Page five was similarly occupied with news items about churches
and Methodists throughout the state.
~saqs with •oral themes and anecdotes taken from other papera

appeared on pages six and seven.
Short editorials treating the sue subjucts as those on the
front page were run on page eight alon« with a column of gossip
about Texas ministers, and frequently' a colUlln. ot notea about
current books ot interest to churchmen.
Articles contributed by ainiaters on divorce, crime, alcohol
and allied subjects occupied the ninth page alo~ with advertisements.

These articles were little more than condensed seraona and

varied in quality accordi~ to the abilities of the pastors.
Sundq School lesson• siailar to those circulated in other church
literature appeared on pa.gee ten and eleven with advertisements.

Bew• of women active in churches over the state, letter• fro•
readers and advertising occupied page twelve.
Reviews of books 1 bought and paid for• b7 the Advocate and
advertisements filled page thirteen.

Obituaries and advertise-

ments were on page fourteen along with notices and announcements
of forthcoaing church meetings and activit7 and advertising.

The

last page was reserved for travel accounts from readers abroad or
travelogg.es from other papers and advertising.
Of all this content, by far the most important and that which
most contributed to the paper•• power and influence were the
editorial••
The most vehement and numerous of these, of course, dealt
with prohibition.

Their fora never changed under Rankin.

Thq

pounded incesaantl.7 on the same points, all calcu.lated to bring
about the outlawing of sale of intoxicating beverages and the
abolishllent of the saloon.

!hose below, •elected at random from

hundreds, are illustrative of their scathing content and unvaried
organization.
1 The

Diabolism of the Barroom•
has more than two hundred barrooms, and their chief
business is to corrupt politics, debauch citisenship, produce
widowhood and orphanage, and fill hundred• of our homes with
poverty and vice and degradation. !here is nothing known to
the calendar of crillinal jurisprudence that does not find encouragement in some fol'11l of these diareputable dens whose modes
of egress are shielded by blinded doors. l3ut evea the barroom,
on a Swidq night before the holidays startled this entire
communit7 and the State by a species of diabolism somewhat
unique anci original in a few of its aspects. A man by the
name of Bane, living near Garland, came to the eit7 to have
a good time, and after carousing around .till night, he went
to a barroom near the Union Depot, with conaiderfble money
1 Dallas
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on his person, and took a few drinks of red liquor. And
suffice it to s~ that this barroom is not one of the so.
called dives in the city, but it ia a large, well-equipp ed
brick building, located in one of the most prominent places
on Elm Street. Directly terrific screams were heard in this
resort. A policeman ran in and found the man i i flames from
head to foot, suffering from almost untold agony. The officer
called for a blanket or with with which to extinguish the fire
that was rapidly consllllling :Bane's boq, but one of the wretches
standing there quietly remarked: 'Let him burn up; he is aot
good. 1 Finally the fire was extinguished , but the man was
literally cooked alive. Hie flesh was burned to the bone and
his eyes scorched almost out of their sockets. He was carried
to the City Roapital, but soon expired~.
An investigatio n showed that the fellow had been taken into
a back room in maudlin condition, and the saloon keeper, aided
by two or three others, poured alcohol and turpentine over
their victim and set him on firel Then they entertained themselves by watching hie agony until the officer came and put
an end to the performance . These men were immediately ar~ested
and there was strong talk of a l7nching, but the Sherif,f hurried
the fiends out of the city and placed them in jail in ort
Worth. What is it that a barroom will not perpetrate? - Here
in Dallas they are not content to pour red liquor down human
throats by the dime's worth and graduall.7 burn them up, but
by this new method they pour combustible s over the outside of
a man, stick fire to him and watch the flames consume him.
The latter method had one advantage over the former in that it
makes quick work of the job, while the former requires a
little more time. :But they both acco~lish the same result in
the end. It is just a question of whether a man.,,rouJ.d rather
be burned up instantl.7 or take the fire by installment s.
It is our fault, for we deliberatel.7 license these dens of iniquity and even protect them in their work::of destruction .
When, then, should we be startled when they empty a little
turpentine and alcohol on poor :Bane, and for the pleasure and
pastime watch him burn to a cinder? The barroom is capa~ e of
anything devilish, debasing, low-flung, and despicable. •

2
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JCven Bankin was surprised when Carrie Ration first began her
escapades, but soon began to support her activities full.7.
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•A Woman Crazed

By the Liquor Jiend•
•several weeks ago Mrs. Carrie Nation, of Wichita, Ian., became unbalanced in mind on account of the sorrow brought to
her through the agency of the liquor business. In a fit of
aberration she went to two or three of the leading barrooms
in the town and smashed in their windows, broke up jugs, and
tore the pictures from the walls. As a result she was arrested and placed in jail. She remained there several days, but
the Grand Jury refused to find a true bill against her on
account of her mental condition. She was, consequently, released, but in a few days she made another attack upon the
barrooms and injured them to the amount of several thousand
dollars. She was again arrested, but the authorities promptl,released her. In these last attacks upon the saloons several
other ladies joined in the crusade. As a matter of fact, the
law does not justify this sort of procedure upon the part of
the women, and they lay themselves liable because of the unlawful acts.
:But public sympathy all over this country will be with these
unfortunate ladies. The barrooms of this country have devastated the home and ruined the manhood of these lands to
such an extent that women are suffering untold misfortune and
agonies on account of their existence. Poverty, want, hunger,
widowhood, and orphanages are being multiplied by these dens
of wichked.ness as the years go by, and the women of this
country are the real victims. They are forced to bear in
silence the results of injury wrought by the liquor business.
These things are enough to craze the brain and break the heart
of the motherhood of this nation. No wonder that now and
then some poor soul bearing the burden of grief and shame
thus imposed upon her poor heart loses her self-control and
invades these places of iniquity and empties bottles and jugs
and smashes plate-glass without the sanction of law or authority. It it a pity that aey such woman has to go to jail for
such an outbreak of righteous instict against iniquity. She
is only following the most basic instinct of her nature in fighting the most devilish enemy that ever arr~ed itself against
the wifehood and motherhood of this government. And we hope
the time~ soon come when public sentiment will do for these
cesspools of destruction that which this poor crazed woman is
doing single-handed and alone in Kansas.•~3
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But before another week had passed, :Bankin 1 s evaluation of
Mrs. Nation's sanity had been revised.
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1 Not Crazy, :But Carrie is in Her Right Mind"
"It now turns out that Mrs. Carrie Nation, the iconoclast
of the liquor shops of Topeka, Kansas, is not crazy, but in
her right mind. When she was at first arrested and placed
in prison and the Commonwealth's Attorney refused to prosecute her on account of her mental condition, it was all a
miserable subterfuge. She ad in reality infracted no law
on the statute books in Kansas. True, she had invaded the
barrooms, torn down their vulgar pictures, smashed their
plate glasses and burst up Jugs; but there is no law u~
there for the protection of the liquor interests. The
shole business is absolutely prohibited by the Constitution
of that state. If the Grand Jury had been forced to take
cognizance of this woman's acts, the men in the liquor business
would have become the victims of the law, not Mrs. Nation.
For this reason, no indictment was found; and for this reason,
she and other women are still engaged in smashing up barrooms,
their furniture and contents. Liquor ruined the home of
Mrs. Nation, and her righteous indignation overleaped all
bounds and she assumed the responsibility to do that which
the sworn officers of the law refused to do in her behalf.
And now what is the result? Wey, the motherhood of Kansas,
finding a leader in Mrs. Nation, is thoroughly aroused, and
that state is in a ferment. The women in different localities
where liquor joints are runnings are banding themselves together, and with hammer and hatchets they are demolishing
barrooms wlthoutlet or hinderance. In some instance the outraged husbands of some of the women have foined in the eru,..
sade and are protecting their wifes as the work of destruction
proceeds. Kansas, that state accustomed to things strange
and novel, is now treated to the liveliest sensation in its
history. Some of the towns where these Joints have been
permitted by the authorities have taken fright and ordered
the officers to close out instantly all these law-defying
places. The whole state is in a blaze of frenzy and the women
are carrying things their own way. Good for the women! If
the men are too cowardly to do their duty, we are glad, as
unseenly as the thing looks, that the women have the courage
to lay the liquor business low with hatchets and hammers in
Kansas. The Governor and the state officers are looking on
in dismay, and the Sheriffs are startled. They cannot manage
the thousands of women engaged in this mighty movement. We
venture the assertion that the women of Kansas will drive
the joints out of that Commonwealth before this cursade is
ended: and there are fathers and husbands sufficiently
sympathetic with them to see to it that n~ woman suffers
violence at the hands of a liquor fiend.•
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Through the years, Rankin never ceased the bombardment.

In

1907, he wrote:
"The Fiercenes s of the Whiskey Demon"
"There is nothing more heartless in its feelings and more
desperate in its lawlessne ss that the whiskey fiend. It
hates everythin g sacred and opposes everythin g that restrains .
It lifts its hand against infancy, childhood , womanhood, manhood, and the entire human race. It degrades, it impoveris hes,
it wounds, it murders. The individua l, the family, the
community, the commonwealth and the nation hold nothing that
it respects or reverence s. It is cruel as the angel of
death and as insatiabl e as the yawning grave. The vemon
of malice fills its heart and the inspiratio n of hell incites
its deeds. Its victims, if called from their sleeping dust
would constitut e an army more numerous than ever followed
Bonaparte through Ellrope.
They would be even more numerous that the allied forces that
f:inally overthrew the Corsican and forced him into exile in
the midst of the sea. Their wails, if gathered into one
awful chorus, would startle the world and send a rasping
shudder through the nerve centers of humanity.
We have recently had another concrete example of the awfulness of this whiskey fiend as the enemy of law and the nurderer of men. In one of our Texas towns, not a hundred miles
from where we write, the people voted out the saloon by a good
majority. They had to close, but the infernal spirit remained to menace the peace of the community and to defy the
laws of the land. It assumed the form of the bottlegge r and
the joint. There it entrenche d itself and carried on its
nefarious trade. Two peace officers, sworn to enforce the
law and preserve the order of the community, put themselve s
in the way of this whiskey demon, and it made up its mind
to slave them. So the two forces met on the public streets
and when the smoke cleared away four men where either dead
or mortally wounded and died afterward ; three women were
left in the weeds of widowhood and more than a dozen children were made fatherles s. Rangers had to be sent by the
Governor of the State to restore order and prevent further
bloodshed . As a further result, the whole community is in
gloom, the good citizens feel humiliate d and the sanctity of
human life outraged and soiled with blood. This is the work
of the whiskey devil one afternoon and in one little community!
Yet there are those still among us who de~end this fiend
and contend that the people ought to protect it by law. Yet
its sould s steeped in iniquity and its hands are dripping
with blood. No wonder that the people of this State have
just bout made up their minds that this lawless fiend,
known as the whiskey devil, .i.has about seen its day in Texas.

Its i.arpendinf 5doom will not be many years withheld.
the battle.•

On with
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These editorials are tYJ)ical of all Rankin ever wrote regarding alcohol.

They began with a hundred words or more of

blunt, wildly caustic condemnation.

An example of death or

crime in which alcohol was supposedly a factor followed.

Then

Bankin presented a melodramatic depiction of the plight of resultant widow or orphans.
fury, and his slogan,

1 0n

Then came a righteous swelling of
With the Battle.•

Liquor and saloons were not the only targets of Rankin's
wrathful ire.

Dancing, though not quite as heinous a tran-

gression as drinking in his estimation, wasn't far behind.
~YJ)ical of his comment on the practice was an editorial written
in 1908.
far from the Advocate building there is a public dance
hall and it is very common for the young people to meet here
in the afternoon for dancing purpose. The other liq we
happened near a window and for a few minutes witnessed the
round dance. We had heard of it, but never saw it before.
We do not care to witness it again. Young men had young
women in their armc pressed close to the bosoms in the
most familiar manner, while the arms of the young women
were locked around the necks of the young men; and in this
style they were keeping time to music with thetr feet, while
their thoughts and sensations are easier imagined that expressed. A more disgusting sight we have never beheld. No
good to the morals of young people dan come of such bodily
contact, and mothers who will permit their daughter to
thus repose within the embrace of young men are in no sense
fit to be mothers of girls. Under such circumstances voluPtuousness takes the place of modesty; and the proper relation
1 Not
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that ought to obtain between the sexes is obliterated.• 46
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As earl7 as 1900, Rankin took a dim view of college football,
an attitude he never changed editoriall7.

What it was can be

seen in the editorial below:
Football Game•
the football team of the Yanderbilt met the
team ot the State University at the Fair ground for a great
contest. lor an hour and a half the7 were messed up in a
rough and tumble set to in the presence of about two thou·
sand spectators.
Preparation had been made for the aergencies of the occ~
sion, as though a bloody battle was impending.
Surgeons, bandages, a negro porter with an ample suppl7 of
water were in evidence; and as the game proceeded the wisdom of this arrangement was demonstrated. A n:wnber of the
bo7s were dashed to the ground and run over and trampled
under with bleeding noses and cut flesh. Several minutes
were required to pump wind into the fallen and get them on
their feet again. Heads were skinned, ankles were sprained,
and collar bones suffered. One Vanderbilt boy was knocked
senseless for quite a while. His ribs were fractured, chest
severly cut, and his spine injured. The water, the negro,
and bandages, and the surgeon, were kept busy as the affair
progressed. A more brutal performance was never seen on the
lair grounds. It was more like a prize fight than anything
else. Yet it waa carried on under the auspices of the great
University of Texas and our central Church school at lashvillel
lootball games conducted on humane principles might be all
right, but when they assume the barbarous role of savage
strength, exerted in the direction of skinning heads, break,..
ing bones, dislocating limbs, and injuring spines, it is time
to put on the brakes. If our great schools have time to devote to such bloody performances as the one under discussion,
then the course of study prescribed for the students by the
faculties must be exceedingly limited. There is by nature
eno.-agh of savagery in the average boy without ,,sending him
to a university to develop ahd acquire additional quantities
of it. Such was the battered condition of the Vanderbilt
boys at the end of the struggle that the humane Texan
spectator did not feel like indulging in demonstrations of
1 The Barbarous
1 Last Saturday

of enthusiasm over the success of our own University team.• 47
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:Baseball was denounced with even more vehemence becaase it
was something played upon Sun~ and people frequentl7 bet upon

it.

:Rankin advocated its regulation by the Church.
He let few opportunities to jab at the Catholic Church pass,

either in the news coluans or on the editorial page.

His editor-

ials on this subject relied upon scorn rather than theological
logic for the effectiveness in the reader•• mind.

Characteristic

of them was one written in 1910&
1 The Roman Cardinals recently elected !enedictus XV Pope, and
when they had seated him on the papal throne they all filed
by and kissed his feetl Such taitel When Christ was about
to leave his disciples he took a basin of water and a towel
and w,shed and wiped their feet. Rad he been a pope he would
have changed the method and had lls followers kiss his feet.
!ut Christ was the servant of all and did not come to be
minietered unto, but to minister. Think of fift7 or sixty
grave men dreesed in crimeon touching their dainty lips to
the pedal extremitiee of one of their fellow men. ht these
men worehippers are liable lo do &D,J'thing unexpected. All
we have to sq is that they were badly preesed for eomething
to kiss. But we presuae the new Pope had the forethought to
give his feet a thourough washing before his menials pressed
their mouths to them, o48 if not, it is to be hoped that he
kept on his silk hose.,
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Of all Ban.kin'• editorials, perhaps those concerning the
Negro revealed the most.

Aa late as 19a>, barbaric lynching• of the most hideous nature
continued to write disgusting pages in Texas history ·.

In the

earl7 part of the century, George Bankin more than any single
man spoke for Methodism in the state.

What he said with regard

to this merderously unciTili1ed bigotry and the

wa:y

he said it,

bears the anomolous position of the Church and the utter inability
of the u.jorit7 of its leaders and members to revise sig?lificantly
the baaic attitude• toward the Negro Texan• had held since the
beginning of the Civil War.
Bankin 1 s editorials dealing with lynchings, as all his writing,

was rigidly stereotyped.
black brute•.

He described theccrime of

1 inhuma.n

(Invariably the crime consisted of an alleged

sexual attack upon a white woman.

The Negro never received

a trial, so there was never aey legal wq of determining whether
or not he act.ually did co1111it the crime.)
'!'hen he told how the righteoua mob gather to the cry •burn
him 1 and how •a pile of wood was thron upon the ground, the
negro was fastened to it, coal oil waa poured upon him, and the
flame• soon began tbetr work of deatna.ction.'

Bow

1 the

horrible

black beast• ••• •writhed in aisery indeacribable, but uttered
no outcry, but died like a stolid brute as the flames gradually
devoured him.• 49
49
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Rankin then reasoned that this was bad beoause the "brute" oup.;ht at
least to have been g iven a trial before he was slaughtered.

Usu-

ally the edi toria 1 was cone luded with a word of commendation to
the populace from vb ich the mob arose for not lynching "innocent
negroes."

And sometimes, he recorded that that the Negro population

of the area had joined in oondemning the Negro who had been lynched.
But in Rankin's time, Texas nor the South had no patent upon
roob murder and Rankin never let his readers for get . it.

Every time

he heard or read of lynchings, crima or any disturbance involving
racial conflict, the story was certain to appear in the Advocate.
Right or wrong on this or any other issue, Rankin represented
the sentiment s of the na.jority of Methodist leaders in Texas. In
doing so, he provided them with able and articulate expression.
Most of the time, he told his readers what they wanted to hear.
Always, he told them what he tho ug ht they should hear.

And his

courage and truculence won support among rural Methodists who liked
a fighter and who recognized him as a oh i ef partisan of the Churoh

to which they were loyal.

Thus, in his editorial campaigns, he

always had a powerful ally---the feelin g engendered among readers
by their religious ties and Rankin's prestige that the course of
behavior or political action he defined was the one Methodism and
Christianity dictated.
Rankin attempted to make the Advocate a moral and political
guide for the entire state.

He often told readers:

"If you want

to lmow what Texas Methodism ought to do and just how nearly it is
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doing it, just read and Advocate and you will get the information.®

50Texas Christian Advocate. September 3. 1914, P• 8.

Rankin instructed reader explicitjy and dogmatically how to
vote.

He admonished readers to write to legislators and tell

them what he told them to tell them.
His editorial diatribes against alcohol, gambling, prostitution
together with the editorial dogmatism with which he dealt with any
subject created bitter antagonism toward him among many politicians
and some journalists in the state.
Deprecating caricatures of him appeared in Texas bars and newspapers.

Politicians criticized him for

1_11.

rticipating in politics.

Newspapers criticized him for not devoting the Advocate. exclusively
to religious news.
greatest enemies.

The Houston Post and Fort Worth Record -were his
Such attacks only precipitated new torrents of

fury in the next edition of the Advocate.

Throughout; his editorship,

Rankin haggled with secular papers over thei.r coverage of crime
and what he considered irreverent references to the Church am its
ministers.
But whatever their attitude toward him, all politicians and
newspapers at least respected him end the Advocate, and most
journalists who knew him liked him personally.
In 1907, newspapers in Texas declared editorially that Rankin
must be reckoned with as a candidate in the coming gubenatorial
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elections.

The Saint Louis Advocate proposed that he head the

Prohihition ist Party as its candidate for president.

Rankin

disavowed all personal political ambitions, but always took an
aotive interest in the no-hold-bar red politics of early Texas
when any, moral issue was involved.

CHAPTER XV
THE ADVOCATE'S WONDER DRUGS
Louis Blaylock was a highly successful businessman when Rankin
became editor of the Advocate in 1898.

He heatedly denied, as did

his family later, that this success arose from profits made in
publishing the Advoca'b9.

This denial ie probably largely correct.

Regardless, Blaylock more than fulfilled his agreement with the
Church regarding publication of th9 paper.

In addition to the size-

able donations he made personally to various Methodist causes, each

year he contributed between $500 and $1,000 from Advocate funds to
the Church for the support of its retired ministers.

And his

efforts in the interest of the Advocate were untiring, far exoeeding
those which could have been expected from even the most generous
business contract.

He and Rankin idolized each other.

Never was there the slightest

hint of conflict between them throughout their friendship and business association.

If Rankin wanted to run a 20 or 24 page special

edition in connection ,id.th acme Church campaign or to commemorate
some Methodist anniversary, Blaylock did not hesitate to do so
tho~h it usually involved financial loss for him.
In 1900, Blaylook on his own initiative oonducted a campaign
thro~h the Advooate's columns to raise money for relief of Galvestcn
storm victims.

Contributions totaling more than $9,000 were received,
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some from as far away as Maine and New York.
But Blaylock continued to fill the paper with the odious patent
medicine advertising that had beoom a f'requent occupant or its
columns shortly af'ter he began publishing it.

Ordinarily, between

20 and 24 columns of the 80 a-vailable were devoted to advertising,
but sanetimes there were as many as

&o. Fully a third of this was

patent mdicine advertising of' one kind or another.
In these advertisements, cures were promised for virtually
every affliction then known to mankind.

And according to the ads,

most of them could be had for a remarkably low price, usually 25
cents or so.
One old time customer of the Advocate., "Radway:' a Pills",
guaranteed to cures
" ••• Inward piles, fullness of the blood in the head,
acidity of the stomach, nausea, sinking or fluttering of
the heart, choking or suffocating sensations when :· in a
lying posture., dimness of vision, dizziness on rising
suddenly., dots or webs before the sight, fever and dull
pain in the head, devioienoy of preapirations, yellowness
of the skin, and eyes, pain in the side., chest., limbs and
sudden flushes of heat, burning in the side."
The advertisement concluded by informing readers thati
"•••A few doses of Radway's Pills will tree the system
of' all the above disorders. Price 25 cents per box. 11 51

51Ibid., August 20, 1900

For years, the Gallstone Remedy Company of Chicago admonished
Advocate readers to use its product

am

hinted at the dangers of
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surgery.

Its advertisement said:

"Wonderful success in treating gallstones, liver and
stomach trouble is reported from the use of Gall-Tone. Gall
Tone is used and recommended by the worl'd highest medical
authorities, the treatment embodied and used in it. It would
be a bad mistake, and often a sad mistake not to give this
ramedy a trial before submitting to the expense and dangers
or an operation.
"If you have a bad stomach, Gaseous Pains, Colic, belching,
Bloating, Indigestion, Biliousness, Constipation, Sick Headaches,
Torpid Liver, Bad Color, Distress, burning, biting, boring,
eruption, or paing in the stomach, Right Side, Left Side, Back
or under the Shoulders, Appendicitus or Gallstones, write today
to the Gallstone Remedy Co., Dept. 917, 219 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111. 11 52

52Jbid., August 26, 1915, P• 15.

In smaller, more ioodest ads, the same con:pany said its ': produot
would cure "Dizzy spells, Nervousness, Bad color, Blues, Costiveness,
Yellow Jaundice, etc., etc. 11 53

53Jbid., p. 13.

A Dr. Rupert Wells of St. Louis announced that he could cure
cancer without the knife.

Dr. H.H. Green's Sons, Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Pyriamid Pile Cure, the Paris Medicine Company, Cuticura and Dr.
Marshall's Catarrh snuff advertised sure cures for catarrh, eczema,
piles, bad breath, bed wetting, impure blood, spring humors,
rheumatism, dropsy, colds in the head, deafness, ringing in the
ears, loss of small, lagrippe and hay fever, : as well as mumps,
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bad memory, running sores and bad sores.54

Most of these advertisements appeared with minor variations
throughout Rankin's editorship.
As a result, t he Advocate drew inoreasingly derisive oritioism
from the press and som, quarters within the Churoh.

By the fall of

1907, it had reaohed suoh proportions that Rankin was concerned.
lie had of'ten expressed the wish that the Advooate oould be
published devoid of any advertising, and indications are that he
recognized the highly questionalbl.e nature of much of the advertising
used by the paper.

But he nade it olear that the Advocate oould

not survive financially without ad wrtising revenue.

It is clear,

too, that Rankin had little oontrol over selection or rejection of
ads.

He wrote:
" ••• Therefore, the editor of the paper, who has his hands
full, leaves this department (ad wrtising) to Mr. Blaylook,
just as the Board of Publication does from year to year.
"Mr. Blaylock is exceedingly oareful to disoard anything
and all mtter of a hurtful ohaoter. For more than forty
years he has presided over the business department of the
Advooate and no man has ever given more satisfaction to the
patrons of the paper.
"Whenever his attention is oalled to objectionable mtter
that my som times oreep into it unaft"l"es, he always eliminates
it, without regard to finanoial loss. And every year he goes
over these matters with the Board of Publication, and they have
invariably left suoh things to his disoretion and business
judgment. And he has ruled out thou.sands of dollars worth
of business, and is doing it, rather than put into the columns
of the paper matter that is not in keeping with good morals and
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cultivated taste."65

56Ibid., September 5, 1907.

In view of the ad,,artisi~ Mr. Blaylock did not rule out. it
would be interesting to see that which he did.

And certainly.

everybody's attention was being called rather -vehemently to muoh
of the advertising being run by the paper, yet none of it was
changed significantly nor was it eliminated.
The Joint Board of Publication, the instrument through lhich
the Church was supposed to control the paper• was now a loosely
organized group of ministers who knew nothing about publishing or
editing.

It met only onoe a year, and its deliberations al'Wlys

took place against a background of eoclembi.oal politics.

Blaylock's

position and prestige were such that it had less and less to say
about operation of the paper, particularly the selection of
advertising.
But in 1907, the discontent among its members that was to lead
to unhappy consequences for the paper and Blaylock began.
Attention further was focused upon the Advocate's advertising
content in the summer of 1907 when Collier's Weekly, in connection
with one of its muckraking campaigns, attacked both the Advocate
ani its editor.
An advertisement by the Postum Cereal Company which had appeared

in several issues of the Advocate stated that regular consumption of
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Grape-Nuts would aid greatly in the prevention or alleviation of
appendicitus.
Rankin reproduced in the Advocate part of Collier's comment
11h ich said s

11

This is lying and potentially deadly lying." 56

-

56Ibid., J\Ule.26, 1907, P•

a.

__ __

..,._
..•also referred to Rankin as a man of diminuative
CoLlier's

intellect.

A Methodist paper in the South, the North Carolina

Advocate, came to his defense.
oare of himself.

But Rankin soon began taking

He wrotes

" •••we are still too large to be controlled or led by
that .monumental fraud known as Collier's Weekly. Of all
the Northern journals coming into Texas, it is the least
influential in its pompous pretensions among our people,
and ·such a self-inflated piece of so called literature has
hit its exaot level Yben it began its wonderful effort to
elevate and improve the American saloon.
"It is a bloated braggart, filled with conceit and
actuated by meaness. It is not worthy of a place in our
Texas homes ••• and all its pretended interest in the purity
of the .r eligious press is found in its stupendous desire
to boost its subscription list ••• 11 57

The Postum Company bought a full page advertisements in the
Advocate scorning ~lier's.

Headed in heavy blaok type, "The

Yell-Oh Man", (referring to the editor of the magazine) these
were filled with the rankest vituperation and invective.

Collier's
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immediately filed a $750,000 libel suit against the company and
further denounced the religiou

Jress in general, and the Texas

Christian Advocate in particular, for its patent medicine advertising.

It ran a picture of Rankin, citing him as one of the chief

perp.e trators of the abuses it condemned.

All of 'Which stirred

Rankin to new assaults.
Throughout the next year, he lambasted Collier's llhenever he
could find a pretext for an attack.

What affect his editorials,

which told Texans not to buy the magazine, had on its circulation
in the state is not known.

But the criticism by Collier's stimulated

an increasing awareness among some ministers that the ethics of
the Advooa te 's advertising policies were not all they might be, and
in later years this affected the Advocate greatly.

CHAPTER XVI
THE END OF AN ERA

The February 4, 1915 editio,n of the Advocate appeared with
heavy, half-inch black lines encircling its front page.
A banner head consisted of a quotation from Tennyson:

I have seen 'lIC'J pilot face to face."

In equally large type at the

bottom or the page, another head said;
onward;

'On With The Battle

"Yes;

"Let his slogan still go

1'"

George Rankin had died February 2, 1915 of a heart attack.
His death caused statewide reaction.

Both houses of the

Texas legislature passed resolutions of regret.

Telegrams of

condolence poured into the Advocate office from o~er the nation,
including four from Texas Congressmen and one from Senator Morris
Sheppard in Washington.
Twenty-seven newspapers ran eulogistic editorials on his life
and death.

Of' them all, the most significant appeared in th e Fort

Worth Record.

Its brilliant editor, Hugh Nugent Fitzgerald, had

been an inveterate enemy of Rankin and had fought him politically
on issue after issue for more than a decade.

Fitzgerald wrote:

"Rev. Dr. George Rankin is dead.
"His death removed a nan who for a quarter of a century
had been a forceful gifure and tealous partisan and active
participant in the religious advancement as well as the
political history of Texas.
"For many years he had been the editor of the Christian
Advocate and had mde it a power among the Church newspapers
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of the United States. He wielded a virile pen. He viewed the
world through the eyes of a Churchman. He was a crusader as
keen as the Crusaders of old who sought to wrest the Holy City
from the defiling touch of the Crescent and the Koran. He was
fearless and he was dogmatic. They called him 'the fighting
Methodist of Texas.'
11 He had a warm h eart.
When the combat was over he did not
bear me.lice. While it we.son he gave blow for blow and though
his head might have been bloody he never winced or asked for
quarter.
"He had wonderful ability, he was Scotch and Irish and had
all the pugnacity of the fighting races. He could smash a
political foe today and extend a helping hand tomorrow.
"Ha had enemies who hated him and followers who idolized
him. In politics he was for years a potential force, and knew
the game well. He was as much at home in a primary convention
or on the floor of a State convention as in the editorial den
of his newspaper or in the pulpit of the house of God.
"He never followed. He was born to lead.
"If he had not been oa lled to the ministry and had invaded
the field of politics he would have made his mark and would
have become a national fi~ure in the councils of the Democratic
party.
"In Texas Methodism his name was a household word. In the
field of politics, it was a household word.
"In the years gone by he was the Peter the Hermit of the
Prohibition cause in Texas. He threw down the ga unlet to John
Barleycorn almost a third of a century ago.
"Defeat did not dismay him. Reverses only made him fight
the harder. He was a glutton for work, a human ox and ever
tireless. He fought the salloon, he fought the reservat_ion,
he fo'q!;ht gambling, in the days wren it required nerve to lead
a forlorn cause in Texas.
"He is dead now and there will be flowers for this wonderful
crusader wm was the stormy petrel for so ma:ey years of Texas
politics and whose white plume ever waved at the head of the
advance guard of those who considered themselves consecrated
to the work of giving battle to sin and eliminating the alleged
causes in the land.
"When George c. Rankin trained his guns on his political
foam.en in Texas, prohibtfon wasn't even a white man's hope,
all cities and towns of any size h!rl their reservations where
the daughters of Babylon and their male companions walked in
the primrose paths of daliance. Public gambling was prevalent
everywhere.
11 .A.t all raoe tracks, pools were sold, and in the capital
of our state, saloons never closed from January to January.
"He considered himself the David of the Prohibition cause
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and men who had no sympathy with his plan of making the world
moral by law must concede that his pen created a revolution
in moral conditions throughout the state, and that his influence
was aa _•potential as that possessed by any man who has ever
figured in the history of Texas since the close of the war
between the states.
"When armour-clad., ready for the fray, his pen was soorohing
and his tongue was blisterm. In social life he was a lovable
and companionable man. He loved a clever story. He could
crack a good joke and he was a hail fellow well met with his
craftsmen whether of the pen or pulpit.
"He fought for his Church and his convictions.
"He was battle scarred in the service of Methodism and the
innumerable campaigns against John Bare).ycorn wMch he led since
the prohibition wave began to ••eep over th-is country.
"He was a power in the councils of the Prohibition party.
He was a bold politician but not a resourceful one. He made his
newspaper a terror to his enemies.
11 He had one ambition., even greater than his other ambitions,
to be a Bishop of the Church Wlich he had served from youthful
manhood.
"This was denied him. Then he realized that the men who
do the rough fighting for the Church or party, men mo are on
the firing line giving blo~s and taking them., men who make the
sacrifioes and receive the wounds are not those who are
remembered v.hen the rich gifts and honors am emoluments are
bestowed.
"These are for the .sons of Mary.
"The sons of Martha are the men who blaze the trail., who
fight the battles., who never know when they are whipped, and
who die in harness., unrewarded but not forgotten.
11 A giant has departed from one of the houses of Israel.
He was a gladiator in his time. He -was long on the road and
never ran up the white fllg. He n 3ver retreated. He never
ran up the white flag, nor any flag but the flar, of battle.
He never called for a furlough. He never served in the
sommissar~r department or in the camp of the sutler. He lived
and fought according to his lights and was rugr,ed and sturdy
and masterful either in the hour of victory or the hour of
defeat.
IIWhen the bell ringer called he answered., 'Ready.' His
eyes are closed, his hands are folded and his spirit at rest.
'Peace to his ashes and sweet repose for his soul' is the
prayer of' one who 1'18.S his political foeman."59

59Quoted in the Texas Christian Advocate, op. cit • ., February 11.,
1915, P• 1.
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In the issue reporting Rankin's death, Blaylock wrote:
"God moves in mysterious ways. How inscrutable are his
dealings! After all these rrany joyous years we sent out this
week's Advocate draped in mourning. Little did we think that
a prince in Israel would pass so soon. The rugged oak,
strengthened by storm and tempest, has fallen. Dear, good
Dr. Rankin is now amon g the saints in glory! It was quite
high noon of Tuesday last when the Supreme Architect called
this 1110rthy brother from labor to refreshment.
"What a wave of sorrow will sweep over Texas Methodism and
throughout the Church l We ourselves, so near him all the while,
can scarcely realize that he is gone.
"He we.s j_n the bosom of his family. She who has walked with
him all these years thought not the hour was night. None drearrad
the chariot stood at the door. None heard th e swish of the
boatman's oar. Quietly as the baby slips off into dreamland,
our dear old friend found his way beyond the shadows into the
land where all our sainted spirits stray.
"We know our thousands of readers are not prepared to
receive this shock---nor were we ourselves. Tears stain these
pages as we write, and there are multiplied thousands now who
weep over these words. Vfo ile our readers stand dazed over this
announcement we are placing upon his quiet resting place flowers
that fade. But in the hearts of our readers. thank God, his
memory is deathless and his life shall abide like the fra grance
of the rose. 0 let us forget the pang of this moment! His
passing is but th e shadow of God as he steps to take our ha.nd. 11 60

60rexas Christian Advocate, op. cit., February 4, 1915, P• 1.

Rankin's editorship was the most significant in the history of
the paper, and the most successful.
He made the Advocate not only a powerful instrument for the
augmentation of Church policy,

but, through the exercise of his

own thought, an original force in the determination of such policy.
It is impossible to demonstrate factually that the Advocate
under him

was

the most singularly important force in bringing about
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prohibition, abolishment of prostitution and gambling in Texas.
But Rankin was the undisputed leader of the e.ctive elements
journalistically promoting suoh acts.

In 1898, ,:the sale of

alcoholic be,rerages, gambling and prostitution flourished throughout the state.

Their abolishement seemed unthinkable.

But at

the time of Rankin's death, legislation outlawing their practice
had been largely accomplished and their existence greatly diminished.
For this, maey of Rankin's well informed and non-partisan
contemporaries held him responsible.
Few who study his writing could consider it brilliant or the
outgrowth of unusually exceptional mental capacity.
dogmatic more often than not.

It was blindly

Sometirres it was scurrilous.

But it

was based on sincere and unalterable faith in the moral rightness

of vhat it said, and it was fiery.

Therefore, it won rousing

approval from Methodists whose religious training inclined them
to agree with its content.

And it won respect from those who did

not agree.
All the time Rankin

was

attracting such attention with his

flamboyant editorials, ~e also was providing readers with a good
newspaper.
It is probable that during the first decade of t he century, the
Advocate constituted the major formal source of inforrmtion for many
of its isolated readers.

Prior to Rankin's editorship, the Advocate

had been, during much of its history, a newspaper reporting news
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news above all else.

It had thus develo ped at least a parti al

reade rship which looked to it for news.
Ea.oh week the Advoc ate suppl ied a full page sumrrary of the
news
prece ding days' most impor tant natio nal and intern ation al
event s.

With the begin ning of the first world war. this cover age

was inorea aed to four pages .

At the same time, the Advocate under Rankin furnis hed reade rs
with ablnd ant
in Texas .

news about peopl e and event s relati ng to Methodism

This alone would have been suffio ient to e ndear it to

minis ters and more arden t laymen.

the

ing
The rest of the conte nt Rankin was respo nsible for includ
in Advoc ate is diffi cult to evalu ate. The Sunday Sohoo l

's
lesso ns, the long artic les by minis ters, the news about women
activ ities in the Churc h, were poorl y writt en, and seem trite
day,
and insig nific ant. But to some elder ly Metho dists of the
ps
nearin g the end of their lives , in forgo tten place s, perha
they were inspi ring.
ous
Thus, it seems that in som ways Rankin was a great religi
religi ous
edito r, and in som ways the Advoc ate under him a great
paper .

Certa inly, the days of Rankin were the Advoc ate•s fines t

in terms of popu larity and aocom plishm ent.

CHAPTER XVII
A MISPLACED SCHOLAR

Dr.

w.o.

Bradfield was eleoted editor of the Advocate Maroh 9,

1915 and began his duties immediately.

Blaylock had edited the

paper sinoe Rankin's death.
Bradfield was then 49, and among colleagues •s oonsidered
one of the more intelleotual members of the ministry in Texas.
He ooooeived it the duty of the editor to lead and mold public
opinion rather than to reflect it.

He wrote:

"The ideal of

impersonal journalism has l!Bde the editorial oolumns among the
'skipped essentials' of the newspaper.n60 He promised that in

SOibid., March 18, 1915 P• 8.

his editing the Advocate he 1110uld try to follow in the journalistic
He even

tradition established by Dana, Pulitzer, Grady and Greely.

mentioned that he had obtained biographies of these men for study.
But if Bradfield su:,oeeded in following the journalistic steps
of anybody they were more those of Raymond than anyone else.

The

pugnacious front page on which Rankin had written his and the
Advocate's greatest achievements became a sedate one filled with
scholarly treatises on theology and philosopy in general.

Titles

suoh as "The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsohe and the European War~
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and "The South's New School of Theological Liberalism" typify the
nature of most of his editorials.
Blaylock preserved the character of the page appearance as it
had been under Rankin.

But Bradfield progressively deleted much

of the content readers had been accustomed to for a decade and a
half.

The travelogues, 110men 's articles, the long moral essays

oopied from other religious journals ani the rani>ling letters from
ministers •re virtually eliminated.

They were replaced by long,

esoteric articles such as "The Pl&oe of Pa.r in Prayer",

11

An

Analysis of Unification", "A Sympathetic Study of the Plan for
Unification", written by ministers with interests similar to
Bradfield's. Almost none of the oontent was reproduced from
other publications.
Bradfield continued to deal editorially with the issues
traditional to the Advocate.

But his editorials on prohibition,

the Catholic Churoh, and suoh subjeots as danoing were muoh less
spectacular and perhaps more intelligent than those of Rankin.
On

prohibition, he wrote in reply to the Houston~:

" ••• The Post's philosq,hy of the whiskey business is that it
should be subjected to little, if any, restraint. The Post's
theology is that you can't nake men good by law.
"certainly not. But you can restrain men from murder and
theft and other auch things by law. You can protect the
innocent by law. You can protect society as a whole.
"The Post would have the Church preach its high ideals, but
remain inci'TI'ferent to the crystallizing of these ideals into
law. The Post would have the preachers save the Church, but
·
remain indTIT'erent to socity.
"The reai business of the Church, let it be understood, is
not to save itself, exclusively, but 1:x> save society as well.
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And if the Church saves society it must inspire the enactment of
laws which will protect it from the vicious. Above all it must
cudgel the saloon, society's greatest enemy, from the faoe of
the earth."61

6lrbid., January 13, 1916 P• B.

Like his predecessor, Bradfield opposed dancing, as the editorial
below indicates.

"The Dallas Methodist pastors have arrived at the only
conclusion it is possible for Methodism to take. They declared
uncompromising war on the modem dance ariy,lhere and at all
times. They said it 1'88 their earnest desire to be intrumental
in provid:mg healthy recreations for the soldiers and that as
individuals they stood ready to aid in the regulation of public
dances which they are powerless to prevent.
11 This is no time for toning down the historic position of
the entire Christian Church on the modern dance. Every great
Church through its highest councils has inveighed against the
dance. The reasons for this position are too well known to
need restatement here.
"surely no one will assume that the Churches are indifferent
to the welfare of our soldiers. Nothing is too good for the
boys who are giving their lives in our behalf. Nothing save
the sacrifice of moral and religious convictions. The dance
is evil and only evil and fran such we would save the man whom
we so tenderly love and cherish.
"We oa 11 upon our Methodist paretns to assist our pastors
in maintaining high standards and lofty ideals during this
crisis of the world. We call upon the mothers of our girls to
exercise the tender restraints upon their girls which are so
muoh needed now. We oall upon the women's clubs to find entertainment for the soldiers other than the hurtful dance. If
there ever is a time to dance, surely it is not now. 11 62

62rbid., May 30, 1918, P•

a.

Bradfield vigorously supported editorially the Allied cause even
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before United States entry into the war.

But like many of his

ministerial colleagues, he was reluctant to accept as true British
inspired stories of Gernan atrocities.

Finally, in the face of

seemingly documentary evidence, he came to think of them as fact
and denounced Gerne.ny for their perpetration.
He championed the Child Le.bor I.aw and favored editorially the
development of labor unions.

He engaged in bitter controversy with

Dr. A.C. Miller, editor of the Arkansas Methodist, over the establish
ment of Southern Methodist University which had been undertaken
before he became editor.

Bradfield defended everyth ~.ng connected

with the university.
Most of the June 15, 1916 issue was devoted to articles about
it.

In this issue, he reported the first graduati.on exercises.

Among the seven students receiving Master of Arts degrees -were
Robert

w.

Goodloe and Umphrey JAe, two men Texas Methodists were

to hear more of.
Bradfield succeeded in obtaining large numbers of articles from
laymen, bishops and even statesmen such as Josephus Daniels, then
Secretary of the Navy.

Nothing was ever paid for these.

The Advocate claimed a circulation of 24,000 in its October 28,
1916 issue.

In its November 30, 1916 issue it said circulation was

20,000.
Actually, under Bradfield, the Advocate never had a circulation
of anywhere near 20,000,

am

what it did have declined steadily.

had been slightly less than 16,000 when he became editor.

It

By March
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1917, it had dropped to 14,000 and in November 1918 when Bradfield
le~ the paper, it had diminished to 13,000.
In fairness to Bradfield, it should be mentioned th.at he probably
never really knew what the Advocate's circulation was.
editors ever did.

Few of its

So long as Blaylock published 1:he paper, none of

them had anything whatsoever to do with the business .aspects of it
and knew less about them.

And when the ministers were in charge of

the business conduot of the paper, it was so mismanaged that the
number of paid subscrib~rs usually was unknown.
However, by constant hag~ling with Blqlock, Bradfield became
largely responsible for elmination of most of the patent medioineads
while he was editor.

Exclusion of it reduced advertising content

in many issues to as few as eight columns.
The cause qf the circulation decline may partially be ascribed
to increasing coJ!l)etition from secular nedia.

The advent of the

war and American entry into ti stimulated new des ires for daily
national and international news llhich the Advocate could not provide.
In ~dition, Bradfield , ran aeoular news only sporadically whereas
Rankin had been running four pages of it when he died.
But the najor cause lay in the basic change in character of the
paper Bradfield effected.

Under him, it was much more of a maga-

zine than a newspaper, more of a quasi-intellectual journal than a
religious magazine.

The crusading fire that nde it such a

bumptuous member of the Texas press under Rankin was gone.

Its

content doubtless was of interest to scholarly ministers of the churdl.
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such as those who contributed copiously to it.

But this content

could scarcely be expected to appeal to uneducated preachers and
laymen who ccnstituted by far the majority of the readership.
Little dissatisfaction was expressed out.rdly among readers
at first.

The first meeting of the Joint Board of Publication

during Bradfield 's editorship voted unanimously to retain him.
But :in the next months, discontent with his conduct of the paper
grew a:mng lrge segments of readers and was expressed effectively
by some ministers.

In the meeting of the Board in September 1917,

several members argued heatedly for a change in editors, but the
majority voted in favor of Bradfield.

However, by the fall of

1918, sentiment •s such that he would probably have been asked
to resign if he had not done so voluntarily.

He did so, and the

Board of Publication elected Dr. Andrew J. Weeks editor at a
meeting in Dallas September 19, 1918.
Bradfield ultimately became a professor at Southern Methodist
University where his abilities found more rewarding and effective
expression.

CHAPTER XVIII
THE ADVOCATE UNDER ANDREW WEEKS
Weeks soon restored son, of the Advocate' a former popularity
among its old time readers.

He did this chiefly by lowering the

level of ccntent to one readily cOJ!iprehensible to them.
After his first few editions, he achieved this lowering through
several editorial changes.
He devoted pages four and five to what he called "Notes from
the Field."

Written primarily by pastors, these were similar to the

grass roots news of the state and church that had appeared in the

paper intermittently throughout its history.

They contained gossip

about church members, reports of progress of' church programs, status
of' health in the commun i ty am crops in the surrounding area.
He filled the sixth page with articles about the Sunday School
and Epworth League. the Methodist youth organization.

The seventh

pap;e, under the heading "The Home Circle", was filled with devotional
material, prayers, anecdotes and probably the worst religious poetry
ever printed by any publication.
Weeks used pa ~es eigHh and nine for editorials. His we·r e far
briefer than any of his predecessors'.

He also wrote a column of

social and "Whimsical comment entitled "Shrapnel".

On page nine, he

ran two columns of "Personals" which were gossip about ministers
over the state.

The fir s t page cmtinued to be reserved for longer

editorials and so!l8times a column of religious poetry.
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Typographic ally, some changes also were imde.

The page size was

reduced to that of a tabloid, the number of oolurnnsto four.
But in one respect, the Advocate seemingly never was to change.
It renained the arch enemy of dancing, alcohol, Catholicism .

Weeks

added motion pictures and tobacco to the re~ular list, and was ever
ready to do battle with any of them as the editorials below indicate.
"Pope Benedict XV died lest Sunday morning, Jan. 22, 1922.
Being the head of the largest religious group in the world, his
death naturally attracted 110rld-wide attention. He belonged to
a distinguishe d Italian family, and at the time of his election
it was predicted that he would be one of the greatest Popes, but
his subsequent career did not bear our the prophecy. He was a
kindly disposed Roman Catholic priest and that was about all.
Of course he lived in an atmosphere of unreality and make believe
since his elevation to the Papacy.
"It would scarcely be in good taste at this time to say an
unkind word about the community of whicrh he was the recognized
head, and yet we in this land cannot avoid a feeling of surprise
and disgust as• read the voluminous newspaper accounts of the
incidents connected with he death and b.u rial.
"In the first place, the prominence given to his death in
our American newspapers is just a bit disgusting. The accounts
have filled nany prominent columns in these paners. Then the
pictures drawn of the body of the poor old man lying there with
his foot sticking trhough the grating of St. Peter's and multitudes passing by and kissing it just about makes one despair of
the race.
".After nineteen hundred years of Christian history is it
not possible people have not gotten beyond that sort of th:ing."63

63 Ibid., January 26, 1922, P• 8.

"During the war the dance, which had always been condemned
by a large and influential section of the Christian world, was
for a time tolerated. It 118.S poor reasoning, of course, as it
led to excesses that wakened rather than strengthened the morale
of our fighting forces. We permitted it just was we permitted
interested parties to put cigarettes in the mouths of our boys.
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Since the war closed, the dame craze has swept over the world
and it constitutes today a serious menace to the spirituality
of the Protestant Churches. It will probably require a generation
to overcome it and put the Churches back where they were in their
attitude to this partic·ular evil.
"The National Association of Dancing Masters in session last
August approved only one new dance, which they named the 'Wesleyan•. A New York paper in referring to this new dance, says:
'The new dance, it was announced, is one which the dancing
masters hope will appeal to the Methodist Church. It was named
for the founder of the religion that has disapproved of dancing.'
"Personally we have always thought of dancing masters as
being about on a par socially with snake charmers, but we confess
that we did not expect even them to gi-ve such a vulgar exhibition
of ill breedin~ as this action displays. In the name of all that
is decent we protest against naming a dance after John Wesley!
"To name a dance after John Wesley is to exhibit a disregard
for the properties mich we would not expect the inmates of the
lowest brothel in the vilest city in America.
11 :fhysicie.ns and educe.tors who are worthy the confidence of
the moral public are agreed that the influence of the modern
dance is evil in the extreme, and any man who witnesses it knows
it to be positively and wholly hurtful. Have we not come to the
time when the Church of Jesus Christ must confemn it and demnd
of those who are affiliated in its membership that they refrain
from a practice that cannot be defended? ••• "64

64Ibid~, September 16, 1920, P• 8.

Weeks

noted that Southam Methodist University had decided to

expel students who were cau~ht dancing or joy riding on the campus.65

65 Ibid., August 18, 1921, P• 9.

He roundly approved of this and happily pointed out that university
authorities had ordered construction of two new gridirons and intended
to foster football rather than dancing, the implication bein g that
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students who preferred the latter to the former might as well attend
school somewhere else.
Southam Methodist was never too successful in suppressing
dancing amng its students, but met with some success in enlightening
soma of them with regard to footbal 1.

As early as 1916, Weeks began warning Texas Methodists of the
dire threats posed by Communism in Russia.

He wrote prophetically:

11 ••• Is America secure?
Is it not probable that Bolshevism
will become a real menace in this country in the future? •••
There must be but one flag and above all real Americans must
band themselves together to see to it that the people who have
mde a mess of Europe shall not make a mess of the United States ••
• 1166

66Ibid, January 16, 1919, P• 8.

An old friend of the Advocate, patent medicine advertisin g,
also returned with Weeks.
Under the heading, "Peace Proposals", the makers of Ware's
Blaok k'o'Wder instructed readers:
11 In times of war shoot straight and keep your powder dry.
In times of peace keep your bowels open, your head cool and
your feet warm by taking Ware's Blaok Powder.
"Ware's Black Powder kills indigestion.
"Ware's Black Powder saves babies.
11 For all troubles of the Stomach and Bowels USE Ware's
Black Powder for Adults, and Baby Powder for Infants."66

66Ibid., July 10, 1919, P• 13.
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The Advocate also offered its readers "Texas Christian Advocate
Pile Coupon(s)" which would entitle the holder to a six day treatment
for "Hem-Ro id". 67

67Ibid., April 11, 1920, P• 13.

Blaylock sanetimes wrote testimonials for the patent medicines
advertised.

He once told readers "Ware's Black Powder Cured My Son

of Serious Stomach Trouble after other treatemts had failed."68

68Ibid., April 25, 1920, P• 13.

Blaylock added tmt one treatment did it.
Not all advertising that might be considered objectionable came
from patent medicines, however, as the one below indicates.
"Wanted a Job: Three years ago I started out to nake Texas
dry. She went dry and the nation.
"Then I went to war against Germny (in the Army Y.M.C.A).
But just as soon as the Boches heard I was coming, Gerrre.ny gave
up, and I was demobilized.
"Now can't some P.E. (Presiding Elder) find me a job somemere that will last until conference? I really would like to
have a great big eight-Church circuit way off from the railroad,
anywhere in Texas---salary no object. Tough job is what I want.
"Or I will cane and help any brother run the devil out of
town with a good old fashioned, Holy Ghost revival.
"Anyone may see by my above record against Booze and Boches
that I always get there l
"Only until conference, brethren. Then 'Mike' Phelan and
the Bishop will •tend' to me.
"Rea.ring to go.
"Simeon Shaw, 3524 Raymond st., Houston, ·Texas. 1168
68

11.
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Despite Weeks' relative popularit y as an edit,r, circulatio n did
Recurrent drives to raise

not rise appreciab ly while he was editor.
it were publicize d in the paper.

Preachers were beseeched to solicit

subscript ions from their congregat ions.

Many of them did, and

periodica lly the Advocate would announce that it had one or two or
three thousand new subscribe rs.
Actually most of these were not new at all.
scription s expired in June or January.
in the fall and spring.

Almost all sub-

Campaigns were conducted

The result of them was a few new subscript ion

and enough renewals to maintam barely the circulatio n level at its
preceding heiGht, which during Weeks' editorship was never more than
13,000.
In May 1922, Weeks was elected editor of the missionar y publications of the Methodist Church, South, a position not as reward:inrg
nor important as its title might indicate.

Neverthel ess, it was an

advanceme nt of a kind and his elevation to it signified an act of
commendation by the Church for his work as editor.

His light

editorial s, his well-writ ten column of editorial comment and his
lively personali ty away from the Advocate made him popular among
col leagues and readers.
The Advocate under him was not as good as it had been, but far
better than it soon was to become.

CHAPTBR XIX
THE ADVOCATE UNDER RILEY
For a few weeks after Weaks' election to the new post, it
appeared as if the Church c01ld find nobody willing to accept
editorship of the Advocate.
Dr. J.M. Gibson, pastor of the First Methodist Church in
Beaumont was appointed editor by the Board of Publication in June.
Bigson startled everybody by wisely, so far as his career was concerned, refusing to accept the appointment.

The Board had not

bothered to consult him.
Weeks agreed to reim.in for a few weeks, and it was June 22
before he left.

The Board still have not been able to co?M up

with an acceptable editor.
It prevailed upon Gibson to edit the paper temporarily which he
did ably until the second week in September when the Rev. P.E.
Riley was elected editor.

Riley was then pastor of the Polytechnic

Methodist Church in Fort Worth.

Friendly an:l likeable, Riley had

been a minister for 15 years and was then 39.

He was liked by his

colleagues, but he had never served in a leading pastorate in the
state nor did he have any apparent qualifications for the job he
was undertaking.

He instigated few changes in the content of the paper.

The

brief editorials and column of editorial comment which had won
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popular ity for Weeks and whioh had formed the most worthwil e substano
of the paper disappea red.
Infreque ntly, Riley did run an untitled column on the editoria l
page

compo sed of comment upon odd incident s.

Examples of this

content appear below.
"It is said that a Mexican walked from Runge to San Antonio ,
a distance of 93 miles to be present when his case of negligen t
homicide was called in court. This was a very wholesome instance
of respect for law, and, inasmuch as he had no money to pay his
fare or any other expense, it appears like a case of poetic
justice that he was found not guilty. 11 69

69Ibid., March 22, 1923, P• 8.

"Because her husband f orgot to. give her flowers on her
birthday , a Californ ia woman committe d s icide by drinking
poison. Before her death, she wrote this pitiful note: 'Tried
to please-- -but failed-- -place flowers on my grave dear.' More
'taffy' and less epitaph make happier hearts and a better world1'
0

70rbid., June 7, 1923, P• 8.

This kind of material perhaps appealed to readers whose
theology and philosop hy were not overburd ened with complex
profund ities.

But Riley evidentl y had trouble in finding incident s

upon which to comrrent, and the column appeared only sporadic ally.
Editoria ls, for vbich the Ad vocate had won its greates t aocle.in,
virtuall y vanished from the paper under Riley.

The page reserved

for them often was fille~ with dry copy narratin g the Sunday visit
of the editor to sctne srm.11 community.

These aocounts of editors'
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Sunday travels stemming from a basio longing to be back in the pulpit
had not ohanged sinoe the oentury before, nor had they grown any more
interestin g.

Neverthel ess, they tended to oonstitut e most of the

editorial fare for Advocate readers during this period.
Riley continued to run articles by bishops and ministers .

He

often us$d as many as 14 an issue and they oomprised the najority
of the oontent.
contribut or.

Bishop Warren A. Candlor was the most re~ular

The title of one of his articles, "Can A Bishop Be

An Evolution ist?", typifies -their general subjeot mtter (Candlor 's
answer to the question he posed:

No

!). 71 Articles by others dwelt

at length upon suoh subjects as nature, science, atonement , the
Bible and proposals for uniting the divisions of Methodism.
Riley oomisten tly protested that the Advocate did not partipate
in politics.

It did so only slightly.

In a backhanded way, it

supported the candidacy of Dan Moody for governor and openly acclaimed his election.

In scarcely audible tones,it condemned alcohol and

camidate s who did not oppose its sale in beverages .

Certainly it

did not participa te in politics in the effective sense it had under
Rankin.

CHAPTER XX
A TRAGIC DECISION
Riley had been editor less than six months when trouble concernthe publishing of the Advocate threatened to rook the paper, even
though it was well insulated in the rut of mediocrity into which it
slowly had been settling.
He had spent almost 56

Lewis Blaylock was then 72 years old.

years with the Advocate, almost 50 of them as its publisher.

Though

never the sole cause, he was heavily responsible for whatever success
the paper had had, for whatever contribution it had ma:le to the
development of the Church and the state.

A gifted businessman, he

had adroitly managed the Advocate into a stable financial enterprise.
He had conferred upon it in commercial circles the prestige of his
success, and made it one of the state's most respected businesses.

Many editors had come to the Advocate.

All had come ignorant

of their tasks, devoid of any semblance of journalistic background
for them.

Blaylock had suffered with them, trained them, encouraged

them when no one else "WOuld and stood by them in the swirl and
subtleties of religious politics.

Each had left as his friend.

For nearly 50 years had had provided Texas Methodism with a
religious publication that at times was equal to any in the country.
This had cost the church not a cent.

'When he assumed publication of

the Advocate, it was in debt and the undertaking seemed futile.
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Blaylock claimed, and there is some reason to believe, that its
survival was made possible only through contributions from his other
enterprises.

There can be no questi on in the mind of an impartial

observer acquainted with the history of the paper and the conditions
under wiioh it was published, that,had it not been for Blaylock the
Advocate would have died ignominiously in the 1870 1 s.

Neither can

there be any questicm that its survival required sacrifices by Blay~
look of money he could have made from more purely oommeroial undertakings.
Thus, it is understandable that in 1923 Blaylock felt that the
Advooa te

was

"his".

Sentimenta 1 considerations had dra-wn him to it

more than half a centu:cy earlier, and had been the fundamental ones
in holding him in the intervening years.
At 72 he was a wealthy man with many achievements in his past.
But to him, the proudest was the Advocate.

In his old a ge, and

thoroughly acquainted with the average mj_nister 's enormous inoapao :tty
in the business of publishing, he had worried about the paper's future.
The result of his concern was a plan which he often expressed privately to endow the paper in the hope that it would exist always.
But if Blaylock had been good to the Ad'VOoate, it had been good
to him too.
Methodism was a powerful force in Texas, and the Advocate was a
respected instrument of it.

If Blaylock had been respected for no

other reason, he would have been respected at the time soley because
he was associated with the Texas Christian Advocate.
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Thus, the conferment of prestige was a reciprooal process
between Blaylock and the Advocate.
It would be unfair to say that Blaylock purposely exploited
his relatim with the Ohuroh and the paper to his oommeroial advantage, or that the opportunity to do so provided him with the
motivation to publish the paper.

Blaylock doubtless would have

been finanoially successful regardless of the Advocate.

Nevertheless,

whether he purposely planned it or not, his association with the
paper was advantageous to him in his other businesses.
In the early twenties, it appeared especially so to some in
the Church.
After being awarded several prominent ci vie positions, Blaylock
was elected myor of Dallas on April 23, 1923.

In report ing his

election, the Dallas papers referred to him as the publisher of the
Texas Christian Advocate, and this was the manner in which he usually
•s identified.
His election, along with his obvious financial affluency, confirmed in the eyes of many ministers the suspicion that he •s using
the Advocate for his personal gain.
Too, the Church was less than satisfied with the quality of the
paper.

Ministers and readers a like openly longed for the Advocate

of George Rankin which they romanticized in their thinking to a
stature far beyond the highest it ever actually attained.

They

universally failed to recognize that:,the reason they were afflicted
with an increasingly ineffective paper lay in their inability or
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refusal to appoint qualified men as editors.

They failed, also, to

realize that the Advocate in its current form was growing increasingly obselete in light of changing conditions within and without the
Church.
There were, however, some justifiable reasons for discontent.
The Methodist Church was becoming more and more socially minded.
Opponents of the social changes it was beginning to advocate pointed
to the advertising in the Advocate, much of 'Which would have disgraced even a pornographic publication, and charged the Church with
hypocrisy.

Collier's first had brought this forcefully to the

attention of the state more than a decade before, and there had
been a desire among more intellectual ministem since to cleanse
the advertising columns of the paper.
Blaylock, now a far different nan from the ambitious and
1olicitous youth that had been popular among ministers decades
earlier, reasoned that nobdy in the Church lmew anything about
publishing a paper and therefore the Church should content itself
with appointing editors and leave such difficulties to him.
Bradfield, 'Who was perhaps even more stubborn than Blaylock,
was the only member of the Church who achieved any success in

persuading him to delete this noxious content.
Blaylock refused to tell anybody anything about the business
affairs of the paper.

He never published advertising rates.

Circuation was revealed in the most ~eneral tenns, and figues
printed from month to month in the Advocate usually contradicted
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immediately previous or subseqmnt statements.
9laylock's obdurate refusal to tell even the Joint Board of
Publication about the business aspects only heightened the belief
that he was making money from it and tended to intensify the des ire
to take the paper out of his hands.
In the midst of this situation arose

an obscure and rather

ignorant minister with a grand plan of publishing the Advocate
and jumping its circulation to astranomioal figures.

Capitalizing

upon the discontent and doing all he could to further it, the Rev.
George Slover began in April 1923 to present his plan to influential
Church leaders.

He continued his agitation throughout the summer.

When the Annual Conferences began meeting in November, Slover
was present again making outlandish claims as to what he could do witi
the Advocate were he allowed to publish it.

To ministers entirely

ignorant of the journalistic and business abilities requisite to
publishing a religious paper, and forgetful or unaware of Blaylock's
contributions, the claims sounded good.
The result was an acrimonious and prolonged controversy argued
out on the Conference floors in which Blaylock and Slover unfolded
claims and counter-claims.

The charge that Blaylock was making

money from the paper was hurled at him frequently.

One by one, the

five Ocnferences voted to terminate the contract with Blaylock and
award it to Slover.
On

January 2, 1924, the day his contract ended, Blaylock

published his last edition of the Advocate, a paper which in
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so ne.ny ways, was "his".
He • s inexpressably and irrevocably bitter, not only at Slover
but at the Church, which seemed to him ingratitude end stupidity
personified.

He never again spoke of the decision without e100tion.

He decreed that no one connected with the Methodist Church should
ever have access to any of the record or files of the Advocate,
most of which were in his possession (a decree which his descendants
with stubborn tenacity have upheld with few exceptions).

He died

with his memories of the Advocate clouded by rancor and sadness.
There is no way to determine with final accuracy the validity
'
of the char!1:e that Blaylock rm.de mmey
from the J8per.

Certainly

the exagr erated charge that his affluence stemned directly from
profits from its publication is false.

On the basis of evidence

available and the opinion of the most inforned Methodist leaders
in Texas today, it appears highly improbable that Blaylock :rmde
much, if any, profit from Advocate operations.
If his prirmry motivation had been toward making money, he
could ha ,.re gratified it far more effectively by devotini; a correspond
ing quantity of effort and time to purely commercial enterprises in
Wl ich he had many interests.

This wou 1d have brought him far great-

er returns than he could ever have hoped for from the Advocate.
And few publishers actin~ from purely commercial motives would have
consented to the arrangement Blaylock had with the Church whereby

..
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he had no authority or say so over the selection of editors., their
tenure or conduct of the paper.
But, in retrospect., the question of whether or not Blaylock
made money from the Advocate.seems utterly irrelavent to the basis
on W'lioh the Church should have decided whether or not the paper
was to renain in Blaylock's hands.

from the Advocate.,

For if Blaylook made money

by any criterion of equity, he certainly

deserved it.
So far as the publishing of the paper and its business management -we re concerned, the Church had a good deal.

How good, it did

not know until subsequent events rather harshly forced realization
upon it.

Unquestionably., the patent medicine advertising should

not have been allowed.

And the Church, whose representatives were

largely responsible for maintaining circulation throuGh their
promotions, •snot unfair in denanding to see first hand figures
revealing circulation and to be informed of the financial status
of the publication.
Still, it seems that the Church could have devised a practical
method of accomplishing these aims through understanding with
Blaylock, rath8l" than summarily dismissing a nan who had donated
56 years of his life to its service.
If it had, it woo.ld have been far better off.

For with the

departure of Blqlock, the Texas Christian Advocate began its
most desolate days.
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And much of their bleakness was to be caused by the absence of
a man such as Louis Blaylock.

CHAPTER XXI
A

PUBLISHING FAILURE

The new publisher, Slover, with high optimism arranged for the
Harben-B o awell Company at Richardson to publish the Advocate.
The company had new linotypes.

A high grade of ink was used

and the quality of paper Slover ordered was superior to that of
the contemporary slick magazine.

All of this, of course, improved

the overall appearance of the paper.
Slover had agreed to turn over to the Church 50 per cent of
all profits resulting from publication of the Advocate.

However

he and his potential beneficiary soon started discovering the
mythical nature of these profits.
The first of many of Slover's surprises came when Blaylock
turned over to him a circulation list containing only 4180 subscribers whose subscriptions had not expired.
This astonished Slover and he complained bitterly about it,
inferring that Blaylock had altered the list or had withheld part
of it.

He had expected to find at least 13,000 subscribers.

In

his intrigues leading to Blaylock's ouster, he had hinted that the
Advooate's was still larger.
Actually, there was nothing irregular about the list given to
Slover.

While circulation had dropped under Riley's editorship, the

Advocate still had between 12,000 and 12,500 names on its circulation
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list.

But as Blaylock 1ftlll knew, almost two-thirds of all subscript-

ions expired at the first of each year.

Two

promotional campaigns

were required each year to secure renewals, one coming in the fall,

usually af'ter the Conferences had met.

But in the fall of 1923,

Blaylock had been in no mood to encourage any kind of campaigns for
the benefit of the paper, and he was not inclined now to tell
Slover anything that would simplify his work.
Slover, though, launched a campaign to raise circulation and
received the aid of the Church.

In February, he boasted that

circulation had increased 200 per cent.

Most of the readers simply

had renewed their subscriptions, exactly as they had been doing for
years.

Few •re taking the Advocate for the first time.

Slover started writing a column on page nine called "Publisher's
Corner" in which he set forth he views on both religious and secular
topics.

In his first one, he indicated some of the bitterness still

surrounding the change in publishers.

He wrote:

11 1 am very glad to be able to say that notwithstanding all
of the stress and strain and any unpleasant things that have
happened with the lhole Advocate business, that I have come thru
it all without having any bitterness in my heart or unchristian
feeling toward anyone. I have no ax to grind, no old scores to
settle, no wound that has to heal.
"The Church don't owe me nothing (the doli>le negative is
Slover's). I have tried to give her more than forty years of
faithful service, but during these years of labor and sacrifice
the Church has given me far more than I have done for it. I
see more every day how eq,ty and useless and unsatisfactory my
life would have been without her assistance.
"One of the greatest sources of satisfaction of my life,
though conscious of my shortcomings, is being able to go and
stand at the bar of my Conference for twenty-six years and
hearthe brethren say 'There is nothing against him.' Money
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can't buy such pleasures. 1172

72Ibid., February 7, 1924 P• 9.

Two

months after this• the Jo int Board of Pub lica.t ion met in

Dallas and on April 24 announced that the Advocate had a circulation
of 15,000 and was financially sound.

At that time it doubtless did

have operating capital gained fran the renewals and new subscriptions
which had been secured chiefly through pastors buying blocks of
subscriptions, paying for them from their local church bud r,et and
sending them gratis to members of the congregation who had taken
the paper before.
Through all the turbulence attending the change in publishers,
Riley droned on, apparently undisturbed.
Aside from typographical innovations introduced by Slover, the
paper re:rmined the same as it had been when Riley was editing it
under Blaylock.
Riley began soliciting reports of local shurch activities
and ran them on page 13.

Typical of this material was a story

which, after announcing that a youth meeting had been held, said:
11 ••• The

entertainment committe furnished games and contests
that were greatly enjoyed by all, such as the three legged race,
between Ennis and Palmer; the fifty yard dash whioh resulted in
a tie and was not run off; visitors race, by the pastors which
created much fun, there being only one pastor present we had to
use a substitute.
"The refreshment committee served a delightful picnic lunoh
which consisted of all good things to eat and lemonade. 1173
73Ibid., August 19, 1926, P• 13.
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This was almost representative of the general quality and
significance of the news printed in the paper under Riley, the
paper that was supposed to be the journalistic leader of religious
thought in Texas.
It led the Advocate to nothing but trouble.
In the fall of 1924, the quality of paper on which the Advocate
was printed was lowered.

The patent medicine advertising to which

such strenuous objections had been raised and which Slover had
promised to keep out of the paper, began slowly to creep back into
its columns.
On August 13, 1925, Slover informed readers the Advocate was
owed several thousand dollars in unpaid subscri?tions and that its
bank account was low."

It a lays had been owed several thousand

dollars in unpaid subscriptions.
Beginning in January 1926, the Advocate ran an advertisement
for "Snake Oil 11 which said:
n ••• Stops chest colds and flue quick. Contains coal oil,
turpentine, camphor, capsicum, oil euclyptus and other valuable
ingrediants. Will penetrate the thickest sole leather in
three minutes, goes to affected parts. Quick relief assured.
For rheumatis, neuralgia, lumbago, se.id to be without equal. n74

74Ibid., January 21, 1926, p~ 16.

One "R. Lepso, Apt. 92, 895 Island Avenue, Mil-wa.uk:ee", advertised a nostrum which he promised w,uld cure fits in three days. 75
75rbid., January 28, 1926, P• 13.
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Despite the inclusion of patent medicine advertisements such as
these, which was a certain signal of distress, Slover lost money
consistently, and unlike Blaylock, he could not afford to lose money
at all.

After its initial spurt, circulation steadily declined and

Slover had trouble collecting the money owed on subscriptions he
did have.
In ill health and involved in a disintegrating enterprise, he
asked the Church to relieve him of his publishing contract.

This,

the Chur ~h eagerly did on September 27, 1930.
On the same date, Riley resigned, annomcin g he wished to
return to the active ministry.
The Advocate under Riley and Slover was in every since mediocre.
The time had oome when it could not afford mediocrity.

But the

cause of its unhappy status lay as much with the Church for assign~
ing unqualified men to operate the paper as it did with the men
themselves.
The Advocate was in dire straits financially when t hey left.
Its prestige had sunk to a new low.

But the worst was yet to come.

CHAPTER XXII
THE DECLINE UNDER COLE
As Riley's successor, the Board of Publication appointed the
Rev. E.V. Cole, a man with as few qualifications for the editorship
as his predecessor.
Like Riley. Cole was nearing 40 and had spent almost half of
his life in the ministry.

At the time of his appointment, he was

pastor at Electra, a small town in northwestern Texas.

He had

never been pastor of an important church nor was he reco gnized as
an outstanding minister.
The Advocate under him was to be as undistinguished as it had

•

been under Riley.
Cole began his editorship November 25, 1926.

He and the Board

of Publication entered into a contract with Sam P. Harben and
Sherwood Spotts in which the latter agreed to assume all responsi~
bilities of publishing the Advoo&te (Harben and Spotts were
representatives of the same firm that had printed the paper since
Blaylock's ouster).
Cole like past editors reserved the eighth page for editorials,
but never got around to writing many for it.
least one for the front page.

He usually wrote at

In these, he continued to snipe at

the Advocate's favorite targets:

liquor, gambling and dancing.

He also took shots at bridge and cigarettes.

The majority of his
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remaining editorial eff'ort was oonsumed in supoort of Methodism in
the abstract1 its specific programs in Texas such as its orphans
home, Southern Methodist University, donations for missionary work
in Asia and Africa; and his conception of morality.
In the sum.mer of 1930, Cole began running two to three columns
of gossip about ministers called

11

Folks, Fi gures and Facts. 11

This

type of content always had been popular, and his installment of it
again elicited about ihe only favorable comment the Advocate
received during this period.
Aside from the gossip. the content remained essentially unchanged.
Harben and Spotts made the paper typographically attractive.
Its size was increased slightly.

Pages containing long articles

by ministers and bishops had two columns six inches wide. the
front page had three and the rest of the pa g:e s four.

Pages were

broken by large, apoealins head lines often four columns wide.
Typographioally, at least the paper was very readable.
Most of the advertising oame from patent medicine oompanies
or distributors, just as it had under Blaylock,
ad still appeared oocasionally.

The Snake Oil

Most of the advertisements, though,

were not as offensive as many of the past, but they still made
ridiculous claims.
Until the full foroe of the depression hit Texas in 1930,
circulation remained around 10,000.

But not even hi~h-powered
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pulpit pleas were sufficient to sustain it when the effects of the
general business recession began to paralyze the state.
Harben and Spotts began losing money on Advocate operations in
the fall of 1930.

They told the Board of Publication they no

longer wished to publish the paper and asked that their contract
be ended.

The Board promised more energetic promotion by the

Church, and the printers reluctantly agreed to continued their
work as publishers.
The Advocate, tho~h, continued to decline in popularity and
circulation during 1931.

Cole, knowing very well that all was

far from well, resigned in September.
Some of the older ~mbers of the Board of Publication who had
seen the Advocate deterioate almost imperceptibly from one of, the
most respected religious newspapers in the country to an obscure
journals which was subscribed to in many instances out of a sense
of duty or from habit were dismayed.
Bewildered by the paper's growing impotency, the Board began
to look for an editor who could restore it to its past status.

CHAPTER XX:III
THE ADVOCATE DURING THE THIRTIES
Determined to revitalize the Advocate. the Board of Publication
pursuaded Andrew Weeks. who had acted as editor with relative success
more thm a decade before, to quit his job with the general board
of publication in Nashville and return to Dallas.
He began editing the paper November 5, 1931.
One of his first actions was to negotiate the merger of the
Oklahoma Methodist with the Advocate.

After this had been done

early in December, the New Mexico Conference ani the two in
Oklahoma adopted the Advocate as their official publication.
On January 7, 1932 the name of the paper vas changed from the
Texas Christian Advocate to the Southwestern Advocate.

Wallace

Crutchfield, who had been editor of the Oklahoma. paper. was listed
as associate editor of the Advocate.
do with the direction of it.

Actually, he had nothing to

He did supply it with frequent

articles about Methodism in his state, and each week contributed
items about Oklahoma churches.

He did this in conjunction with

his regular pastoral work, and received no salary for it.
The Advocate gained soma 600 subscribers from the merger (thougp
it got no money for their subscriptions the first year after its
inoonporation of the Oklahoma paper).

But aside from Crutchfield's

reports, it made little effort to extend its coverage to Oklahoma..
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The slightly altered name and inclusion of Crutchfield's reports,
constituted the major difference between the paper Weeks now edited
and the one he directed before 1920.
His editorials on the front page differed from those of past
editors in that they were readable and interesting .
concerned the invariable subjects:

But they

prohibtion, temperance, gambling,

dancing, the Methodist Orphans home at Waco, Methodist missionaries
abroad, proposals for uniting the Church---topics that seemed
eternal with the Advocate.
On pa ges two and three, ei ght and nine, the bisho ps and
ministers held forth with their usual verbosity.
they had been writing for the past 25 years.

They wrote what

Some wrote well, most

did not.
On pa ge four, Weeks ran several of his brief, breezy editorials.
On the adjoining pa ge, he printed a column called "The Editor's
Easy Chair" written in the lazy, amiable style of a talented country
editor.

Often witty, never vitriolic, these columns were easily

the best feature of the paper, save for an occasional searching
article by a bishop or a bright, young minister not long out of
theological school.

Along with the column, he ran one or two

columns of u;Personals" which contained the usual gossip readers
liked.
Pages six, twelve and thirteen were the only ones containing
anything resemblin g news.

Under the heading; , "Notes from t he Field",
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reports from pastors boasting of their accomplishments and popularity
and sometimes containing news were run.
weeks nor aeyone else.

These were not edited by

It was unusual for a leading pastor to report

anything in the Advocate columns.

Most of 'the accounts came from

small churches and those in rural areas.

V'Tith them, Weeks printed

small stories that had been sent into the Advocate office by
temperance or semi-religious organizations, or perhaps that he
had picked up himself.
Page seven was filled with articles and anecdotes copied from
other papers.
Pages ten, eleven and fourteen were set aside for the "Children's

Department", "Woman's Department" •. and "Department of w.c.T.U."
Obituaries were printed on page fifteen.

More gossip under

the heading, "Folks, Figures and Faots 11 , which Weeks inherited
f'rom Cole, was rl.Ul on the back page.
Advertising was scattered throur,h the back pages, but just
barely so.
By the summer of 1933, the Advocate was having extreme difficulty
in securi~ even patent medicine advertising.
than four columns of advertising an issue.

It was averaging less

Some editions contained

less than a column.
Circulation had dropped to below 10,000.
Harben and Spotts continued to lose money on the paper.

Final!~

in September 1935, they told the Board of Publication they were
through once and for all, and refused to accept further responsibility
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f'or publishing it.
For a wl:dle, it appeared as if the Advocate might be thro·ughtoo.
Its reputation and fimncial record for the years immediately past
was such that no f'irm around Dallas would agree to become its
publisher.
But Weeks, rather than have it die while he was its editor,
decided he would publish it himself.

The Board consented and

Weeks prevailed upon Harben and Spotts to print the paper for
a f'lat rate.
He kept the Advocate funds in his personal bank account ard
the business management of the paper became an intuitive one.
largely through the generosity of' influential Methodists in and
around Dallas who contributed advertising and continual entreaties
by Church leaders to their people, Weeks managed to keep the
Advoca'tlt alive for another f'our years, though its future from
month to month was never secure.
Most of' the advertismg came from public utility companies,
railroads, firms selling products to ministers and churches, and
various branches of the Methodist Church such as its puilishing
house and bookstores.

Most of it was institutional.

Occasionally,

small patent medicine advertisements appeared, but compared to
past ones, they were scarcely repulsive at all.
With the rise of' Germany am Italy in the mid-thirties and
growing disturbances abroad, Vfeeks made the Advocate more and
more internationally minded.

His position on United States foreign
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polioy was somewhat ambiguous.

He applauded efforts to strengthe n

the military and all gestures of defianoe toward Germny and Japan.
But he violently opposed, as did the Methodist Church, anything
suggestiv e of' nat :ional military oonscript ion.
Much of his comment upon national and internatio nal affairs
was contained in his column which beoame highly popular and was
sometimes quoted in the secular press.
This oolumn was the last stronghol d of personal journalism ,
the only kind of journalism Weeks or his predecess ors knew.
Weeks happened to have a personali ty which when expressed
through print was amiable and appealing .

So what he wrote,

particula rly when he wrote sentiment ally, was attractiv e to
readers.

But as an editor, Weeks demonstra ted little ability.

He oould not write all the content.

Much of' what he did write

belonged to other days, days of oarpet baggers and circuit riders,
not days of' super-high ways and 50,000 watt radio stations.

As an

editor, he was responsib le for all the content.
He died of a heart attack Deoember 12, 1939, an editor popular
among his readers, but an editor whose work was unknown to the
majority of Methodist s in Texas beoause in terms of the thirties
he had not made it worth knowing.
Two bishops~ the president of' Southern Methodist Univerisi ty
and United States Senator Tom Connally participa ted in his funeral
at the largest Methodist Church in Dallas.

Characte ristically ,
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this was probably the greatest tribute the Church to which he gave
his life ever paid him.

CHAPTER XIV
A COMMITTEE OF EDITORS
With the death of Weeks, many responsible Methodists declared h
Advocate had outlived its usefulness and should be discontinued.

This could not be done conveniently without official sanction from
the Annual Confer<11ces, and some s&ntiment favored retaining it.
In an effort to keep it alive until the meetings in the fall,
the Board of Publication asked Bishop John M. Moore, a distinguished
Methodist then retired, to become the temporary editor and Dr. Harry

s.

DeV-ore, superintendent of the Dallas District of the Church, .to

act as business manager.
Along with these two, Or. J.N.R. Score, Dr. Dawson Bryan, Dr.
Edward Heinshon, Dr. Marshall T. Steel, Dr. J.A. Haymes and Wallace
Crutchfield agreed to serve on the editorial staff.

Some of these

men went among the foremost ministers in the Southwest.

All agreed

to serve without pay, and all retained t heir pastorates.
Riding the wave of prosperity in Texas in the very late thirties,
Weeks and the Church had pushed circule:tion to 13,000 in 1939.
Moore and his colleagues succeeded in maintaining it at this level
(actually they increased it by 250 principally throu~h the high
pressure salesmanship of DeVore) though their primary aim was to
put the paper's business affairs in order so some permanent disposition of it could be made

'M'l9Il

the Conferences met.
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By July 1940, the Advocate was out of debt and Moore decided

he had better quit while he as ahead, especially since most of the
subscriptions had expired.

Publication was suspended July 25.

However, the Conferences meeting in November were unable to
decide what to do with the Advocate and no decision concerning
it was reached.
Moore, who favored maintaining a Methodist publication in
Texas, gained permission frcm the Board of Pulication to resume
the Advocate.

It was stipulated, however, that he was to Il8ke

no debts and if the paper oould not support itself fimncially
it was to be ceased.

Moore agreed, and the Board appointed the

Rev. R.H. Nichols, Mrs. T.H. Minga, the Rev. J.D. B.nkston, the
Rev. Walter N. Vernon and Dr. Dawson Bryan to the Advocate staff
on the

Samit

basis as the other ministers had served.

This staff was not quite as distinguished as the former one,
but prominent minister contributed material, some of which was
outstanding.

Promotional efforts netted nearly 12,000 subscribers,

and the Advocate

seemed sounder, temporarily at least, that it

had been at any t:ime sinoe Blaylock left.
Ill health foroed Moore to quit in June 1941.

The Board

appointed an editorial committee consisting of Dr. Angie Smith,
Devore and the Rev. J. Daniel Barron to direct the paper.
Under these men, as under Moore, the Advooate was edited only
slightly.

Each of' them simply wrote articles for it and ordered
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material from leading preachers 1.n the state.
The result was that while the Advocate contained a diversity of
views and styles of expression and while it was without any formal
or consistent make-up, it contained the most intelligent, an:1 even
brilliant, writing its columns had known since Carnes edited it
befor·e the Civil War.
At once, it became a trade journal for ministers, an utterly
disorganized one, but one with some intellectually stimulating
and profess:lcm.lly provocative J1B.terial.
Analytical articles favored United States participation in
international affairs, but heatedly opposed selective service.
Others interpreted the IIBaning of government policies and
denounced Gernaey. Italy and Japan.
Not all the material. of course. was good or profound.

After

the attack upon Pearl Harbor, Devore wrote an article saying war
was a bad thing and ewn went as far as to assert that " ••• Next

to the liquor an:l drug traffic, war is the greatest enemy of
nan kind." 76

76southwestem Advocate. Dallas, December 11, 1941.

In a later issue, the same writer said the United States was
a fool for sending its boys to the Far East, when, if the Chinese

were fed, they could do all the fighting.

He proposed to take all

the money spent upon liquor am divert it to this purpose, but he d:id
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not say quite how this should be dona.
Some of the articles w re more rational. as the one below
indicates.
"I Feel For Them Too."
"The cold was all but insufferable when I called on her in
the rickety house on the edge of the business section of the
town. Her surroundings, tho~h flimsy, were tidy am clean.
Sha was frail of body and dejected in spirit. When sm talked,
a twitching ham was lif'ted to beckon her hesitating thoughts.
"Presently the conversation picked up her son, a marine on
the Paoific coast. It turned on the war---the slaughter of
Japanese in their recent offensives and the freezing of the
Gerrra.ns in their retreat in Russia. Her sentences, though
short and frequently unfinished, showed a lively knowledge of
currant events.
"I was on the edge of going when five words dropped from
her heart into mine. Of the soldiers o~ our dreaded enemies,
she said: 'I feel for them too.' Her suocinct~y elaborated
reason, though not the classic one---'For they know not what
they do'---was sufficient: 'They're trained to it, just as
our boys.'
"I went out into the winter wind with the warmth of her
words inside. Her piping note of divine marcy in a merciless
world was a welcomed one.
"Her simple am elemental v i sion or things did not frame
Stalin and Hitler in personal combat, or John Bull and Uncle
Sam rubbing out the rice-stuffed War Lords of Japan. She
drew a circle around boys like other boys compelled by a
thousand forces to kill boys like other boys.
"Calling this group of boys by the name of this J1Bn and
another group by that name of that nation did not change for hathe naked fact that they we I8 boys.
"The three million fresh. frozen graves lined out in
western Russia, in her mim, do not hold the bodies of Comrade
Stalin or Herr Hitler but the mutilated bodies of boys, endless
rows of boys. millions of bright faced boys.
"Is this twistinr: of good and evil into a rope with which
we helplessly hang the members of our family the inevitable
logic of our shared sins?
"For him who thinks and trys to live in terms of the whole
of God, every communique evokes mingled emotions. 'I feel for
them too. 1 " 77

77 Ibid., January 29, 1942, P• 1.
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In addition to artioles such as these the Advoo1:iB, under this
composite editorship, printed two pe.ges of "Personals" oomprised
of

gossip about churohmen and their leaders in the state.

A page

was set aside for summaries of outstarxling sermons delivered in
pulpits over the state the week before and was oalled "Preaoher's
Workshop".
The advertising, for whioh Devore was responsible, was made up
primarily of the Advooate 1 s , old favorite, patent medicine ads.
There was little news in the paper.
The quality of the paper varied greatly from week to week,
and depended upon whioh of the ministers found time to write.
This type of oontent was not expeoted to appeal to the average
laymen.

But the Advooate had not been appealing to the average

layman anyway, and now it did appeal, at least sometimes, to
ministers and superior laymen.
In faot, its appeal was sufficient to oonvinoe enough ministers
that it should be continued.
In January 1942, Dr. H.M. vVhaling was eleoted editor, and he
began editing the paper February ll.

The formEr staff was still

listed as contributors, but they contributed only sporadically.

CHAPTER XX.V
THE ADVOCATE UNDER WHALING
The Advocate chan sed at once under Whaling .
Though editor iali z :!n g was rampant througho ut the paper, the
Advocate printed no convent ional editoria ls.
The closest thing to them was a column called "The Broadca ster"
written two or three times a month by J. Daniel Barron.

Intellec t-

ually flavored , sometil!Bs witty, it drew heavily upon the thought
of Harry Emerson Fosdick, E. Stanley Jones and modern liberal theologians in proposin g oo lutions for everyday problems in terms of
Christia n philosop hy.

Sometimes, Barron cracked down with subtle

viciousn ess on what he consider ed unethica l practice s by ministe rs.
And, sometim es, he got into trouble for it.
Aside from this column, the Advocat e's editorial vi:.,ws were
largely expresse d thr cugh Whaling 's selectio n of what might be
classifi ed as news stories.
For the first time in its history, the Advocate said almost
nothing in favor of prohibit ion.

It scarcely raised its voice

against whiskey , dmcing, gambling and all its other enemies.

This

was not because Whaling thought differen tly from any other editor,
but because, under him, the Advocate scarcely raised its voice against
anything .
The Advocate became more and more a regional paper within the
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state.

Most of its news and most of its support came from the

area encompassed by the North Texas Conference.

Like Richardson

almost a century before. Whaling found it easiest to gather
material that was nearby.
elsewhere.

Little effort was ma.de to gather it

Some came anyway. mostly from loyal ministers who

considered contributions to the Church paper part of their
ministerial duty.
Their spirit was commendable. but their news contributions
usually were not.

Whaling did little to improve them. as these

typical headlines from the March 21. 1946 issue indicate,

"Speaking

A Good Word for Christ in Winnie. Texas." "For All Sinners From
le.redo and Roundabout." ''Soldier Boys Corne Rome and Voted Against
Beer. 1178

The Advocate also printed stories released by various boards of
the Methodist Church and the Council of Bishops.

Soma of these

expressed highly enlightened views favoring foreign aid to ravaged

countries. social reform to deal with Communism. support of labor
unions and generally liberal views. which. right or wrong. obviously
resulted frcm intelligent thought and which were revolutionary for
the Advocate.
None of this type of content was original with the editor.
It reached the paper in the form of official releases from the
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highest councils of the Methodist Church.

Suoh releases were help-

ful in solving the ever present problem of filling 16 pages of
spaoe each week.
Despite the intelligence that rranaged to creep into the
~~•

the paper as a whole during Whaling's editorship was

far from an exemplary manifestation of religious journalism.
However, it suoceeded in keeping its creditors at slightly
greater distance than on many past occasions.
The year after Whaling was appointed editor, the five Texas
Conferences had agreed to donate each year $500 a piece to subsidize
the Advocate.

In 1944, Whaling employed George B. I.e.tham as

advertisin~ mnager.

I.etham was a colorful, irascible, ruthless

old advertising man in his seventies who knew thousands of people
all over Texas.
He persuaded Whaling to pay him a rather comfortable commission
of 50 per cent of all advertising revenue he obtained for the paper.
As a result of I.e.tham's ceaseless harangues, the Advocate
embarked upon a program which members of the secular press called
"gyp'' advertising.
On

the slightest pretext, Whaling and I.e.tham would visit a town

in Texas---any town. Whaling would try to write several stories
about the Methodist Churoh in the community or some minor meeting
that was occurring there, or anything that could provide the basis
for sane kind of a story involving the community.
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At the same time, Latham would besiege the local merchants,
telling them the Advocate was to run a special edition on their
city.

Appealing to civic pride, and among Methodists, to religious

loyalty, Latham would extort advertising of little conceivable
benefit to those vm.o paid for it.
The resultant ads frequently resembled those appearing in a
high school play program.

Some of them said s•imply:

"A Friend",

"Best Wishes" or "Compiiments of ••• "
But the Advocate's advertising rates were $100 a page, and
often these forays into the hinterland would_result in ten pages
of advertising which meant $500 for Latham and $500 for the paper.
By this means, along with the page ads Latham hoodwinked out
of the Texas Po119r and Light Company and other large concerns, the
Advocate survived.
Preachers had f x nd enough Methodists, who considered taking the
Advocate their duty, to keep the paid circulation near 10,000.
But Whaling's position as editor carried with it little prestige
and less security.

By September 1946, he had grown as tired of

editing the Advocate as Methodists had of reading it.

He resigned,

and Dr. E.A. Hunter, then superintend ent of the Wichita Falls
District of the Church, was selected to replace him.

CHA.PT.ER XXVI
Tim ADVOCA'?I UNDER RUliTD

Hunter waa introduced to Advocate readers in the December
5, 1946 issue as a staunch prohibitionist and head of the
United

Texa ■

Dr,ys.

With that issue, he began •editing" the

paper.
He hired the Rev. w.o. Bucy to assist him.

lach week Hunter

would assemble what he hoped was enough material to fill, along
with the scrawled, scarcel7 legible advertt••menta Latham had
dug up during the week, sixteen pages.

Thia was turned over to

Bucy who determined the make-up and sent it to the Harben-Spotts
plant at Richardson where the Advocate was still printed.
There, printers, often llllder the influence of the alcohol
anathema to the paper the7 swore at, selected tne faces for
headlines exc1usivel7 on the basis of whether or not the7 would
allow the proposed head to fit in the space alloted for it.
Later Hunter emplo7ed
busineu affairs.

hi ■

wife to oversee the Advocate•s

He also had on hia staff as secret.ar,y an

eccentric woman who fancied herself a vocalist.
Also frequentl7 seen in the Advocate office was Latham 1 s
secretaey.

She was a middle-aged woman with her hair dyed a

flaming orange who sometimes amused herself b7 walking in middq down the middle of Dallas• Main Street with her e7ea shut

and her hands outstretched before her, oblivious to aey perils
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of city traffic.
The product of this interesting staff was a sad one.

For if

the Advocate was poor under Whaling, it was worse under Hunter.
The front page usually was occupied by a sermon by a bishop
or preacher, or the transcropt of a speech by a prominent Methodist.

Some of these, such as the brilliant and controversial

uttereaces of Bishop G. Bromley Oxman were interesting.

Most

were not.

Page two usually contained two columns of advertising and,
an article by a minister which was of the same nature as those
the Advocat~ had printed since 1920.
Page three alao was partially filled with advertising and ordinarily a report from some district superintendent.
Page fillll! t;CO:a.tained a dull column by Hunter called "The
Xditor S~s• in which he said very little and a promotial ad
for the Advocate.

The front page article was continued on the

f ifthcpage.
Page six contained advertising and 1 0ur Weekly Meditation•
which was a condensed sermon submitted by some preacher.
Psge seven was filled with 1 Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico News•
consisting of items about churches in the Southwest and holding
most of the real news in the paper.
Pages eight and nine were occupied with an advertisemen~
urging attendance or support of some comin& church conference or
campaign.
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On page ten under the headiig•Town and Country Work• material
about the general church program for rural area was run.
Page eleven contained advertising and-prohibition propaganda
under the label, •Wine is a Mocker ••• strong Drink is Raging.•
Page twelve and thirteen were devoted to •Our Church School•
and •The Woman's Society of Christian Service•, and advertising.
The make-up of this content and its location in the paper
sometimes changed, but its character and quality never did.

Some-

times, Hunter devoted several pages to attacks upon liquor and
admonishments to readers to vote a certain way in an election.
Other than this, support of specified Methodist activities,
and advertising, the Advocate advocated little explicitly.
Circulation had ri~en shortly after Hunter took over under
the impetus of a church campaign to almost 17,000.

:But it de-

scended rapidly thereatter.
In June, 1947, the Texas Conferences voted to double their
subsidy to the Advocate in the hope of keeping it alive.

But

it apparently was beyond saving.
Circulation dropped by 10,000 during the next year.
1948 it was below 6,000.

By

May

The Advocate had barely enough money in

its account to meet its outstanding debts, and except for a few
hundred dollars in unpaid subsidies, no prospect of obtainigg
any.
Hunter, knowing this better than anyone, resigned in May.
Now it was virtually certain the Advocate would be discontinued. ,
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Jlven its most loyal adherents of the past now dispaired tf it.
The Christian Advocate, the national organ of the Methodist
Church, had made tentative offers to incorporate it and continue its publication as a regional supplement within its pages.
While negotiations were being undertaken, J. Daniel !arron
agreed to act as editor in conjunction with his work as pastor
of the Grace Methodist Church in Dallas.
The Advocate was to have one last fling.

CHAPTER XX.VII

THE LAST FL ING
Barron's major pupose when he assumed editorship was to introduce solvency to the paper so that it would be free of debt when
it was finally disposed of.
However, though he had suffered for years as a reader of the
Advocate 1 s colorless columns, he strongly believed it was possible to issue a religious paper which if nothing else would at
least command the attention of Methodists in Texas.
He became editor June 17, 1948 and the Advocate began to emit
some of the fire for which it had once been noted.
Barron completely reversed some of the historic stands which
the Advocate had been righteously railing for for amost a century.

He advocated unequivocally total and immediate racial

equality in all phases of Texas life.

He not only sanctioned

dancing as a wholesome form of recreation if practiced in the
proper places, but even proposed that churches sponsor dances
in their buildings to make sure it occurred under the proper
79
auspices and to stimulate interest in their programs. '~

79 Readers were stirred. Abusive tirades poured into the Advocate office, one of which charged that the editor want •our
pure white daughters to sleep with big, black buck niggers.•

Surprisingly enough tough, there were more letters commending
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the new attitude toward Negroes than those denouncing it.

A much

greater storm of idignation was evoked by the suggestions about
dnacing.

Finally, the Northwest Texas Conference suggested de-

leting all mention of dancing from the Advocate.
:Barron attempted to change the Advocate to a religious
llewspaper.
On the front page of each issue he sought to run a news
story, preferably one involving controversy, of interest to
all Methodists in the state.

These concerned fueds between

leading bishops and leading Texas newspapers, blshops 1 denunciations of Cummunism, the voting records of legislators on legislation regulating sale of alcoholic beverages and gambling, interviews with the outstanding Methodist minister in the Southwest on the civil rights question, and accounts of specific

instances of racial intolerance or injustice in Texas.
In the less fiery lead stories, as well as throughout the
paper, he undertook to include as many names as possible.

These

stories concerned such events as statewide gatherings which
would be attended by hundreds of laymen and ministers, Journeys
of Methodists from the Southwest to international religious conferences and elction of bishops.

In the~, :Barron tried

to

interpret the significance of the event in terms of meaningful.
to the l~man.
lditorially and through mis selection of news stories, :Barron
continued to oppose alcohol and gambling, though he treated these
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as social ills rather than moral sins.

He f'reqtSntly attacked the

Catholic Church.
Sometimes his overwhelming d~sire to force readers' attention
upon the paper resulted in a front page that resembled the sports
page of a yellow tabloid as much as anything else.
One story in which a prolonged fight among supporters of
several candidates for bishop at a general conference was narrated

as if it had been a bloody bout for the world's heavyweight championship was headed "Dawson Cops Bishopric".
On the front page of the July 15, 1948 issue, he ran an item in

a box entitled "A Sober Prayer" which said:

"God, damn the liquor

traffic 1 Thou knowest it has damned men, Merciful God, damn it. 118O

Readers and friends began chastising Barron for headlines such
as the one concerning the election of the bishop.

He replied to

the Ee admonishments editorially a
"Those Head lines t'
"The Southwestern Advocate is told now and then by its
friends that its headlines are too strong, or t o o ~ or too
that.
---iiThe Southwestem Advocate likes its headlines to be as
strong as horseradish.
"The Advocate takes this opportmity to apologize to its
readers for every insipid, flaccid, weasel-like headline that
detracts from its pages.
''This paper does not need gagging. It needs ginger.
"Pass the pepper, please% Or. ginger. Anything to keep
the Advocate from looking like the fmeral notice of a burn. 11 Bl
81Ibid., Jul

29, 1948

• 2.
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All letters blasting the Advocate and its editor were printed.
if they were sufficiently free from scurrility and profanity.

Run

regularly on page three. they constituted one of' the most popular
features of the paper.
The most popular. though. was the editorial page.
six to eight extremely brief editorials.

It contained

They brevity alone

distinguished them fran most the Advocate ever had used before.
But they were different in other ways, as the typical ones reproduced
below indicate.
"Them Baptists t'
"·In th is issue is a news story on a Christian Century
editorial dealing with purported Southern Baptists' derelictions
as members of the Christian Family.
"The Southwestern Advocate presents it as a news story. of
course, and not as an editorial expressing its views.
11 The Advocate 's appreciation of Baptists is high and going
higher. They are a great people. Their zeal is admirable.
Their simplicity of program is enviable. Their evangelistic
ardor is exemplary. Their growth is aim.zing. Their ministry
to the masses is a page out of Wesleyana. Their stand on moral
issues is salutary. Their large service of the Master is a joy
to Christendom.
"If they get out of bounds, as the Century thinks they do,
let others, in love, crack them on the head.
"When the1iead-srre.shing is over, be it known to all man,
'them' Baptists will have taken care not only of themselves,
but of all those who have attempted to upset their well-loaded
applecart.
"A teacher asked her olass what -were rabies and what could
you do about them? A snall boy said rabies were Jewish preachers and there was not anything you could do about them.
"There is only one thing you can do about the Baptists--love them f' 82

82Ibid., July 1, 1948. P• 2
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Liquor and the Lads 11
"The South Central Jurisdictional Conference called on the
anny to ban the sale and use of alcohol on or near army posts.
"That vas a commendable Me'tinodist gesture.
"It also was a useless one.
11 So far as having the request complied with is concerned,
the conference might as well have called on Stalin to join the
Methodist Church.
"The United States government in a real sense is controlled
by the liquor interests. The reason for it is that it is
precisely the way the majority of American people want it.
"The liquor business will cash in on the draft program. To
these people it will be like shooting ducks on the ground. They
will set out not only to provide liquor for the young men away
from horre, but they wil 1 leave no stone unturned to whet the
appetites of the sons for their money-making stuff.
"From the Alpha to the Ome~a of it all, the U.S. government
will give them one hunnred per cent cooperation.
''That is the way liquor and f".Overnment always have gone at
the thing. There is no sign the leopards are putting on white
rabbits' coe. ts.
"Pessimistic? Cynical? No. Just historically minded.
" ~ ~ ~ hops_." 83
11

83 rbid., July 8, 1948, P• 2.

"Condemn Sin?"
"The Advocate is in receipt of letters of late in th is vein:
Why don't you ooodemn sin instead of stirring up trouble about
civil rights and racial natters?
"Why lambast youth movements men there is so much sin you
could be denouncing.
"Revealing questions, these.
11 S ince when, dear questioners, did adultery become rrore of
a sin than contempt for a black nan merely because he is black?
11 Since when, zealous individualists, did taking money at the
point of a pistol becane nx,re heinous than taking money from a
minority group through means of established social customs?
"Since when, Bible scholars, did gambling beconB roore hurtful than false teachit\gs about God and the Christian faith?
"Inciden~nlly, the spirit and content of these letters of
protestation usually point to authors who themselves are
sinners in disposition if not in the flesh. 11 84
84rbid., September 2, 1948, P• 2.
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"Square Dancing"
"The re is no more harm in square dancing than there is in
drinking spring water.
"It is a healthful form of physical and Tll3ntal recreation
throu gh rythym to music.
11 It would be we 11 for the nany good people who ob.ject to
this means of wholesome fellowship and innocent pleasure in
the Church to attend, and if possible, take part in a square
dance.
"The experience would clear up a great rrany things, including their minds."85

85Ibid., December 11, 1948, P• 2.

"Dancing"
''The Advocate regrets to announce the. t the school children
of Texas wi 11 have to use slates in their work for the time
being.
"Their pa's am ma's temporarily have exhausted the stock
of nickel tablets in writ i:ng the editor about the alleged atomicbomb-like danger of the square dance.
"They have given him a round of lashes about the square
thing. His head is bloody, but disappointingly unbowed.
"Sympathetically and smilingly he has read papge e. fter page
of denunciation, exhortation, counsel, warning and innuendo.
''His adversaries have quoted the Bible to him, told him
harrowin r, tales of damned srols, pointed out the pits to him,
and prayed that he would shun the very appearance of evil.
''His love for a 11 people who see in the swuare de.nee the
Devil's rope to drag people into his bottomless pit of fire
arrl brimstone is exceeded only by his inescapable, unrelenting,
inexorable conviction that they are wrong.
"After having been shown the way by the saints, the editor,
poorly equipped for learnin r; anythinr:, sti 11 openly says that
the square dance is no more harmful to the mind, the spiritual
life, the social relations of people who do it than is walking
to a country store for a pound of chaese---and a lot less costly.
"The only things that keep the editor from square dancing
himself are Methodism in one leg and rhemmtism in the other. 11 86

86Ibid., December 18, 1948, P• 2.
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"Refusing An Old Pattern"
"The treatment of Negroes in the Sowers school district,
reported in last week's Advocate, bad as it is, is above the
average in Texas Public Schools.
"The facts, however, will not support Superintendent Joe
P. Harris in his contention that the Negroes in the district have
no grounds for canpla int.
"They have no say-so in the administration of their school,
their teaching evidently is inferior, their schoolroom equipment is scant, they have no water, their toilet facilities are
primitive and they are convinced the white leaders have no
wholesome concern f'or their welfare.
"Harris' explanaticn of why the Negroes have no water
supply is childish.
"Had the white school in tm t di strict been confronted with
the problem faced by the Negro school it would have been solved
in a jif'f'y.
"Why make the minority group dig their well? Did the whites
dig their well?
11 As for Negro leader, Charles Ritchie, being a 'troublera iser', it is wel 1 to rerre mber that trouble-raisers are not
necessarily to be condemned. George Washington raised a lot
of trouble for the British.
"Moses was a terrible trouble-raiser in ancient Egypt.
"Harris' invitation to the Negroes to elect onof their
number to the board of trustees was not a piece of co,msel;
it was an act of cynica. l scorn.
"on the very face of it, the Som rs Negro school episode
is but a recurrence of the familiar pattern: Any old thing
is good enough for the Negroes.
"Any old thitig Ts"not good enough· f'or the Negroes :
"Nothing is gooctanough· for Negro children that is not
good enough for white children.
"Christian conscience is saying so, more an:l more, louder
and longer. 11 87

8 7 Ibid., October 7, 1948, P• 2.

BarrCl'l scornfully berated South Carolinians for hurli~ eggs and
tomatoes at Henry Wal lace, mom he opposed politically; derisively
ridiculed President Trwnan for shunning Dixiecrat Strom Thurman at
Washingtcr:t inagural ceremonies; oo:rxlemned Methodism for boasting trat
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it was a midd le-o lass ohurch, dee la ring the Church must serve all
olasses; and filled editorials with quotations fran Paul Tillich,
Exmnanuel Kant and George Buttrick.
Page three, labeled ''Opinion" was opened to anyone who had anything to say.

It usually was filled, as mentioned, with letters

denouncing the Advocate and its editor, along with some praising
them.

After a few months, the latter grew so prolific a:rrl saccha-

rine that Barron decided to omit virtually all of' them.
Pages four and five -were set aside for news stories concerning
actions by Protestant churches in the Southwest.
All of pages six and seven v.ere filled with gossip and names of
laymen and ministers.

These pages were labeled "People".

Whenever

possible, pictures of' ministers am laymen were used on these pages.
Pages eight am nine, labeled "Events", oonta ined smaller news
stories conoeming pastoral changes, i:rrlividual church programs and
achieverrents of Methodist churches over Texas.
Pages ten and eleven v.e :re de-voted to articles specifically
requested by the editor from leaders in particular fields of Methodism.

These often presented the Church's side of an issue involved

in one of the paper's lead stories.

When such articles were un-

obtainable, Barron reprinted articles with s:m.e kind of religious
interest (such as a story of a gypsy preacher in Texas, a harrowing
experience of a circuit rider fleeing from Indians) which had appeared in the secular press.
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Page twelve was reserved for obituaries and continlll.tion of'
other articles. as was page thirteen.
Page fifteen. entitled "Inspiration"• was filled with brief
poems. moralisms and prayers.

Reviews of books likely to be of

interest to ministers and churchmen were run on page f'i:rteen.

The

last page contained advertising exclusive'.cy.
Pictures and advertising ware scattered liberally throughout the
back pa ~es.

There was no

pl tent

medic :ine advertising. though

I.atham's gyp advertising occurred sporadically.
The Advocate prospered in popularity and circulation.

Its

offices in the Methodist Publishing House became part of religious
reporters' daily beats.

Its stories and editorials were quoted in

the Dallas and state press.
Barron was asked if he would consent to relinquish his pastorate
and devote all his time to editing the piper.

He refused. and

recommended that it be merged with the national paper.
In October. 26 representatives of the Church in Texas met in
Dal las and decided to do this by March. 1949.
Barron had succeeded in achieving both his aims.

On February

22 • he turned over $468 to the Joint Board of' Publication.

All of

its debts had been paid. and, for a while at least. Texas Methodism
had paid attention it.
But on February 24. 1949--almost a century after Chauncey
Richardson carried the first editicn from the press--publication
of the pe.per he began endedJ with it ended ingloriously the history
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of the Texas Christian Advocate whose history

'WB.S

not without glory.

CHAPTER XVIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary.

The Texas Christian Advocate was born of the desire

of consecrated churchmen to establish a journalistic voice of Methodism in Texas more than a century ago.
But in the years before the Civil War it emerged as one of the
foremost newspapers in the state.

Its functioning as a journal of

information on a remote frontier tended to overshadow its performance of the mission for -which it was established.
Through the competency of Chauncey Richardson and

c.c.

Gillespie,

and the brillianoe of J.E. Carnes, the paper survived primative
publishing conditions with the aid of business guidance and financial
assistance from Methodist laymen.

At the end of 1861 the Advocate

had gained a circulation of more than 6,000 in a sparsely populated
region.

It was a highly profitable and influential enterprise.

The Civil War an:l demoralization of the Southern economy forced
suspension of the paper late in 1861.
1864.

Publication was resumed in

But for ten years the Advocate floundered on the verge of

extinction, inflicting heavy financial losses upon successive publishers -who attempted to underwrite its operations.
Restoration of stability to publication of the paper beg~n in
1874 v.hen Louis Blaylock and William Shaw became its publishers.
Change in the basic character of the paper began also.

Content
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emphasis shifted from seouler news 1n militant advooaoy of the
causes espoused by Texas Methodism.

The shift was aooonpanied

by increased attention to news of Methodist ohurohes and their
people in Texas.
Under George Briggs, the Advocate initiated the first of many
vociferous campaigns against liquor, gambling am prostitution.
These campaigns reached their height during the editors hip of George
Rankin from 1898 to 1915.

As a result of them, the Ad#ocate enjoy-

ed political power and public prestige scarcely surpassed by any
publication in Texas.

Contemporary observers cited it as one of

the chief causes of the passage of prohibition and the abolishment
of legalized gambling and prostitution in Texas.
From 1872 until 1922 the Advocate's business affairs were soundly nanaged by its publish Ell", Louis Blaylock.

But in 1922., through

the improvidEll t judgment of ill advised am misinformed Church leaders, Blaylock was deposed as publisher.

His ouster led to ingrained

bitterness on the part of him and his family.

After it, the Advocate

labored under extrene financial difficulties or imminent threat of
them for the remainder of its history.
It began, too, en editorial decline l'ilich ultimately resulted in
its demise.

The paper under P.E. Riley and E.V. Cole was undistin-

guished end inoreas ingly ineffeoti ve.

Andrew Weeks managed to sustair

it from late in 1931 until 1939, but es unable to restore much of
its former power and favor.

During 1939 and parts of 1940 and 1941,

a committee containing several eminent ministers loosely edited it
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and somatines filled its oolumns with stimulating material.

But the

highly inept direction of H.M. Whaling and E.A. Hunter from 1942 to
1948 oondamned the Advocate in the minds of dominant Church authorities to discontinuation.
J. Danial Barron edited it sanewhat spactacularl;y in the summer

and fall of 1948, completely reversing several of the paper's
historio editorial positions.

In its last few months, the Advocate

expa rienced popular approbation reflected in slowly r is :ing c irculation and fmanc ia 1 stablity.
But the cumulative mediocrity of the preoeding decades had
predetermined its fate.

And on February 24, 1949, the last issue

of the Advooate prior to its merger with the Christian Advocate
went to press.
Conclusions.

Whenever t:m Advocate fulfilled needs of Texas

Methodists, th3y rewarded it with popularity, prestige influenoe
and prosperity.

At many times during its history, its circulation

was stimulated through promotional campaigns conducted through the
hierarchy of the Church.

But retenticn of this periodically inflat-

ed circulation always depen:l.ed upon the actuality of th3 service the
paper provided its readas.

Texas Methodists never supported their

church publioaticn solely on the basis of relig ious loyalty in
sufficient strength to make it a successful undertaking.
All of the various needs of Texas Methodists were not always
the same or of the same acuteness.
Before the Civil War, whrn most Methodists lived in relative
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isolation on a f'rontier, one of tha ir major needs was news.

Three

editors recognized, probab~ unconsciously or as a matter of course,
this, and devoted tha paper to supplying them with it.

In this

period in Texas, tha requirenents for editorship were not stringent
conpared t.o those of' later days.

An intelligent man without notable

journalistic ta lent could reproduce and summarize news from other
newspapers, and, by doing so, provide his readers with a genuine
service.

The Advooate editors did somewiat more.

They wrote with

f'orce editorially and comnanded the respect of' those who read.
In the years after the Civil War, the need for information was
supplied more and more by an increasing secular press spreading
over the state.

Texas was in a period of transition f'rom a gun-

ruled, unexploited frontier to a stabilized, productive society.
Evangelism, fearless and simple in the tradition of John Wesley,
was sociologically appropriate, am fran a religious standpoint
indispensable.

For 60 years after the War, the Advocate, with the

exception of the homely and interesting reports from little
oommunities abolllt their health, crops and churches, was little more
than

a

pulpit from which preachers practiced evangelism against

sin which for them was crystallized in alcohol, prostitution and
gambling.

Success of the paper depended largely upon just how good

a preacher its editor was.
prospered.

Most of'them were good, _am the Advocate

The most spectacular of them all was Rankin, and under

him the pap ar prospered t ha most.
But with the coming of the twenties, the needs of the people
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were more oomplexly manifested.

Surely. the same basio spiritual

needs that existed for the people of 1855 existed for those of 1925
ani 1935 and 1945.

But journalistically. at least, they could be

ministered to far less simply, far less directly than half a century
before.
There no longer was a dearth of communications nor an abundancy
of time.

And now the Advocate was only one of many publications

to Wl ioh the people had easy access.
But the Adwcate m d not.

Everything else had changed.

The nature of its content was the same.

Its methods of gathering news and distributing it -we :re the same.
The basis of selecting its editors • s the same.
In a day when giant metropolitan dailies with extensive ani
trained staffs penetrated eveey segment of th3 state, v.hen every
comnunity of any size had its own daily, a single, untrained
minister could no longer write ani edit a newspaper even approaching
the cpality of those available to his readers everyviere.

Nor in a

day when sophisticated, entertaining, appealing period icals flooded
the mails and news-tands oould tm Advocate be nothi'Q!': but a pulpit
from which an old time preacher could harangue a congregaticn about
the evils of drink:ing, smking and dancing.

In light of th9

social turmoil and uncertainties and injustices and tm economic
changes of the past three decades, trsse traditional evils seemed
scarcely evil at an.

But the Church tried to do both.

Brilliant men. sensitive to the t imas, with journalistic talent
and training were needed to nake the Advocate the vibrant organ it
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once had been in the lives of Texas Methodists.

Instead, Churoh

authorities appointed as editors tired preachers with no such
qlal ifications.

Therein lies the primary reason for the decline

and demise of vi1.at once was an important; and useful publication.
Probably Texas Methodism's need for a journalistic voice to
give powerful and articulate expression to its opinions was greater
in the past two decades than at any time in its history.

But Texas

Methodism failed to realize that 'lhe requirements for creating such
a voice, also, were far grea-tsr than at any time in its history.
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